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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

(1)

Nature of the Case:
Claimant, Raymajean Henderson, (hereinafter "Claimant") appeals from a Decision and

Order of the Idaho Industrial Commission (hereinafter "Commission") finding her ineligible for
benefits effective December 12, 2004, through February 26, 2005, and December 4, 2005,
through April 1, 2006, because she failed to comply with the personal eligibility requirement of
being fully available for work pursuant to Idaho Code § 72-1366(4); and finding she was
ineligible for a waiver of the requirement that she repay the benefits to the Employment Security
Fund that she received during those weeks pursuant to Idaho Code

(2)

5 72-1369(5),

Appendix A.

Course of the Proceedings Below:
On February 13, 2007, Claimant called from Hawaii and contacted Shirley Ackeman,

the manager of the Department of Labor (hereinafter "Department") local office in Saint Maries,
Idaho. Appendix C. She called to ask about an Internal Revenue Form 1099 she expected the
Department to send her, but that she had not yet received. Appendix C, Tr. p. 12, L1. 13-16.
During her conversation with Ackerman, Claimant answered questions about her eligibility for
benefits and Aclteilnan asked her to send the Department documentation of her work search
efforts. Tr. p. 12, L1. 13-16, Appendix C.
Later, Acltelman reviewed the documentation Claimant provided of her work search
efforts. Claimant only provided her work search efforts for her layoff during the winter of 20062007. Tr. p. 19, L1. 8-1 1. Based on the new infonnation she received, Ms. Ackerman changed
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the Department's work search classification of Claimant for her 2006-2007 layoff from "job
attached" to "B2," a claimant with marketable skills but no immediate prospects for
reemployment. Tr. p. 19, L1. 8-11, Tr. p. 22, L1. 10-25, IDAPA 09.01.30.575.04.b (2007). Ms.
Ackerman also reviewed the records of Claimant's weekly reports to the Department while she
was in Hawaii during the winters of 2004-2005 and 2005-2006 and issued two non-monetary
determinations on March 30,2007.' Tr. p. 6, L1. 15-24, Tr. p. 12, L1. 13-16, Appendix C. Those
determinations were made part of the record as Exhibits 8 and 9. They are each entitled
"Eligibility Determination Unemployment Insurance Claim" and are commonly referred to as an
"Eligibility Determination" (hereinafter "Determination"). Exhibits 8 and 9.
In one of the two Determinations Ms. Ackennail issued on March 30, 2007, she found
Claimant was not fully' available for work and ineligible for benefits she received from
December 12, 2004, through February 26, 2005. Exhibit 9. In the other Determination Ms.
Ackerman issued, she found Claimant was also not fully available for work and ineligible for
benefits she received from December 4,2005, through April 1,2006. Exhibit 8. Two days later,
the Department sent Clairnant a Determination of Overpayment, finding she had been overpaid
unemployment benefits that she received from December 12, 2004, through February 26, 2005,
and from December 4, 2005, through April 1, 2006, and she was now required to repay those
benefits in the amount of $8,022.00. Exhibit 10.

I

A "non-monetary determination" is defined as "[a] determination issued by a claims examiner with respect to the
personal eligibility conditio~lsof a claimant. IDAPA 09.01.30.010.24 (2007).
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On April 13, 2007, Claimant filed a timely protest of the Eligibility Determinations and
she requested a waiver of the requirement to repay the overpayment. R. pp. 9-1 1, Exhibit 11.
The Department's Appeals Bureau mailed a Notice of Telephone Hearing to the parties on
April 23, 2007, informing them that Appeals Examiner Gregory Stevens (hereinafter the
"Appeals Examiner") would hold a hearing in the matter on May 1,2007. Exhibit 1.
The Appeals Examiner conducted a hearing by telephone with the Claimant in Hawaii
and Ms. Ackerman in St. Maries, Idaho. R. pp. 1-8. The Appeals Examiner issued a Decision
finding Claimant was not fully available for work effective December 12, 2004, through
February 26, 2005, and December 4, 2005, through April 1, 2006. R. pp. 1-8. The Appeals
Examiner also denied Claimant's request for a waiver of the requirement to repay benefits owed
to the Employment Security Fund. R. pp. 1-8.
On May 15, 2007, Claimant filed a timely appeal of the Decision of the Appeals
Examiner with the Commission. R. pp. 9-1 1. The Commission conducted a de novo review of
an audio recording of the hearing before the Appeals Examiner and all of the exhibits. On June
19, 2007, the Commission filed a Decision and Order affirming the Appeals Examiner's
Decision. Appendix A.
Claimant filed a timely Motion for Reconsideration on July 3, 2007. R. pp. 25-27. The
Industrial Commission considered Claimant's Motion and issued an Order Denying
Reconsideration on July 26, 2007. R. pp. 29-31. Claimant filed a timely Notice of Appeal to
this Court on August 27, 2007. R. pp. 32-34. On January 10, 2008, Claimant filed a Brief with
the Court. With that Brief, Claimant submitted a document that she purports is the March 2006
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edition of "Claimant Handbook (Department of Commerce and Labor)." Appellant's Brief, p. 7.
The document has been substantially redacted, removing portions of the text that provide
instructions for "job attached" claimants. This incomplete and redacted document is confusing
and misleading and it should not be relied on by the Court. The Department appends the actual
March 2006 edition of the Idaho Department of Labor "Unemployment Insurance Claimant
Handboolc" (hereinafter "Handbook") in its entirety with the portions redacted by Claimant
printed in red. Appendix G . The Department also appends the 2004 and 2005 editions of the
Handbooks, which were the editions Claimant would have received when she filed her claims in
2004 and 2005.' Tr. p. 20, L1. 8-1 1, Appendices H and I.
(3)

Statement of Facts:

Claimant worked as crew foreman for Employer, Eclipse Traffic Control & Flagging,
Inc. (hereinafter "Eclipse"). Tr. p. 7, L1. 15-16, Tr. p. 14, L. 1. After Eclipse shut down for the
winter and laid Claimant off, she filed a claim for unemployment benefits in November 2004.'
Tr. p. 7, L1. 15-17, Tr. p. 8, L1. 2-4, Appendix D. Because she intended to return to work for
Eclipse in the spring, the Department classified Claimant as "job atta~hed."~Tr. p. 9, L1. 23-25
to p. 10 L1. 1-2, Tr. p. 13, L1. 2-7, Tr. p. 23, L1. 11-14. The Department required Claimant to
contact Eclipse each week. Tr. p. 10, L1. 10-25 to p. 11, L. 1. Claimant acknowledged that she

Although the Department has appended all three Handbooks for the Court's review, the relevant wording is
identical in all three of the Handbooks appended and all three are collectively referred to as Handbook.
3
The exact date that Eclipse laid Claimant off was available to the Appeals Examiner via Department records, but it
is not part of the record before the Conrt.
4
The Department classifies as "job attached" those claimants who have "a firin attachment to an employer, industry,
or union, or who are seasonally unemployed, and expect to return to the& former jobs or employers in a reasonable
length of time." IDAPA 09 01.30.575.04.a(2007).
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received and read the Handbook. Tr. p. 20, L1. 8-1 1, Appendices H and I.
On December 7, 2004, Claimant went into the St. Maries local office and changed her
address from her St. Maries home to her Hawaii address. Tr. p. 8, L1. 15-17, Tr. p. 17, L1. 1-5;
Appendix E. Claimant is an Idaho resident, but she owns property in Hawaii. Tr. p. 7, L1. 18-20,
Tr. p. 26, Ll. 10-24. Claimant remained in Hawaii until shortly before she returned to work for
Tr. p. 8, L1. 15-17. While she was in Hawaii, Claimant filed weekly Tel-A-Claim
reports wit11 the Department for the weeks ending December 12, 2004, through February 26,
2005. Appendices D and F. Each week, Claimant reported that she was

away from the area

where she normally worked. Tr. p. 11, L1. 8-12, Tr. p. 19, L1. 14-25 lo p. 20, L. 1, Appendix G,
p. 85, Appendix H, p. 113, and Appendix I, pp. 138-139. In the document Claimant appended to
her Brief this question and the questions asked to the other classifications of claimants about
their presence in their local labor market areas have been redacted.
Each week, Claimant received a benefit check in the amount of $227.00. Appendices D
and F. On February 28, 2005, Claimant went into the St. Maries local office and changed her
address back to her St. Maries address. Tr. p. 9, Ll. 18-22, Appendices E and F.
Claimant began working for another employer, Aapex Construction, Inc. (hereinafter
" ~ a ~ e x " )Tr.
. ~p. 2, L1. 1-4. When Aapex laid her off late in the fall of 2005, Claimant filed a
claim for benefits. Tr. p. 12, Ll. 5-7, Appendix D. Claimant told the Department she would be

* The date Claimant retnmed to work in the spring of2005 was available to the Appeals Examiner via Department
records, but is not part ofthe record before the Court.
claimant aclcnowledged that she worked for Aapex in 2005 and still works for Aapex. TI. p. 22, L1. 1-3. The
exact date that Claimant began working for Aapex was available to the Appeals Examiner via Departmental records,
hut it is not in the record before the Court.
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returning to Aapex in the spring and once again, the Department classified Claimant as "job
attached." Tr. p. 9, L1. 23-25 to p. 10, L1. 1-2, Tr. p. 22, L1. 1-4, Tr. p. 23, L1. 11-14. Again,
Claimant was required to maintain weekly contact with her employer. Tr. p. 9, L1. 23-25 to
p. 10, L1. 1-2. On December 12,2005, Claimant changed her address with the Department to her
Hawaii address. Appendix E. Claimant traveled to Hawaii again and remained there until
shortly before Aapex recalled her to work in the spring of 2006. Tr. p. 12, L1. 5-8, Tr. p. 16,
'

L. 25 top. 17, L1. 1-5.
While she was in Hawaii, Claimant filed weekly claim reports for the weeks ending
December 10,2005, through April 1,2006. Appendices C and F. Each week, Claimant reported
she was

away from the area where she normally worked. Tr. p. 11, L1. 8-12, Tr. p. 19, L1.

14-25 to p. 20 L. 1, Appe~ldixB, Appendix G, p. 85, Appendix H, p. 113, and Appendix I, pp.
138-139. Each week, she received a benefit check in the amount of $325.00. Appendix B.
Claimant never became a resident of the state of Hawaii. Tr. p. 26, L1. 13-24. Claimant
could not find work in Hawaii because she advised prospective employers she was attached to
her employer in Idaho and she intended to return to Idaho when work there resumed. Tr. p. 21,
Ll. 14-25 to p. 22, L1. 1-5. Claimant returned to Idaho and changed her address back to her St.
Maries home on April 3, 2006. Appendix E.
Claimant retunled to Hawaii diiring her 2006-2007 winter layoff. While Claimant was in
Hawaii, she contacted the interstate claims unit in Idaho and registered with the Hawaii
unemployment office. Tr. p. 21, L1. 2-4, Appendix C. She also contacted the St. Maries local
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office and spoke to Ms. Ackerman on February 13,2007. Appendix C. Claimant was in Hawaii
when she participated in the hearing before the Appeals Examiner on May 1,2007. Exhibit 1.
ADDITIONAL ISSUES ON APPEAL
1.
Is there substantial and competent evidence in the record to support the Industrial
Commission's finding that Claimant failed to comply with the personal eligibility requirement of
being fully available for work effective December 12, 2004, through February 26, 2005, and
December 4,2005, through April 1,2006, and therefore is ineligible for those benetits?
11.
Is there substantial and competent evidence in the record to support tbe Industrial
Commission's finding that Claimant is ineligible for a waiver of the requirement that she repay
those benefits?
111.
Did the Department of Labor have jurisdiction to enter its March 30, 2007, Eligibility
Determinations?

IV.
Did the Department have the statutory authority to promulgate IDAPA 09.01.30.175.23
and by not raising the issue at the Industrial Commission, has Claimant waived the issue?

v.
Whether attorney fees should be awarded to Claimant in this case?
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STANDARD OF REVIEW
In appeals from decisions of the Commission, the Court's review is limited to questions
of law. Idaho Const. Art. V,

5 9; Pimley v. Best Values, kc.,

132 Idaho 432,434,974 P.2d 78,

80 (1999). The factual findings of the Commission will be upheld provided they are supported
by substantial and competent evidence. Uhl v. Ballard Medical Products, Inc., 138 Idaho 653,
657,67 P.3d 1265,1269 (2003). "Substantial and competent evidence is relevant evidence that a
reasonable mind might accept to support a conclusion."

Id.

It is for the Commission to

determine the credit and weight to be given to the testimony admitted. Bullard v. Sun Valley
Aviation, Inc., 128 Idaho 430, 432, 914 P.2d 564, 566 (1996). The Commission's conclusions
regarding the credibiiity and weight of evidence will not be disturbed unless the conclusions are
clearly erroneous. Oxley v. Medicine Roclc Speciallies, kc., 139 Idaho 476, 479, 80 P.3d 1077,
1080 (2003).

In reviewing a decision of the Commission, the Court views all facts and

inferences in the light most favorable to the party who prevailed before the Commission.

Id.

Whether a claimant has satisfied all the statutory eligibility requirements for
unemployment insurance benefits is a question of fact. Qualman v. Department of Emplovrnent,
129 Idaho 92, 95, 922 P.2d 389, 392 (1996). "The claimant bears the burden of showing all of
the eligibility requirements have been satisfied."

Id.The question of whether a claimant has met

the eligibility requirement in Idaho Code § 72-1366(4) is a question of fact for the Commission
to decide. Burnside v. Gate Citv Steel Corporation, 112 Idaho 1040, 1042, 739 P.2d 339, 341
(1987).
Appellate court review is limited to the evidence, theories and arguments that were
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presented below. Obenchain v. McAlvain Construction. Inc., 143 Idaho 56, 57, 137 P.3d 443,
444 (2006). The Court will not consider arguments raised for the first time on appeal.

Excell

Construction. Inc. v. State Department of Labor, 141 Idaho 688, 693, 116 P.3d 18, 23 (2005).

An exception exists where the jurisdiction of the tribunal to hear the cause is raised. Luslcin v.
Dept. of Einplovment, 100 Idaho 584, 586,602 P.2d 947,949 (1979). A question ofjurisdiction
is fundamental; the Court is obligated to address it prior to considering the merits of an appeal.
Dunlao v. Cassia Memorial Hospital Medical Center, 134 Idaho 233, 235, 999 P.2d 888, 890
(2000).

The judiciary has the ultimate responsibility to construe legislative language to

determine the law and this principle extends to review of administrative rules. Mason v.
Donnelly Club, 135 Idaho 581,583,21 P.3d 903,905 (2001).

ARGUMENT

There is substantial and competent evidence in the record to support the
Industrial Commission's find in^ that Claimant failed to comply with the
personal eligibility requirement of heine fully available for work effective
December 12, 2004, through February 26, 2005, and December 4, 2005,
through April 1,2006, and is ineligible for those benefits.
Claimant did not dispute that in the late fall of 2004 and again in 2005 her employers laid
her off for the winter, she filed claims for unemployment benefits and reported to the Department
that she expected to return to work for those employers in the spring. Tr. p. 13, L1. 2-7, Tr. p. 16.
L. 25 to p. 17, L1. 1-5, Tr. p. 22, L1. 1-4. When a claimant reports to the Deparlment that she has

been laid off, the Department allows her to begin receiving benefits, if she is monetarily
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eligible.7 No written eligibility determination is issued unless the Department receives
information that casts doubt on the claimant's assertion she was laid off.
I-Iowever, this does not end the Department's inquiry into a claimant's eligibility for
benefits. Eligibility for benefits is determined week to week. A Claimant is only entitled to
benefits for compensable weeks. A "compensable week" is defined by Idaho Code 5 72-1312 as
a week of unemployment occurring during which the claimant complied with all of the personal
eligibility requirements of Idaho Code

9 72-1366. I.C.

§ 72-1312 (2006). The Department

investigated one of the eligibility requirements under Idaho Code

5 72-1366 when it discovered

on February 13, 2007, that Claimant bad been filing for benefits from Hawaii during the winter
of 2004-2005 and again during the winter of 2005-2006. Idaho Code 3 72-1366(4) provides:
Duririg the whoie of any week with respect to which he claims benefits or credit
to his waiting period, the claimant was:
a) Able to work, available for suitable work, and seeking work; provided,
however, that no claimant shall be considered ineligible for failure to comply with
the provisions of this subsection i t (i) such failure is due to the claimant's illness
or disability which occurs after he has filed a claim and during such illness or
disability, the claimant does not refuse or miss suitable work that would have
provided wages greater than one-half (112) of the claimant's weekly benefit
amount; or ii) such failure is due to compelling personal circumstance, provided
that such failure does not exceed a minor portion ofthe claimant's workweek and
during which time the claimant does not refuse or miss suitable work that would
have provided wages greater than one-half (112) of the claimant's weekly benefit
amount; and
(b) Living in a state, territory, or country that is included in the interstate benefit
payment plan or that is a party to an agreement with the United States or the
director with respect to unemployment insurance.
I.C. § 72-1366(4) (2006).
' A determination of monetary eligibility looks at a claimant's base period employers to establish if the claimant has
earned enougli wages and, if so, it determines that claimant's benefit year, weekly benefit amount and total benefit
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To be eligible for benefits, a claimant must he available for work. Among other things,
the phrase "available for work" is defined as a state of mind that involves a readiness and
willingness to work. IDAPA 09.01.30.175 (2007). Generally, a claimant must he available for
the whole workweek unless she is unavailable for only a minor portion of the workweek due to
compelling personal circumstance. IDAPA 09.01.30.175.04 (2007). In addition, pursuant to
IDAPA 09.01.30.175.23, claimants must remain within their local labor market area during the

worlcweek in order to be considered available for work, unless the

purpose of a

temporary absence is to seek work in another labor market. IDAPA 09.01.30.175.23 (2007).
Claimant's local labor market area was in the vicinity of St. Maries, Idaho. Tr. p. 11, L1.
9-14. In order to demonstrate her availability for work under Idaho Code 2j 72-1366(4) and
IDAPA 09.01.30.175.23, Claimant must demonstrate that the

purpose of any trip from

St. Maries was a short one due to a compelling personal circumstance, or that the primary
purpose of her trip was to seek work. "The claimant bears the burden of showing all of the
eligibility requirements have been satisfied." Oualman, 129 Idaho at 95, 922 P.2d at 392.

In order to demonstrate her continuing personal eligibility, Claimant had to file weekly
reports with the Department using the Department's Tel-A-Claim procedure, the mail, or the
internet. Claimant reported using the Department's Tel-A-Claim procedure. Appendix B. The
reports consists of a series of questions. These questions vary depending on a claimant's job
attachment classification.
For the purpose of administering work search requirements, claimants are classified by
amount. IDAPA 09.01.30.010.22 (2007)
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their attachment to an employer.

IDAPA 09.01.30.575.04 (2007).

A claimant with no

attachment to a particular employer is asked, "Were you away from the area where you normally
loolc for work?'Appendix G, p. 85, Appendix H, p. 113, and Appendix I, pp. 138-139. A
claimant with a firm attachment to an employer is classified as "job attached" by the Department
and each week is asked, "Were you away from the area where you normally work?" IDAPA
09.01.30.575.04.a (2007), Appendix G, p. 85, Appendix H, p. 113, and Appendix I, pp. 138-139.

A claim filed by a workcr who resides in a state other than the state in which she earned wages
and who has been designated by the Department as an interstate claimant is asked, "Were you
away from the local area where you are now living." IDAPA 09.01.30.010.16 (2007), Appendix
G, p. 85, Appendix H, p. 113, and Appendix I, pp. 138-139. At all times during the winters of
2004-2005 and 2005-2006, the Department classified Claimant as "job attached." Tr. p. 23, L1.
11-14.

In appeals from decisions of the Commission, the Court's review is limited to questions
of law. Idaho Const. Art. V,

5 9; Pimley,132 Idaho at 434,974 P.2d at 80.

The factual findings

of the Commission will be upheld provided they are supported by substantial and competent
evidence.

m, 138 Idaho at 657, 67 P.3d at 1269.

"Substantial and competent evidence is

relevant evidence that a reasonable mind might accept to support a conclusion."

Id. Substantial

and competent evidence supports the Commission's Decision.
The Commission began its analysis by Iinding that Claimant had to demonstrate by a
preponderance of the evidence that she met the requirements of Idaho Code

5 72-1366(4) while

staying in Hawaii during her wintcr layoffs. Guilliard v. Deparment of Employment, 100 Idaho
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647, 653, 603 P.2d 981, 987 (1979).

The Commission found Claimant had to also meet the

requirements of IDAPA 09.01.30.175.23 which provides:
All claimants, regardless of their attachment to an industry or employer, must
meet the same standard of remaining within their local labor market area during
the workweek in order to he considered available for work, unless the primary
purpose of a temporary absence is to seek work in another labor market.
IDAPA 09.01.30.175.23 (2007) (emphasis added). Substantial and competent evidence supports
the Comn~ission'sfinding that Claimant's local labor market area was in Idaho. Claimant's trip
to Hawaii constituted a departure from her local labor market area. The Colnmission found that
"when Claimant left Idaho, she essentially took a 'temporary vacation' from the Idaho labor
market." R. pp. 16-24, Appendix A, p. 4.

.

Claimant did not plan to stay in Hawaii. Tr. p. 18, L1. 23-25 to p. 19, L. 1. Although

Claimant testified she looked for work, the nature and extent of that search was not documented.
Claimant did not offer any work search records for the winters of 2004-2005 and 2005-2006.'
Tr. p. 19, L1. 10-11, Exhibit 4. Claimant told each potential employer in Hawaii she planned to
return to Idaho in the spring. Tr. p. 21, L1. 22-25 to p. 22, L1. 1-5. Her primary purpose for
traveling to flawaii was not to look for work. She knew there was no work for her in Hawaii.
She testified that the employers to whom she submitted applications did not want to employ her
because they needed someone full time. Tr. p. 21, L1. 14-25 to p. 22, L1. 1-5.
In the past, this Court has addressed travel out of the local labor market area by
unemployment insurance claimants. Although the claimants in these cases were not "job
8.

The Handbook told Claimant not only that she had to keep track of her wol-k search efforts, but also she might be
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attached" claimants, the Department contends the Court's holdings in these cases support the
denial of benefits in this case. hi Claim of Sapp, 75 Idaho 65, 266 P.2d 1027 (1954), the
claimant was engaged in work that was somewhat seasonal.

a,
75 Idaho at 66, 266 P.2d at

1027. After his employment ended, he traveled to Illinois where his mother lived.
arrival there, he too registered for work and applied for some work.
although the claimant in

Id. Upon his

Id. The Court noted that

awould have accepted work if offered, it found he possessed a

mental attitude promptiiig him to move from the Boise area during the slow season and remain in
another labor market with little or no expectation of getting any employment.

a,
75 Idaho at

69, 266 P.2d at 1030.
Like the claimant in

m,Claimant traveled to Hawaii with the mental attitude to move

into and remain in another labor market during the slow season in Idaho. She clearly had little or
no expectation of getting a job in Hawaii. In

a,
the Court found that the claimant could have

traveled out of his labor market and remained available for work, but based on the specific
circumstances in the case, the Court determined he did not reinain available for work.

a75

Idaho at 69, 266 P.2d at 1030. Here, the facts are substantially similar and the Court should
arrive at the same conclusion.
In Kirkbride v. Department of Employment, 91 Idaho 658,429 P.2d 390 (1967), another
case where the claimant traveled outside of his local labor market, the Court concluded that job
seeking had to be the claimant's primary purpose for traveling outside of his labor market in

asked to provide the names and addresses of those potential employers she contacted so the department could verify
her work search. Appendix G, p. 79, Appendix H, p. 107, Appeiidix I, p. 133.

order to be available for work while traveling. Kirkbride, 91 Idaho at 661,429 P.2d at 939.
In its Decision and Order, the Commission cited two cases that dealt specifically with
claimants who in Idaho would have been labeled "job attached," who were on seasonal layoffs
and then voluntarily left their local labor market areas.

In Teame v. Florida Industrial

Cormnission, 104 So. 2d 612 (Fla. Dist. Ct. 1958), the Florida Court found that a claimant must
demonstrate the genuineness of his attachment to his labor market and that he must meet the
same eligibility requirements as a non-seasonal worker.

m,104 So. 2d at 615. The Florida

Court also noted that there was no requirement a claimant be available in a particular place, but
the right to compensation is lost when a claimant voluntarily takes himself to another market
where there is no employment available and no expectation of finding any.

Id.

In International Union, United Automobile Aerospace & Agricultural Imolement
Workers of America IUAW) v. California Department of Hunian Resources Development, 58
Cal. App. 3d 924 (Cal. App. 1976), the California Court of Appeals held that when employer
attached claimants removed themselves from the state, the California Department of Human
Resources Development did not have to establish that suitable work was available for them
during their absences and that such voluntary absenteeism should be properly classified as
vacation without pay. International Union, 58 Cal. App. at 931.
Claimant argues that in International Union, the California Court of Appeals
distinguished a situation similar to hers in an unpublished decision, In the Matter of Clarence
a,-

No. P-B-260. Appellant's Brief, p. 15. In International Union, the Court distinguished

the claimants in the case from the claimant in
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w,a claimant who left California to visit a

bereaved aunt for approximately two weeks. In International Union, the Court noted that
California law provided that a claimant who is otherwise eligible for benefits would not be
ineligible if he was not available for work for a period not exceeding two days and could not
work due to a death in the family.9 International Union, 58 Cal. App. 3d 392. The Court found
the reason the m

a claimant left his local labor market area as well as the fact he left

instructions with the California Department of Human Resources Development indicating he
could return within a 24-hour period compelling. It found that the statutory language coupled
with the claimant's ability to return so quickly satisfied the law's availability requirements.

Id.

While Claimant asserts she could return in even a shorter period, wintering in Hawaii is not the
sort of compelling personal circumstance for which the California Court or Idaho law could
make an allowance.
Whether a claimant has satisfied all the statutory eligibility requirements for
unemployment insurance benefits is a question of fact. Oualman, 129 Idaho at 95, 922 P.2d at
392. In reviewing a decision of the Commission, the Court views all facts and inferences in the
light most favorable to the party who prevailed before the Commission. &,

139 Idaho at

479, 80 P.3d at 1080. The Commission's conclusions regarding the credibility and weight of
evidence will not be disturbed unless the conclusions are clearly erroneous.

Id.

The

Commission's Decision that Claimant was unavailable while wintering in I-Iawaii is based on
substantial and competent evidence and the Court should affirm it.

Idaho's Employlnent Security Law provides a similar exception that allows an otherwise eligible claimant to be
deemed available for work when her absence from the labor market area is due to compelling personal circumstance
and that the absence does not exceed a minor portion of the work week. 1.C. $ 72-1366(4)(a)(ii) (2006).
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There is substantial and competent evidence in the record to support the
Industrial Commission's finding that Claimant is ineligible for a waiver of
the requirement that she repay those benefits.
Idaho Code

5 72-1369(5) provides that the director may waive the requirement to repay

an overpayment if the overpayment does not result from a claimant's false statement,
misrepresentation, or failure to report a material fact if the following conditions are met:
(5) The director may waive the requirement to repay an overpayment, other than
one resulting from a false statement, misrepresentation, or failure to report a
material fact by the claimant, and interest thereon, if:
(a) The benefit payments were made solely as a result of department error or
inadvertence and made to a claimant who could not reasonably have been
expected to recognize the error; or
(h) Such payments were made solely as a result of an employer misreporting
wages earned in a claimant's base period and made to a claimant who could not
reasonably have been expected to recognize an error in the wages reported. . .

There is no dispute that the Department did not find Claimant's overpayment was due to a
false statement, misrepresentation, or failure to report a material fact on her part. However, in
order to be eligible for a waiver, Claimant must also demonstrate that the overpayment was due
solely to Departmental error or inadvertence and that she could not reasoilably have been
expected to recognize the error. The Industrial Commission found Claimant did not receive
those benefits solely as a result of Departmental error. R. pp. 16-24, Appendix A.

The

Commission's conclusions regarding the credibility and weight of evidence will not be hsturbed
unless the conclusions are clearly erroneous.

m,139 Idaho at 479, 80 P.3d at 1080 (2003).

The Coinmission's findings were supported by substantial and competent evidence.
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At the hearing, Claimant suggested that she was somehow affirmatively misled by an
unnamed local office representative or representatives.

In her Brief, Claimant asserts she

reported exactly the way she was told to report. Appellant's Brief, p. 28. The evidence in the
record does not support Claimant's assertion that a Department representative told her exactly
how to report. At the hearing, the Appeals Examiner asked Claimant about what she had been
told at the local office and Claimant responded:
Well, yeah, I said, you know, when I press those numbers, when we go through it
every season, I'm very careful, because I don't want this to happen. I mean they
all know where we go.
But, anyways, I always went in there, I was so careful, because I didn't - you
know, I don't want this to happen what's happening now. I get laid off every year
and I let them know my address, I ask is there any new rules, is there anything I
should know. . .
Tr. p. 18, L1. 7-10 and 16-21. Later, the Appeals Examiner asked Claimant specifically if she
told the local office about what she was doing.

Q Now, your testimony is that every time you did this, you spoke with someone
in the local office, you advised them of what you were doing A Uh-huh.
Q -- and where you were going A Uh-huh
Q -- and that you were continuing to file for benefits while you would be gone?
A Yes, and I contacted the Hawaii department of unemployment. I registered
with them. I did everything I had to do. I contacted the interstate office.
Q And no one in the local office ever questioned this with you?
A No. No one - they knew we went to Hawaii every year. No one ever said
anything to us.
Tr. p. 20, L1. 17-25 to p. 21, L1. 1-8. There is nothing but Claimant's mere assertion that some
unnamed person at some unspecified time told her not to answer the question, "Were you away
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from the area where you normally work?'accurately. At the hearing, Ms. Ackerman testified
that claimants are never instructed to falsify their weekly claim reports. Tr. p. 27, Ll. 14-17
Although Claimant argues that the Department should have recognized the issues
regarding her availability for work when she gave the Department a change of address from St.,
Manes to Hawaii in the fall of 2004 and 2005, it did not happen. Giving the Department a
change of address does not trigger an investigation of a claimant's eligibility for benefits and it
certainly doesn't relieve a claimant of the obligation to report accurately.
Moreover. the Handbook warned Claimant that travel out of her local labor market area
might raise questions about her availability for work. Claimant redacted most of the instructions
and warnings about traveling outside of her labor market in the document she appended to her
Brief. The Handbooks Claimant actually received from the Department told her that with the
designation "job attached," she would be asked, "Were you away from the area where you
normally work?" Appendix G, p. 85, Appendix H, p. 113, Appendix I, pp. 138-139. The
Handbook also told Claimant exactly how to report when traveling and what she was required to
do while traveling.
If I a m traveling, bbw do I report?
You xnay still call Tel-A-Claim or file your weekly claim online at
cl.idaho.gov/iw. You should remember that if you are not in your local labor
market area, you must answer question 4a: "Were you away from the area
where you normally look for work?" or question 4b: "Were you away from
the area where you normally work?" as "YES." No payment for this week will
be made until you provide additional information on your being out of the area.
Do I have to look for work while I a m traveling?
If you are seeking work out of town, you must keep track of where you looked for
work. You may be asked to provide the names and addresses ofwhere you looked
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for work while you were out of town. We may also contact these employers to
verify your work search. We cannot pay you for any week you are on vacation.
Remember, if you leave town, even if you are on a temporary layoff, the primary
purpose of your trip must be to look for work. You must he willing to accept a job
in these other areas.
Appendix G, p. 79, Appendix H, p. 107, and Appendix I, p. 133 (emphasis original). In the
document Claimant appended to her Brief, she redacted the following: "If I am traveling how do

I report?" "4a: Were you away from the area where you normally look for work?" "4h: Were you
away from the area where you normally work?'and "DO I have to look for work while I am
traveling?" The Department relies on the answers a claimant provides in her weekly report to
determine whether or not she meets the eligibility conditions in Idaho Code § 72-1366.
The evidence in the record does not indicate that Department representatives misled
Claimant to the extent that receipt of benefits while she was in Hawaii was due solely to
Department error. Each week, the Department asked Claimant the same questions to verify she
still met the eligibility conditions of Idaho Code $ 72-1366.'' Tr. p. 9, L1. 23-25 to p. 10, L1. 1-2,
Tr. p. 23, L1. 11-14. Because Claimant was job attached each week, Claimant had to answer each
of the following questions to receive a benefit check:
Were you physically able to work each day?
Were you available for work each day?
Did you maintain contact as required with your employer or union?
Were you away from the area where you normally work?
Did you refuse or miss available work?
Did you attend school or trainin
Did you work for an employer?

9:

loIdaho Code 5 72-1366 lists all of the personal eligibility conditions a claimant must meet to receive benefits each
week, availability for work is just one of those conditions.
I r a claimant answers she worked, then she will be asked additional questions about that en~ployment.Exhibit 3 ,
Appendix C, Appendix G, p. 86, Appendix H, p. 114, Appendix I, pp. 139-140.

"
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Were you self employed?'z
Exhibit 3, Appendix B, Appendix G, pp. 85-88, Appendix H, pp. 113-115, and Appendix I, pp.
138-141. The Handbooks Claimant received gave her question by question instructions to follow
when reporting. Appendix G, pp. 85-88, Appendix H, pp. 113-115, and Appendix I, pp. 138-141.

In the document Claimant appended to her brief, she eliminated all reference to the questions in
this section.
The Handbook also warned Claimant how to answer, "Were you away from the area
where you normally work?" Appendix G, p. 79, Appendix H, p. 107, and Appendix I, p. 133.
The Handbook told Claimant that if she was not in her local labor market area she must answer
the question with "yes." Appendix G, p. 79, Appendix H, p. 107, and Appendix I, p. 133.
Prior to reporting each week, the Department warned Claimant:
By using this system, you agree to have your answers become part of your claim
record. You are certifying that your answers are true and accurate to the best of
your knowledge. Under Idaho law, you could be penalized for giving false
answers or for withholding infonnation.
Appendix G, p. 84, Appendix H, p. 112, Appendix I, p. 138
The question, "Were you away from the area where you normally worlc?'was not
ambiguous. Appendix G, p. 85, Appendix H, p. 113, and Appendix I, pp. 138-139. The only
accurate answer Claimant could have given to the question while she was in Hawaii was "yes."
Week after week, Claimant opted not t o respond accurately. Tr. p. 11, L1. 8-12, Tr. p. 19, L1.
14-25 to p. 20, L.l, Appendix B.

Had Claimant answered that question accurately, the

"An affirmative response to this question also prompts an additional question. Exhibit 3, Appendix C, Appendix
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Department would have placed a hold on her receipt of benefits and investigated her availability
for work. Because Claimant failed to report accurately, the Department had no reason to question
her claim each week.

In order to be eligible for a waiver, Claimant must demonstrate she could not reasonably
have been expected to recognize the error. There is substantial evidence in the record indicating
Claimant could have and should have recognized the error. At the hearing, the Appeals Examiner
asked how she could answer "no" to the weekly question, "Were you away from the area where
you normally look for work?'She testified she misunderstood the question. She said "I thought
it said, are you away from the area where you are living now?" Tr. p. 19, L1. 17-21. Claimant
was "job attached" during each layoff at issue. Tr. p. 9, L1. 23-25 to p. 10, L1. 1-2, Tr. p. 22, L1.
1-4, Tr: p. 23, L1. 11-14. She:was never asked if she was away from the area where she was
living.
The question of whether a claimant has met the eligibility conditions in Idaho Code 5 721366 is a question of fact for the Commission to decide. Burnside, 112 Idaho at 1042, 739 P.2d
at 341. It is clear, the Commission simply failed to believe Claimant's explanation for failing to
report accurately. It is for the Commission to determine the credit and weight to be given to the
testimony admitted. Bullard, 128 Idaho at 432, 914 P.2d at 566. The Commission has correctly
deterniined the credit and weight to be given to Claimant's testimony. Claimant failed to
demonstrate her receipt of benefits was due solely to Department error and that she could not
reasonably have been expected to recognize the error.
G , p. 87, A p p e n d i x H , p. 114, A p p e n d i x I , p. 140
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The Commission's finding that Claimant's receipt of benefits was not due solely to
Departmental error is based on substantial and competent evidence. The Court should affirm the
Commission's Decisioii that Claimant is not eligible for a waiver of the requirement to repay
benefits to the Employment Security Fund because it is supported by substantial and competent
evidence.

The Department had iurisdiction to enter its March 30, 2007, Eligibility
Determinations.
In her brief, Claimant argues the Department did not have jurisdiction to issue the
Eligibility Determinations dated March 30, 2007. Appellant's Brief, p. 11. Claimant did not
raise this argument at the hearing before the Appeals Examiner or in her appeal to the
Commission. R. pp. 9-11, and 25-27. Ordinarily, the Court will not consider an issue a party
fails to raise below, however, an exception exists where the jurisdiction of the tribunal to hear the
cause is raised.

w,100 Idaho at 586, 602 P.2d at 949.

A question of jurisdiction is

fundamental; the Court is obligated to address it prior to considering the merits of an appeal.
r)unlap, 134 Idaho at 235,999 P.2d at 890.

Claimant cites Idaho Code

$5

72-1368(3) and (4) to support her contention that the

Department could only raise questions about her eligibility within fourteen (14) days after she
initially filed her claim for benefits in the fall of 2004 and then within fourteen (14) days after
she filed her claim in the fall of 2005.

l3

"

Claimant's reliance on Idaho Code

$5 72-1368(3)

Idaho Code Section 72-1368(3) provides, in part, that a "determination shall become final unless, within fourteen
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and (4) is misplaced. Claimant began receiving benefits in the fall of 2004 and 2005, after the
Department found she was both monetarily eligible and that her unemployment was due to a
layoff which is characterized as a discharge, but not for misconduct in connection with her
employment. I.C.

5 72-1366(5) (2006).

The issue of Claimant's availability for work while she

was in Hawaii could not have been determined at the time she initially filed for benefits. The
issue regarding Claimant's availability for work was not raised until she left her local labor
market area.
Under Idaho's Employment Security Law, there is no vested right to compensation upon
an initial determination of eligibility. Tallev v. Unemploment Compensation Division, 63
Idaho 644, 124 P.2d 784, 785 (1942). The determination of a claimant's eligibility is not a onetime affair. McCammon v. Yellowstone Company, Inc., 100 Idaho 926, 928, 607 P.2d 434, 436
(1980). The initial determination is preliminary and determines only whether a benefit year is
established and whether or not disqualification should be assessed at that time. An initial
determination is not a final adjudication of the right to unemployment benefits.

m,
63 Idaho

at 645 124 P.2d at 785 (1942).
Eligibility for benefits is based on the answers a claimant gives each week in her weekly
report to the Department. During a benefit year, a claimant may be eligible one week and then
ineligible the next week depending on the answers to these questions.

Id.

If the answers a

claimant gives or additional evidence the Department receives calls that eligibility into question,
(14) days after notice, as provided in subsection (5) of this section, an appeal is filed by an interested party with the
department.'' I.C. 5 72-1368(3) (2006). Subsection 4 of section 72-1368 gives the Director of the Department
authority to issue a special redeterminatioi~within one (1) year of the original determination when certain conditions
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the Department is free to issue an Eligibility Determination on a claimant's eligibility for
benefits. Prior to March 30, 2007, the Department had not issued any eligibility determinations
on Claimant's availability for work during her layoffs in 2004-2005 and 2005-2006. Because
there were no earlier determinations on this issue, the Department was free to issue its March 30,
2007, rulings.
Claimant knew the Department evaluated her continuing eligibility for benefits based on
each report she filed and that the answers she gave could lead the Department to examine
whether she met the eligibility conditions of Idaho Code

5

72-1366 in any given week.

The

Handbook warned Claimant:
Benefits are paid to you based on the eligibility information available at the time
you phone in your Tel-A-Claim report, submit your Internet Continued Claim
report or turn in your Continued Claim report. An overpayment may occur if the
Department receives additional or contradictory information relating to your
eligibility after benefits have been paid to you. If, based on new information, the
Department determines that you were ineligible for benefits you already received;
you will be notified that an overpayment has been established on your claim. You
will be required to pay back the overpayment in full with interest at the rate of 1%
times the statutory rate.
Appendix G, p. 92, Appendix 13, p. 120, and Appendix 1, p. 145.
While giving the Department a change of address might, under certain circumstances,
trigger an inquiry into a claimant's availability for work, answering the question, "Were you
away from the area where you normally worlc?" with "yes" will always initiate an inquiry into a
claimant's availability for work. When Claimant failed to report accurately, the Department did
not discover she was out of her local labor market area and did not address any questions raised
are met. I.C.

3 72-1368 (4) (2006).

by her travel. The Department did not discover that Claimant's answers to tlus question were
inaccurate until she called from Hawaii and spoke to Ms. Ackerman on February 13, 2007. The
additional information Ms. Ackerman received during that call led her to investigate Claimant's
availability for work during the weeks at issue and that led to the Determinations she issued on
March 30, 2007 and Claimant appealed.

The Department had jurisdiction to issue

Determinations on March 30, 2007, regarding Claimant's eligibility for benefits during the
winters she spent in Hawaii in 2004-2005 and again in 2005-2006.
IV

The Department had the statutory authority to ~romuleate IDAPA
09.01.30.175.23 and by not raising the issue at the Industrial Commission,
Claimant has waived the issue.
Claimant argues that the Department exceeded its authority with the promulgation of
IDAPA 09.01.30.175.23. She argues IDAPA 09.01.30.175.23 is inconsistent with subsection (b)
of Idaho Code § 72-1366(4). Appellant's Brief, p. 18. Claimant did not make this argument to
the Commission. R. pp. 9-1 1, and 25-27. Appellate court review is limited. Obenchain, 143
Idaho at 57, 137 P.3d at 444. If an argument was not presented to the Commission, but is raised
for the first time on appeal, the Court will not consider it.

m,141 Idaho at 693, 116 P.3d at

23. Since Claimant has not raised this issue before the Commission, she has waived it on appeal.
The judiciary has the ultimate responsibility to construe legislative language to determine
the law and this principle extends to review of administrative rules.
P.3d at 905.

m,135 Idaho at 583,21

IDAPA 09.01.30.175.23 is consistent with the Employment Security Law,

specifically Idaho Code

5
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72-1366(4), and should be given the force and effect of law.

Regulations are generally upheld if they are reasonably directed to the accomplishment of the
purposes of the statutes under which they are established. Roeder Holdings, L.L.C. v. Board of
Equalization of Ada County, 136 Idaho 809, 813,41 P.3d 237,241 (2002).
The Court has established a four-prong test for determining the appropriate level of
deference to be given to an agency construction of a statute.

Mason, 135 Idaho at 583,21 P.3d at

905. First, the agency must be entrusted with the responsibility to administer the statute at issue.
Second, the construction must be reasonable. Third, the Court must determine whether the
statutory language at issue does not expressly treat the precise question at issue, and fourth, the
Court examines whether any of the rationales underlying the rule of deference are present. Id. If
the four-prong test is met, then the Court will give considerable weight to the agency's
interpretation of the statute.

Id. The

Department's promulgation of IDAPA 09.01.30.175.23

meets all four prongs of the test.
The Idaho Legislature has granted the director of the Idaho Department of Labor broad
authority to promulgate the rules necessary for the proper administration of Idaho's Employlnent
Security Law. Idaho Code 5 72-1333(2) provides:
The director shall have the authority pursuant to chapter 53, title 67, Idaho Code,
to adopt, amend, or rescind rules as he deems necessary for the proper
performance of ail the duties imposed on him by law.
I.C. 5 72-1333(2) (2007). The Department clearly has the authority to promulgate rules relating
to Elnployment Security Law. H o l l ~Care Center v. Dwartment of Emoloment, 100 Idaho 76,
78, 714 P.2d 45, 47 (1986).

Claimant argues IDAPA 09.01.30.175.23 is inconsistent with Idaho Code

BRIEF OF RESPONDENT
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

5

72-

1366(4)(b). Section 72-1366(4)(b) provides that in addition to being available for work in a
manner consistent with subsection (a) of the statute, a claimant may live "in a state, territory or
country that is included in the interstate benefit payment plan or that is a party to an agreement
with the United States or the director with respect to unemployment insurance." I.C.

9

72-

1366(4) (2006).
Claimant suggests that subsection (h) of the statute provides a claimant only need reside
in an interstate benefit plan state to be eligible for benefits. Appellant's Brief, p. 23. She argues
that by requiring a benefit claimant to remain in their local market area when they do not have to
look for work, the Department wants it "both ways." Appellant's Brief, p. 23. Statutory
construction begins with the literal language of the statute and where the statute is unambiguous,
statutory construction is unnecessary. Ilayden Lake Fire Protection v. Alcorn, 141 Idaho 307,
312, 109 P.3d 161, 166 (2005). In Idaho Code

5 72-1366(4) subsection (a) and subsection (b)

are co~lnectedwith "and."'4 Claimant's mis.take is to read subsection (b) as if the "and" were an
"or."
While it is clearly the intent of the Employment Security Law lo provide benefits to those
who are unemployed due to no fault of their own and who are willing, able and ready to work,
and who are seeking work, "such persons may meet all of these requirements and still not be
eligible for compensation if they are not available for suitable work; in order to be so available

Id Subsection (b) became effective on July 1,2005, and would not have been applicable to Claimant's first layoff by
Eclipse. However, the Department contends that it is not relevant to either of the layoffs at issue. Clai~nantwas
never designated as an interstate claimant by the Depamnent. During all of the relevant weeks at issue in the
Determinations she appeals here, the Department designated Claimant as "job attached." TI. pp. 9-10, Ll. 23-25 to
p. 26, L1. 1-2, Tr. p. 23, Ll. 11-14.

such persons must be genuinely attached to a labor market."

a,
75 Idaho at 70, 266 P.2d at

1030. The Department promulgated IDAPA 09.01.30.175.23 to insure claimants were genuinely
attached to a labor market.
IDAPA 09.01.30.175.23 applies substantially the same analysis utilized by the Court in
larkbride. Kirkhride, 91 ldaho at 661,429 P.2d at 393. In Kirkhride, the claimant left the local
labor market to take a relative's car back to California and pick up his own car. Kirkbride, 91
Idaho at 659, 429 P.2d at 391. While he was in California, the claimant made several telephone
contacts seeking work. Noting that a claimant must demonstrate his availability during the
"whole" of any week under ldaho Code F) 72-1366(4), the Court held that a claimant was not
available during the whole of any week if the primary purpose of any traveling during the week
was personal and work seeking secoi~dary. Id. at 661; 429 P.2d at 393. Finding a claimant
eligible for benefits only when the travel is primarily to look for work is reasonably directed to
the acco~nplishmentof subsection (a) of the statute. It also insures that a seasonal worker does
not receive a vacation with pay at the expense of the Department.
The adoption of the Administrative Procedure Act (APA), Idaho Code

5 67-5201 et seq.,

serves as a general statutory grant of rule-making authority to administrative agencies to
promulgate rules to effect the purposes of the statutes they administer. Rhodes v. Industrial
Commission, 125 Idaho 139, 141,868 P.2d 467,469 (1993). Pursuant to Idaho Code F) 67-5291,
"every rule promulgated within the authority conferred by law," and in accordance with the
provisions of the APA, "shall remain in full force arid effect" until such time as it expires or is
amended, modified, or rejected by concurrent resolution of the Legislature.

IDAPA 09.01.30.175.23 was promulgated within the authority conferred upon the
Department by law and conforms to the enabling statute. Although such a rule does not rise to
the level of statutory law, Mead v. Arnell, 117 Idaho 660, 664, 791 P.2d 410, 414 (1990), it
should be given the "force and effect of law" as intended by the Legislature in enacting the APA.

v
Claimant should not be awarded attorney fees in this case.
Counsel for Claimant requests attorney fees on appeal citing Idaho Code
Idaho Code

5

5

12-117(1).

12-117 allows attorney fees and costs to the prevailing party in an administrative

proceeding involving a state agency "if the court finds that the party against whom the judgment
is rendered acted without a reasonable basis in fact or law." I.C. $12-117(1) (2006). The
Department's determinations were upheld by the Appeals Examiner, and his decision was
affinned by the Commission. Claimant has not shown a basis for an award of attorney fees and
her request should be denied.
CONCLUSION
The Department asks the Court to affirm the decision of the Commission holding that
effective December 12, 2004, through February 26, 2005, and December 4, 2005, through
April 1, 2006, she was ineligible for unemployment benefits when she failed to comply with the
personal eligibility requirement of being fully available for work under Idaho Code

5

72-

1366(4); and that she was ineligible for a waiver of the requirement that she repay the benefits
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she received during those weeks under Idaho Code

5 72-1369(5).

asks that Claimant be denied an award of attorney fees.

Respectfully submitted,
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION O F THE STATE O F

RAYMAJEAN HENDERSON,

)

Claimant,

IDCL #2124-2007

VS.

)
)

ECLIPSE TRAFFIC CONTROL &
FLAGGING, INC.,
Employer,

DECISION AND ORDER

1
)
)

1
1

FILED

j

lNDUSTRlAL COMMISSION

and
I D ~ DEPARTMENT
O
OF COMMERCE
AND LABOR.

)

Appeal of a Decision issued by an Appeals Examiner with Idaho Department of
Commerce nnd Labor denying benefits. AFFIRMED.
Claimant, Raymajean Henderson, appeals to the Industrial Commission a Decision issued
by an Appeals Examiner with Idaho Department of Commerce and Labor (IDCL) finding her
ineligible for unemployment insurance benefits. The Appeals Examiner concluded that (1)
Claimant failed to comply with her personal eligibility requirements because she was not fully
available for work effective December 12, 2004, through February 26, 2005, and December 4,
2005, through April 1, 2006; and (2) Claimant is ineligible for a waiver and must repay the
benefits she received, but to which she was not entitled. None of the interested parties has
requested a new hearing before the Commission. Nor do we find that one is necessary to further
the interests of justice.

-
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The undersigned Commissioners conducted a de novo review of the record pursuant to
Idaho Code 5 72-1368(7). In re Guaiardo, 119 Idaho 639, 641, 809 P.2d 500,502 (1991). The
Commission relied on a tape recording of the hearing the Appeals Examiner held on May 1,
2007, along with exhibits [l through 131 submitted as part of that proceeding. Pursuant to Idaho
Code 5 72-1368(7), the Commission affirms the Appeals Examiner's Decision.

FINDINGS OF FACT
Based on the testimony and the evidence in the record, the Commission concurs with and
adopts the Findings of Fact as set forth in the Appeals Examiner's Decision.

DISCUSSION
Claimant is a supervisor in the road construction industry. Claimant maintains a primary
residence in St. Maries, Idaho. However, when her construction employer lays her off for the
winter, she and her husband relocate to their resident in Hawaii. Before departing for Hawaii in
December 2004 and December 2005, Claimant applied for unemployment benefits. In both
cases, IDCL determined that Claimant's employer had laid her off due to lack of work, but had
committed to rehiring Claimant when the weather improved. Therefore, IDCL designated
Claimant as "job attached" and required Claimant to register for work with IDCL and remain in
contact with her employer to fulfill her work seeking requirements. (Tape recording).
Upon investigation, IDCL determined that Claimant had left her labor market area during
the winters of 2004-2005 and 2005-2007 for personal reasons. As a result, IDCL determined
that Claimant was unavailable for work and therefore ineligible for unemployment benefits
effective December 12, 2004, through February 26, 2005, and December 4, 2005, through April
1, 2006. (Exhibit 5). Claimant protested IDCL's Determination. After a hearing the Appeals
Examiner affirmed the Determination.

-
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In order to prove her eligibility for benefits, Claimant must demonstrate, that during the
whole of any week with respect to which she claims benefits, she was "able to work, available
for suitable work, and seeking work . . ." Idaho Code $ 72-t366(4) (2003). Claimant has the
burden of proving his eligibility for benefits by a preponderance of the evidence whenever the
claim is questioned. Guillard v. Deoartment of Emplovment, 100 Idaho 647,653,603 P.2d 981,
987 (1979). A "preponderance of evidence" is evidence that when weighed with that opposed to
it, has more convincing force and from which results a greater probability of truth. Cook v.
Western Field Seeds. Inc., 91 Idaho 675,681,429 P.2d407,413 (1967).
At issue here is whether Claimant met the statute's requirements while she was living in
Hawaii during the winter lay-off. Claimant maintains that during that period, she remained in
contact with her employer and could have been back to Idaho in a matter of hours if her
employer called her back early. Further, Claimant maintains that while in Hawaii, she contacted
perspective employers there in hopes of finding temporary work. (Tape recording).
Pursuant to IDAPA 09.01.30.175, unemployment benefit insurance claimants must be
available for work for the whole of each week they seek benefits.

Moreover, IDAPA

09.01.30.175.04.23 provides that
[all1 claimants, regardless of their attachment to an industry or employer, must
meet the same standard of remaining within their local labor market area during
the workweek in order to be considered available for work, unless ihe primary
purpose of a temporary absence is to seek work in another labor market.
Claimant points out that she was in Hawaii to maintain a residence for the winter and was not on
a vacation. Claimant would have us believe that because she registered for work and sought

work while residing in Hawaii, she was not "absent" from her labor market area.

-
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We have no published decisions in Idaho addressing Claimant's circumstances.
However, the law governing unemployment insurance eligibility is substantially the same across
the county. Therefore, we can look to other jurisdictions for guidance.
In International Union. United Auto. Aerospace and Ag. fmplement Workers of America
IUAW) v. California Department of Human Resources Development, the California appellate
court dealt with facts similar to those presented in this case. There, several claimants, who had
been temporarily laid off due to a seasonal shutdown of the plant where they worked, left
California for the duration of the layoff. The workers were classified as "job-attached" and some
had specific dates for returning to work. 58 Cal.App.3d 924, 927 (1976).
The workers argued that there was no evidence that they had indeed missed available
work during their absence from the labor market area. Nevertheless, the court ruled that as a
condition of maintaining their eligibility for unemployment benefits the workers had to remain
"available" for work and by leaving the labor market area, the workers were not available.

Id.,

930. The court explained that
the state is entitled to 'see' the live bodies of the unemployed individuals who are
actually seeking work. By this effort on the individual's part, the state will
provide a temporary subsidy 'in lieu of' work pay. When there is such voluntary
absenteeism as in the instant case, the claimant is properly classified as on
vacation without pay, and is under no circumstances actively seeking
employment.

Id., at 931. We find that California court's rationale persuasive. Applied to this case, we can
conclude that when Claimant left Idaho, she essentially took a "temporary vacation" from the
Idaho labor market.
A court in Florida likewise addressed the availability for work of a claimant who left his
labor market area during a seasonal lay off in the citrus industry. In Teaeue v. Florida Industrial
Commission, 104 So.2d 612 (1958). the court conceded that there is nothing in the law

-
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governing unemployment benefits requiring that a claimant be available for work in any
particular place. Therefore, the mere fact that a claimant moves from one locality to another
alone does not provide a basis for ruling that claimant is unavailable for work. Nevertheless, the
entitlement to unemployment benefits is temporarily lost or suspended when the claimant
voluntarily relocates to another community in which there is no available employment and the
claimant has no reasonable expectation of finding any.

a,615.

That is what happened in this case. We have no reason to doubt that Claimant's
assertions that she made efforts to find temporary work in Hawaii until she returned to Idaho.
Nevertheless, Claimant readily admits that in Hawaii, one is not a resident unless one lives there
at least ten months out of the year and that no employer will hire a worker who is only living in
the area for the winter. (Tape recording). Therefore, by her own admission, when Claimant
voluntarily moves to Hawaii every winter with the intention of returning to Idaho in the spring,
she is rendering herself unavailable for work.
Under Idaho law, the term "available for work" describes a state of mind involving a
readiness and willingness to work as well as an affirmative effort to find and obtain work in the
claimant's area of availability. DAPA 09.01.30.175 (2006). The Idaho Supreme Court has
made it clear that claimants interviewing for possible employment are obligated to exhibit good
faith in attempting to cultivate the job opportunity. Claimants who discourage a prospective
employer are treated as though they had received and refused an offer of suitable employment.
Czarlinskv v. Em~lovmentSecurity Agency, 87 Idaho 65, 390 P. 2d 822 (1964). By attempting
to cultivate job opportunities in Hawaii when she knew that she would leave as soon as her Idaho
employer recalled her, Claimant effectively discouraged perspective employers from considering
her.

-
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37

Claimant was within her discretion to leave Idaho for the winter and take up residence in
Hawaii.

However, by temporarily removing herself from her primary labor market area,

Claimant rendered herself unavailable for work in that market area. Consequently, we find
Claimant did not satisfy all of the eligibility requirements of (j 72-1366(4) for the weeks of
December 12,2004, through February 26,2005, and December 4,2005, through April 1,2006.
Claimant is ineligible for unenlployment benefits for those weeks.

Waiver
Idaho Code provides that the requirement to repay an overpayment of unemployment
insurance benefits, other than one resulting from a false statement, misrepresentation, or failure
to report a material fact by the claimant, can be waived.

However, the claimant must

demonstrate that the overpaid benefit payments were paid to the claimant solely as a result of
Department error and made to a claimant who could not reasonably have been expected to
recognize the error. Idaho Code (j 72-1369(5) (2005).
For each week that Claimant sought unemployment benefits, Claimant completed weekly
claim reports over the Internet. The system asked Claimant a series of questions to determine
whether she met the eligibility criteria for that week.

IDCL issued Claimant checks for

unemployment benefits based on the information Claimant provided on her weekly claim
reports.
Claimant reported that she was not away from the area where she normally worked.
(Exhlbit 3). D C L points out that had Claimant reported even once that she was away from her
labor market area, the system would have put a hold on her claim until IDCL could have
investigated the circumstances. (Tape recording). Because Claimant never reported that she was
out of her labor market area, IDCL had no reason to question her eligibility.

-
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Claimant explained that she thought that the question referred to the area where she was
living rather than the area where she customarily worked. Once she set up residence in Hawaii,
Claimant did not leave that area until she returned to Idaho. Therefore, she was not away from
the area and had no reason to report otherwise. (Tape recording). We note that no one forced
Claimant to seek unemployment benefits while she spent her winters in Hawaii. Claimant did so
of her own free will. Therefore, Claimant is entirely responsible for the information she
provided when she sought those benefits.
D C L has not accused Claimant of receiving unemployment benefits under false
pretenses. Nevertheless, it is clear now, after the circumstances regarding Claimant's availability
for work are fully understood, that Claimant was not eligible to receive the benefits at issue. We
cannot conclude that Claimant received those benefits solely because of an error on the part of
IDCL. Therefore, Claimant is ineligible for a waiver and must repay the benefits she has
received, but to which she was not entitled.
CONCLUSIONS O F LAW
The Commission sets forth its own Conclusions of Law as follows:

I
Based on the analysis above, we conclude Claimant failed to comply with the personal
eligibility requirement of being fully available for work effective December 12, 2004, through
February 26,2005, and December 4,2005, through April 1,2006.

I1
We further conclude that Claimant is ineligible for a waiver from the requirement that she
repay the benefits she received, but to which she was not entitled.

-
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ORDER
The Decision of the Appeals Examiner is AFFRMJ3D and Claimant is ineligible for
unemployment insurance benefits effective December 12,2004, through February 26,2005, and
December 4,2005, through April 1,2006. Claimant must repay the benefits she received, but to
which she was not entitled, to the Idaho Employment Security Fund. This is a final order under

3*

Idaho Code 3 72-1368(7).
DATED this

day of

2007.
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION

Pbh2d

R. D. Maynard, Co

-
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issioner
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I hereby certify that on the
of
2007, a true and correct copy
of the Decision and Order was served by regular nited States mail upon each of the following:
CLAMS DNISION
DAHO DEPARTMENT OF
COIvlMERCE & LABOR
105 N 8m
ST MARES ID 83861-1845
RAYMAJEAN HENDERSON
PO BOX 6547
OCEAN VIEW HI 96737
and hand delivered to:
DEPUTYATTORNEYGENERAL
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE AND LABOR
3 17 W MAIN STREET
BOISE I
D 83735
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Appendix B

P a g e : 1 D o c u m e n t Name: u n t - l e d
'03/14/07

I V R U

SSN:

BWE:

040806

R E P O R T S

RAYMAnAN HENDERSON
WBA: 3 2 5 . 0 0

ORG CHG
WERE
WERE
DID
WERE NOT
D I D NOT
D I D NOT
DID
D I D NOT
D I D NOT
WERE NOT
WERE NOT
(NA)
HOLIDAY,

(VR)

NO UPDATE
CALL DT: 0 4 / 0 9 / 0 6
CALL TM: 0 9 : 2 1 AM
MODE: I
AUTH BY:

PHYSICALLY ABLE TO WORK EACH DAY.
AVAILABLE FOR WORK EACH DAY.
h"JL T
LI~LNTAIN CONTACT AS REQUIRED WITH YOUR EMPLOYER OR UNION.
AWAY FROM THE AREA WHERE YOU NORMALLY WORK.
REFUSE OR M I S S AVAILABLE WORK.
ATTEND SCHOOL OR TRAINING.
- EARNED
396.50
WORK FOR AN EMPLOYER
WORK FULL T I M E .
QUIT A JOB.
FIRED FROM A J O B .
- EARNED
.OO
S E L F EMPLOYED
WORK FULL T I M E I N S E L F EMPLOYMENT.
.OO
BONUS, SEVERANCE OR VACATION - RCVD

TRANSACTION OPTION:

)ate:

3/14/2007

Time: 3 : 0 6 : 3 7 PM

42

Page: 1 Document Name: u n t ,
'03/14/07
SSN:
ORG CHG
WERE
WERE
DID
WERE NOT
DID NOT
DID NOT
DID NOT
(NA)
(NA)
(NA)
WERE NOT
(NA)
HOJLDAY,

,ed

I V R U
BWE:

040106

R E P O R T S

(VR)

NO UPDATE
CALL DT: 0 4 / 0 3 / 0 6
CALL TM: 0 3 : 1 9 PM
MODE: I
AUTH BY:

RAYMAJEAN HENDERSON
WBA: 3 2 5 . 0 0

PHYSICALLY ABLE TO WORK EACH DAY.
AVAILABLE FOR WORK EACH DAY.
MAINTAIN CONTACT AS REQUIRED WITH Y W R EMPLOYER OR UNION.
AWAY FROM THE AREA WHERE YOU NORMALLY WORK.
REFUSE OR M I S S AVAILABLE WORK.
ATTEND SCHOOL OR TRAINING.
- EARNED
.OO
WORK FOR AN EMPLOYER
WORK FULL-TIME.
QUIT A JOB.
FIRED FROM A J O B .
- EARNED
.OO
S E L F EMPLOYED
WORK FULL TIME I N S E L F EMPLOYMENT.
BONUS, SEVERANCE OR VACATION - RCVD
.OO

TRANSACTION OPTION:

-

-

4
mW\BIT-#

late: 3 / 1 4 / 2 0 0 7 Time: 3 : 0 6 : 4 5 PM

43

page-OT

,=P~Q~s

P a q e : 1 Document Name:

unt.. ~ e d

'03/14/07

I V R U

SSN:

BWE:

032506

R E ~ O R T S (VR)

RAYMAJEAN HENDERSON
WBA: 3 2 5 . 0 0

ORG CHG
WERE
WERE
DID
WERE NOT
DID NOT
DID NOT
D I D NOT
(NA)
(NA)

NO UPDATE
CALL DT: 0 3 / 2 6 / 0 6
CALL TM: 1 1 : 4 1 AM
MODE: I
AUTH BY:

PBYSICALLY ABLE TO WORK EACH DAY.
AVAILABLE FOR WORK EACH DAY.
MAINTAIN CONTACT AS REQUIRED WITH YOUR EMPLOYER OR UNION.
AWAY FROM THE AREA WHERE YOU NORMALLY WORK.
REFUSE OR MISS AVAILABLE WORK.
ATTEND SCHOOL OR TRAINING.
WORK FOR AN EMPLOYER
- EARNED
.OO
WORK FULL-TIME.
QUIT A JOB.
(NA)
FIRED FROM A JOB.
- EARNED
.OO
WERE NOT S E L F EMPLOYED
(NA)
WORK FULL TIME I N S E L F EMPLOYMENT.
.OO
HOLIDAY, BONUS, SEVERANCE OR VACATION - RCVD

TRANSACTION OPTION:

-Date: 3 / 1 4 / 2 0 0 1 Time: 3 : 0 6 : 5 3 PM

44

izxnli31;5-x-A-.

-.

p a g e 2 n f B ~ a ~ e s

-

paqe:

1. D o c u m e n t Name: u n t - l e d
-

'03/14/07
SSN:
ORG CHG
WERE
WERE
DID
WERE NOT
D I D NOT
D I D NOT
D I D NOT
(NA)
(NA)
(NA)
WERE NOT
(NA)
HOLIDAY,

I V R U
BWE:

031806

R E P O R T S

(VR)

W M A J E A N HENDERSON
WBA: 3 2 5 . 0 0

-

--

--

--

NO UPDATE
CALL DT: 0 3 / 1 9 / 0 6
CALL TM: 0 1 : 0 9 PM
MODE: I
AUTH BY:

PHYSICALLY ABLE TO WORK EACH WAY.
AVAILABLE FOR WORK EACH DAY.
MAINTAIN CONTACT AS REQUZRED WITH YOUR EMPLOYER OR UNION.
AWAY FROM THE AREA WHERE YOU NORMALLY WORK.
REFUSE OR M I S S AVAILABLE WORK.
ATTEND SCHOOL OR TRAINING.
WORK FOR AN EMPLOYER
- EARNED
.OO
WORK FULL-TIME.
QUIT A SOB.
FIRED FROM A JOB.
- EARNED
.OO
S E L F EMPLOYED
WORK FULL TIME I N S E L F EMPLOYMENT.
.OO
BONUS, SEVERANCE OR VACATION - RCVD

TRANSACTION OPTION:

-

-late: 3 / 1 4 / 2 0 0 7 Time: 3 : 0 7 : 0 0

PM

45

-

-

Page: 1 D o c u m e n t Name:

unt. led

'03/14/07
SSN:
ORG CHG
WERE
WERE
DID
WERE NOT
DID NOT
DID NOT
DID NOT
(NA)
(NA)
(NA)
WERE NOT
(NA)
HOLIDAY,

I V R U
BWE:

031106

R E P O R T S

(VR)

RAYMAjEAN HENDERSON
WBA: 3 2 5 . 0 0

NO UPDATE
CALL DT: 0 3 / 1 3 / 0 6
CALL TM: 01:35 PM
MODE: I
AUTH BY:

PHYSICALLY ABLE TO WORK EACH DAY.
AVAILABLE FOR WORK EACH DAY.
MAINTAIN CONTACT AS REQUIRED WITH YOUR EMPLOYER OR UNION.
AWAY FROM THE AREA WHERE YOU NORMALLY WORK.
REFUSE OR M I S S AVAILABLE WORK.
ATTEND SCHOOL OR TRAINING.
- EARNED
.OO
WORK FOR AN EMPLOYER
WORK FULL-TIME.
QUIT A J O B .
F I R E D FROM A J O B .
- EARNED
.00
S E L F EMPLOYED
WORK FULL TIME I N S E L F EMPLOYMENT.
.OO
BONUS, SEVERANCE OR VACATION - RCVD

TRANSACTION OPTION:

D a t e : 3/14/2007 Time: 3:07:06

PM

46

Page: 1 D o c u m e n t Name: unt. l e d
'

03/14/07

I V R U

SSN:

BWE:

030406

R E P O R T S

RAYMAJEAN HENDERSON
WBA: 3 2 5 . 0 0

ORG CHG
WERE
WERE
DID
WERE NOT
D I D NOT
D I D NOT
D I D NOT
(NA)
(NA)
(NA)
WERE NOT
(NA)
HOLIDAY,

(VR)

NO UPDATE
CALL DT: 0 3 / 0 5 / 0 6
CALL TM: 1 1 : 2 8 AM
MODE: I
AUTH BY:

PHYSICALLY ABLE TO WORK EACH DAY.
AVAILABLE FOR WORK EACH DAY.
MAINTAIN CONTACT AS REQUIRED WITH YOUR EMPLOYER OR UNION.
AWAY FROM THE AREA WHERE YOU NORMALLY WORK.
REFUSE OR MISS AVAILABLE WORK.
ATTEND SCHOOL OR TRAINING.
- EARNED
.OO
WORK FOR AN EMPLOYER
WORK FULL-TIME.
QUIT A J O B .
FIRED FROM A JOB.
- EARNED
.OO
S E L F EMPLOYED
WORK FULL TIME I N S E L F EMPLOYMENT.
.OO
BONUS, SEVERANCE OR VACATION - RCVD

TRANSACTION OPTION:

la-te: 3 / 1 4 / 2 0 0 7 T i m e : 3 : 0 7 : 1 2

PM

47

Page:

1 D o c u m e n t Name: u n t

03/14/07

led

I V R U

SSN:

BWE:

ORG CHG
WERE
WERE
DID
WERE NOT
D I D NOT
D I D NOT
D I D NOT
(NA)
(NA)
(NA)
WERE NOT
(NA)
HOLIDAY,

022506

R E P O R T S

(VR)

RAYMAJEAN HENDERSON
WBA: 3 2 5 . 0 0

NO UPDATE
CALL DT: 0 2 / 2 6 / 0 6
CALL TM: 1 0 : O l AM
MODE: I
AUTH BY:

PHYSICALLY ABLE TO WORK EACH DAY.
AVAILABLE FOR WORK EACH DAY.
MAINTAIN CONTACT AS REQUIRED WITH YOUR EMPLOYER OR UNION.
AWAY FROM THE AREA WHERE YOU NORMALLY WORK.
REFUSE OR M I S S AVAILABLE WORK.
ATTEND SCHOOL OR TRAINING.
- EARNED
.OO
WORK FOR AN EMPLOYER
WORK FULL-TIME.
QUIT A J O B .
FIRED FROM A J O B .
SELF EMPLOYED
- EARNED
.OO
WORK FULL T I M E I N S E L F EMPLOYMENT.
.OO
BONUS, SEVERANCE OR VACATION - RCVD

TRANSACTION OPTION :

3

L
M

3ate: 3 / 1 4 / 2 0 0 7

T i m e : 3:07:20 PM

48

'i'

P a g e o fE ~ a ~ e s

Page:

1 D o c u m e n t Name: u n t .

.ed
-

03/14/07

I V R U

SSN:

BWE:

021806

R E P O R T S

(VR)

NO UPDATE
CALL DT: 0 2 / 1 9 / 0 6
CALL TM: 1 0 : 3 8 AM
MODE: I
AUTH BY:

RAYMAJEAN HENDERSON
WBA: 3 2 5 . 0 0

ORG CHG
WERE
WERE
DID
WERE NOT
D I D NOT
DID NOT
D I D NOT
(NA)
(NA)
(NA)
WERE NOT
(NA)
HOLIDAY,

-

PHYSICALLY ABLE TO WORK EACH DAY.
AVAILABLE FOR WORK EACH DAY.
MAINTAIN CONTACT AS REQUIRED WITH YOUR EMPLOYER OR UNION.
AWAY FROM THE AREA WHERE YOU NORMALLY WORK.
REFUSE OR M I S S AVAILABLE WORK.
ATTEND SCHOOL OR TRAINING.
WORK FOR AN EMPLOYER
- EARNED
.OO
WORK FULL-TIME.
QUIT A JOB.
F I R E D FROM A JOB.
- EARNED
.00
S E L F EMPLOYED
WORK FULL TIME I N S E L F EMPLOYMENT.
.00
BONUS, SEVERANCE OR VACLTION - RCVD

TRANSACTION OPTION:

--late: 3/14/2007

Time: 3 : 0 7 : 2 7

PM

49

EXHIBIT$
Page_--of

z

&
--

.-

ages

Page: 1 Document Name: u n t .

03/14/07
SSN:

-ed

I V R U
BWE: 021106

R E P O R T S

(VR)

liAYMAJEAN HENDERSON

WBA: 325.00

NO UPDATE
CALL DT: 02/12/06
CALL TM: lO:15 AM
MODE: I
AUTH BY:

ORG CHG
WERE
PHYSICALLY ABLE TO WORK EACH DAY.
WERE
AVAILABLE FOR WORK EACH DAY.
DID
P.'AINTAIN CONTACT AS REQUIRED WITH YOUR EMPLOYER OR UNION.
WERE NOT AWAY FROM THE AREA WHERE YOU NORMALLY WORK.
DID NOT REFUSE OR MISS AVAILABLE WORK.
DID NOT ATTEND SCHOOL OR TRAINING.
- EARNED
.OO
DID NOT WORK FOR AN EMPLOYER
(NA) WORK FULL-TIME.
(NA) QUIT A JOB.
(NA) FIRED FROM A JOB.
- EARNED
.OO
WERE NOT SELF EMPLOYED
(NA) WORK FULL TIME IN SELF EMPLOYMENT.
RCVD
.OO
HOLIDAY, BONUS, SEVERANCE OR VACATION

-

TRANSACTION OPTION:

3ate:

3/14/2007 Time: 3:07:33 PM

50

Page: 1 Document Name: u n t
03/14/07

.ed

I V R U

SSN:

BWE:

020406

R E P O R T S

(VR)

NO UPDATE
CALL DT: 0 2 / 0 5 / 0 6
CALL TM: 1 0 : 4 0 AM
MODE: I
AUTH BY:

RAYMAJEAN HENDERSON
WBA: 3 2 5 . 0 0

OR
WERE
WERE
DID
WERE NOT
D I D NOT
D I D NOT
D I D NOT
(NA)
(NA)
(NA)
WERE NOT
(NA)
HOLIDAY,

PHYSICALLY ABLE TO WORK EACIi DAY.
AVAILABLE FOR WORK EACH DAY.
MAINTAIN CONTACT AS REQUIRED w l T K YOCTP, EMPLGYER OR UNION.
AWAY FROM THE AREA WHERE YOU NORMALLY WORK.
REFUSE OR MISS AVAILABLE WORK.
ATTEND SCHOOL OR TRAINING.
- EARNED
.OO
WORK FOR AN EMPLOYER
WORK FULL-TIME.
QUIT A JOB.
FIRED FROM A JOB.
S E L F EMPLOYED
- EARNED
.OO
WORK FULL TIME I N S E L F EMPLOYMENT.
.OO
BONUS, SEVERAXICE OR VACATION - RCVD

TRANSACTION OPTION :

late: 3 / 1 4 / 2 0 0 7

Time: 3:07:39

-PM

A
-

51
Page

Paqe:

1 D o c u m e n t Name: u n t .

'.ed
-

'03/14/07

I V R U
BWE: 0 1 2 8 0 6

SSN:

ORG CHG
WERE
WERE
DID
WERE NOT
D I D NOT
D I D NOT
D I D NOT
(NA)
(NA)
(NA)
WERE NOT
(NA)
HOLIDAY,

R E P O R T S

(VR)

RAYMAJEAN HENDERSON
WBA: 3 2 5 . 0 0

NO UPDATE
CALL DT: 0 1 / 2 9 / 0 6
CALL TM: 1 1 : 3 0 AM
MODE: I
AUTH BY:

PHYSICALLY ABLE TO WORK EACH DAY.
AVAILABLE FOR WORK EACH DAY.
MF-INTAIN CONTACT AS REQUIRED WITH YOUR EMELGYER OR UNION.
AWAY FROM THE AREA WHERE YOU NORMALLY WORK.
REFUSE OR MISS AVAILABLE WORK.
ATTEND SCHOOL OR T M I N I N G .
WORK FOR AN EMPLOYER
- EARNED
.OO
WORK FULL-TIME.
QUIT A JOB.
FIRED FROM A JOB.
SELF EMPLOYED
- EARNED
.00
WORK FULL TIME I N SELF EMPLOYMENT.
.OO
BONUS, SEVERANCE OR VACATION - RCVD

TRANSACTION OPTION:

3

- .-....----

- -

-

.

52
D a t e : 3 / 1 4 / 2 0 0 7 Time: 3 : 0 7 : 4 0

PM

EXHIBIT #
-&&ICTEages

Page:

I D o c u m e n t Name: u n t

03/14/07

SSN:
ORG CHG
WERE
WERE
DID
WERE NOT
D I D NOT
D I D NOT
D I D NOT
(NA)
(NA)
(NA)
WERE NOT
(NA)
HOLIDAY,

led

I V R U
BWE:

R E P O R T S

012106

(VR)

RAYMAJF,AN HENDERSON
WBA: 3 2 5 . 0 0

NO UPDATE
CALL DT: 0 1 / 2 2 / 0 6
CALL TM: 0 9 : 2 8 AM
MODE: I
AUTH BY:

PHYSICALLY ABLE TO WORK EACH DAY.
AVAILABLE FOR WORK EACH DAY.
MAINTAIN CONTACT A S REQUIRED WITH YOUR EMPLOYER OR UNION.
AWAY FROM THE AREA WHERE YOU NORMALLY WORK.
REFUSE OR M I S S AVAILABLE WORK.
ATTEND SCHOOL OR TRAINING.
- EARNED
.OO
WORK FOR AN EMPLOYER
WORK FULL-TIME.
QUIT A J O B .
FIRED FROM A J O B .
- EARNED
.OO
S E L F EMPLOYED
WORK FULL TIME I N S E L F EMPLOYMENT.
.00
BONUS, SEVERANCE OR VACATION - RCVD

TRANSACTION OPTION:

-

--

)ate: 3/1.4/2007 T i m e : 3 : 0 7 : 5 5

2
PM

53

f XWIBIT -#

(&

Page-ot__~agcss

Paqe: 1 D o c u m e n t Name: unt:
03/14/07
SSN:
ORG CHG
WERE
WERE
DID
WERE NOT
D I D NOT
DID
NOT
D I D NOT
(NA)
(NA)
(NA)
WERE NOT
(NA)
HOLIDAY,

.ed

I V R U
BWE:

R E P O R T S

011406

(VR)

RAYMAJEAN HENDERSON
WBA: 3 2 5 . 0 0

NO UPDATE
CALL DT: 0 1 / 1 5 / 0 6
CALL TM: 0 9 : 2 8 AM
MODE: I
AUTH BY:

PHYSICALLY ABLE TO WORK EACH DAY.
AVAILABLE FOR WORK EACH DAY.
MAINTAIN CONTACT AS REQUIRED WITH YOUR EMPLOYER OR UNION.
AWAY FROM THE AREA WHERE YOU NORMALLY WORK.
REFUSE OR MISS AVAILABLE WORK.
ATTEND SCHOOL OR T R ~ I N I N G .
WORK FOR AN EMPLOYER
- EARNED
.OO
WORK FULL-TIME.
QUIT A JOB.
FIRED FROM A J O B .
- EARNED
.OO
S E L F EMPLOYED
WORK FULL TIME I N S E L F EMPLOYMENT.
.OO
BONUS, SEVERANCE OR VACATION - RCVD

TRANSACTION OPTION:

3
- .-- -

.

Date: 3 / 1 4 / 2 0 0 7 Time: 3 : 0 8 : 0 2

PM

54

Page: 1 D o c u m e n t Name: unt. led
03/14/07
SSN:
ORG CHG
WERE
WERE
DID
WERE NOT
DID NOT
DID NOT
DID NOT
(NA)
(NA)
(NA)
WERE NOT
(NA)
HOLIDAY,

I V R U
BWE: 0 1 0 7 0 6

R E P O R T S

(VR)

RAYMAJEAN HENDERSON
WBA: 3 2 5 . 0 0

NO UPDATE
CALL DT: 0 1 / 0 8 / 0 6
CALL TM: 1 0 : 0 7 AM
MODE: I
AUTH BY:

PHYSICALLY ABLE TO WORK EACH DAY.
AVAILABLE FOR WORK EACH DAY.
MAINTAIN CONTACT AS REQUIRED WITS YOUR EMPLOYER OR UNION.
AWAY FROM THE AREA WHERE YOU NORMALLY WORK.
REFUSE OR MISS AVAILABLE WORK.
ATTEND SCHOOL OR TRAINING.
- EARNED
.OO
WORK FOR AN EMPLOYER
WORK FULL-TIME.
QUIT A JOB.
FIRED FROM A JOB.
- EARNED
.OO
SELF EMPLOYED
WORK FULL TIME I N SELF EMPLOYMENT.
.00
BONUS, SEVERANCE OR VACATION - RCVD

TRANSACTION OPTION:

Date: 3 / 1 4 / 2 0 0 7 Time: 3 : 0 8 : 4 6 PM

55

4
3

P a q e : 1 D o c u m e n t Name: unt

led
-

03/14/07

I V R U

SSN: 5 6 9 0 8 4330

BWE:

123105

R E P O R T S

RAYMAjEAN HENDERSON
WBA: 3 2 5 . 0 0

ORG CHG
WERE
WERE
DID
WERE NOT
D I D NOT
D I D NOT
D I D NOT
(NA)
(NA)
(NA)
WERE NOT
(NA)
HOLIDAY,

(X?)

----

NO UPDATE
CALL DT: 0 1 / 0 1 / 0 6
CALL TM: 11:31 AM
MODE: I
AUTH BY:

PHYSICALLY ABLE TO WORK EACH DAY.
AVAILABLE FOR WORK EACH DAY.
MAINTAIN CONTACT AS REQUIRED WITE YOUR EMPLOYER OR UNION.
AWAY FROM THE AREA WHERE YOU NORMALLY WORK.
REFUSE OR MISS AVAILABLE WORK.
ATTEND SCHOOL OR TRAINING.
- EARNED
.OO
WORK FOR AN EMPLOYER
WORK FULL-TIME.
QUIT A JOB.
FIRED FROM A JOB.
- EARNED
.OO
S E L F EMPLOYED
WORK FULL TIME I N S E L F EMPLOYMENT.
.OO
BONUS, SEVERANCE OR VACATION - RCVD

TRANSACTION OPTION:

-

3

-

late: 3/14/2007 Time: 3 : 0 8 : 5 5

PM

56

Page: 1 D o c u m e n t Name: u n t i
03/14/07
SSN:
ORG CHG
WERE
WERE
DID
WERE NOT
D I D NOT
D I D NOT
D I D NOT
(NA)
(NA)
(NA)
WERE NOT
(NA)
HOLIDAY,

ed

I V R U
BWE:

122405

R E P O R T S

(VR)

RAYMAJEAN HENDERSON
WBA: 3 2 5 . 0 0

NO UPDATE
CALL DT: 1 2 / 2 5 / 0 5
CALL TM: 1 0 : 2 1 AM
MODE: I
AUTH BY:

PHYSICALLY ABLE TO WORK EACH DAY.
AVAILABLE FOR WORK EACH DAY.
MAINTAIN CONTACT AS REQUIRED WITH YOUR EgPLOYER OR UNION.
AWAY FROM THE AREA WHERE YOU NORMALLY WORK.
REFUSE OR M I S S AVAILABLE WORK.
ATTEND SCHOOL OR TRAINING.
- EARNED
.OO
WORK FOR AN EMPLOYER
WORK FULL-TIME.
QUIT A J O B .
FIRED FROM A J O B .
SELF EMPLOYED
- EARNED
.OO
WORK FULL T I M E I N SELF EMPLOYMENT.
BONUS, SEVERANCE OR VACATION - RCVD
.OO

TRANSACTION OPTION:

-;

3ate: 3/14/2007 Time: 3:09:02 PM

57

-

Page: 1 D o c u m e n t Name: u n t i
'03/14/07

ed

L V R U

SSN:

BWE: 1 2 1 7 0 5

R E P O R T S

RAYMAaFEAN HENDERSON
WBA: 3 2 5 . 0 0

ORG CHG
WERE
WERE
DID
WERE NOT
D I D NOT
DID NOT
D I D NOT
(NA)
(NA)
(NA)
WERE NOT
(NA)
HOLIDAY,

(VR)

NO UPDATE
CALL DT: 1 2 / 1 8 / 0 5
CALL TM: 1 1 : 0 6 AM
MODE: I
AUTH BY:

PHYSICALLY ABLE TO WORK CACH DAY.
AVAILABLE FOR WORK EACH DAY.
MAINTAIN CONTACT AS REQUIRED N I T S YOUR ESPLOSER OR UNIOiq.
AWAY FROM THE AREA WHERE YOU NORMALLY WORK.
REFUSE OR MISS AVAILABLE WORK.
ATTEND SCHOOL OR TRAINING.
WORK FOR AN EMPLOYER
- EARNED
.OO
WORK FULL-TIME.
QUIT A JOB.
FIRED FROM A JOB.
- EARNED
.OO
S E L F EMPLOYED
WORK FULL TIME I N SELF EMPLOYMENT.
.00
BONUS, SEVERANCE OR VACATION - RCVD

TRANSACTION OPTION:

--

-

late: 3 / 1 4 / 2 0 0 7 T i m e :

3

3 : 0 9 : 0 9 PM

58

Page:

1 D o c u m e n t Name:

unt

03/14/07

led

I V R U

SSN

BWE:

121005

R E P O R T S

RAYMAJEAN HENDERSON
WBA: 3 2 5 . 0 0

ORG CHG
WERE
WERE
DID
WERE NOT
D I D NOT
DID NOT
DID NOT
(NA)
(NA)
(NA)
WERE NOT
(NA)
HOLIDAY,

(VR)

NO UPDATE
CALL DT: 1 2 / 1 1 / 0 5
CALL TM: 0 9 : 5 2 AM
MODE: I
AUTH BY :

PHYSICALLY ABLE TO WORK EACH DAY.
AVAILABLE FOR WORK EACH DAY.
MAINTAIN CONTACT AS REQUIRED WITH YOUR EMPLOYER OR UNION.
AWAY FROM THE AREA WHERE YOU NORMALLY WORK.
REFUSE OR MISS AVAILABLE WORK.
ATTEND SCHOOL OR TRAINING.
- EARNED
.00
WORK FOR AN EMPLOYER
WORK FULL-TIME.
QUIT A JOB.
F I R E D FROM A JOB.
S E L F EMPLOYED
- EARNED
.OO
WORK FULL TIME I N S E L F EMPLOYMENT.
.OO
BONUS, SEVERANCE OR VACATION - RCVD

TRANSACTION OPTION:

late: 3/14/2007

3

Time: 3:09:18

PM
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Claimant contacted local office regarding not receiving 1099 for both claimant and herself.
Reviewed Idaho Works; advised claimant 1099 was mailed to their Hawaii address.
Questioned claimant about her work search efforts. Claimant stated she can't look for work
because she is returning to work for her regular employer in March, dependent on weather.
Claimant was angry that LO was questioning her eligibility since her employer paid &oney for
her to receive UI benefits; her employer knew she was in HI and plans to return to work for them.
LO explained claimant must meet eligibility requirements in order to receive benefits. Claimant
stated she had worlced with interstate unit this year since she was not happy with the LO staff
because they had questioned her eligibility when she filed an additional claim. Explained to
claimant that we are a statewide agency and all local offices are responsible for ensuring all
claimants are eligible to receive benefits.
LO instructed claimant to provide work search record for the last 6 weeks and to include
name/phone number for each contact; 48 hr script provided with consequences. Response due by
Thursday, 02115107 at noon. Claimant was given the local office fax number.
Fended 081, effective 02/11/2007,
02/22/2007 Received employer contacts via postal mail, postmarked 02/16/07.
02/26/07 12:02pm Examiner notes:
When the claimant filed her new claim, she stated she would be returning to work for her
employer, which is reflected in Idahoworks. During the initial telephone conversation, the
claimant initially stated she couldn't look for work because she was returning to Idaho for work
in March, depending on weather. The claimant stated she has done this for the past few years.
She goes to KI when there isn't work available in ID and returns to her employer in the Spring.
When questioned about meeting her work search eligibility requirements, the claimant then
stated she bad been looking for her. The record shows the claimant has traveled to HI and
r e m e d to Idaho to work for the last three years.
Based on the information in the record, it is concluded the claimant was area from the area where
she normally works during the time she was in HI therefore was not avaiIabIe for work.
The claimant will be denied the weeks effective her change of address in BASIS and continuing
until she retumed to Idaho and changed her address again.
EXHIBIT #

L1

d

\
Page___of___Pages

(1) Sequence080 Deny Effective 12/04/05- 04/01/06

(2) Sequence 080 Deny Effective 12/12/04- 02/26/05

Claimant Signature
(Tf available)
Fact Findexs NameISignature: Shirley A

Page:

1 D o c u m e n t Name: u n t .

03/14/07

SSN:
WBA: 325.00

~ e d

Appendix D

B E N E F I T P A Y M E N T H I S T O R Y
LO: INTERSTATE
1
NAME: RAYMAJEAN HENDERSON
BALANCE:

559.00

WEEK-END
DEDUCT
OTHER
INCOME
DATE
EARN
.OO
04/08/06
396.50
-00
04/01/06
.OO
.OO
03/25/06
.OO
.OO
03/18/06
.OO
.OO
03/11/06
.OO
-00
.OO
03/04/06
.OO
02/25/06
.OO
.OO
.OO
02/18/06
.OO
02/11/06
.OO
.OO
02/04/06
.OO
.OO
.OO
01/28/06
.OO
01/21/06
.OO
.OO
01/14/06
.OO
FOR MORE THAN 1 3 PAYMENTS

I

06/10/06

LAST BWE AVAILABLE ON VRU:

04/22/06

3 / 1 4 / 2 0 0 7 T i m e : 2:57:40

PM

DATE
PROC
0410
0403
0327
0320
0313
0306
0227
0221
0213
0206
0130
0123
0117

-62

3ate:

BYE:

AMT
DATE
PAID
PAID
91.00 0 4 / 1 1 / 0 6
325.00 0 4 / 0 4 / 0 6
325.00 0 3 / 2 8 / 0 6
325.00 0 3 / 2 1 / 0 6
325.00 0 3 / 1 4 / 0 6
325.00 0 3 / 0 7 / 0 6
325.00 0 2 / 2 8 / 0 6
325.00 0 2 / 2 2 / 0 6
325.00 0 2 / 1 4 / 0 6
325.00 0 2 / 0 7 / 0 6
325.00 0 1 / 3 1 / 0 6
325.00 0 1 / 2 4 / 0 6
325.00 0 1 / 1 8 / 0 6
DEPRESS PF2

--

(07)

CHECK
OVRPAY PG
PAY
NO
AMT
CD V TYPE
5133859
. O O 0 1 0 3 T#
5122107
- 0 0 0 1 0 1 T#
5109419
.OO
0 1 0 1 T#
5096241
.OO
0 1 0 1 T#
5082093
- 0 0 0 1 0 1 T#
5067547
.OO 0 1 0 1 T#
5052290
.OO 0 1 0 1 T#
5036764
.OO
0 1 0 1 T#
5020474
.OO 0 1 0 1 T#
5004256
.OO
0 1 0 1 T#
4988023
.OO
0 1 0 1 T#
4971691
.OO
0 1 0 1 T#
4955837
- 0 0 0 1 0 1 T#
TRANSACTION OPTION:

d

P a g e : 1 D o c u m e n t Name: unt:

03/14/07

B E N E F I T P A Y M E N T H I S T O R Y
LO: INTERSTATE
1
NAME: RAYMAJEAN HENDERSON

SSN:
WBA: 3 2 5 . 0 0
WEEK-END
DATE
01/07/06
12/31/05
12/24/05
12/17/05
12/10/05
12/03/05
11/26/05
11/19/05
06/18/05

.ed

BALANCE:
DEDUCT
.EARN

.oo

559.00

OTHER
INCOME

.oo
.oo

.0 0
.oo
.oo
.oo

-00

.oo
.oo
.oo
.oo
.oo
.oo

.oo

.oo
.oo

443.75

AMT
PAID
325.00
325.00
325.00
325.00
325.00
325.00
325.00
325.00
.OO

BYE:

06/10/06

LAST BWE AVAILABLE ON VRU:

04/22/06

DATE
PAID
01/10/06
01/04/06
12/28/05
12/20/05
12/13/05
12/13/05
11/29/05
11/22/05

DATE
PROC
0109
0103
1227
1219
1212
1205
1128
1121
0620

late: 3 / 1 4 / 2 0 0 7 T l m e : 2:57:46 PM

-63

CHECK
NO
4940642
4924202
4910389
4898041
4886390
4886391
4866594
4858271
0000000

OVRpAY PG
PAY
AMT
CD V TYPE
- 0 0 0 1 0 1 T#
.oo or 0 1 T#
.oo 0 1 0 1 T #
. o o 0 1 0 1 T#
. o o 0 1 0 1 T#
. O O 0 1 0 5 1 T#
. O O 0 1 0 1 T#
. o o 0 1 0 1 T#
.00 01 0 4 T

TRANSACTION OPTION:

FOR MORE THAN 1 3 PAYMENTS DEPRESS PF2

"-

(07

*-,,,

,.r,,T

)
i

J

--

Page: 1 DocumentNamme: u n t

03/14/07

B E N E F I T P A Y M E N T H I S T O R Y
LO: INTERSTATE
2
NAME : RAYMAJEAN HENDERSON

SSN:
WBA:

227.00

WEEK-END
DATE

",ed

BALANCE:

DEDUCT
EARN

454.00

OTHER
INCOME

.OO
05/14/05
529.80
-00
03/19/05
.OO
.OO
.OO
03/12/05
.OO
03/05/05
.OO
-00
02/26/05
.OO
.OO
.OO
02/19/05
-00
02/12/05
.OO
.OO
02/05/05
.OO
.OO
01/29/05
.OO
.OO
.OO
01/22/05
-00
01/15/05
-00
.oo
or/o~/os
.oo
.OO
01/01/05
.OO
FOR MORE THAN 13 PAYMENTS

late: 3 / 1 4 / 2 0 0 7 Time: 2 : 5 8 : 2 4

AMT
PAID

(07)
BYE: 06/11/05

LAST BWE AVAILABLE ON VRU:
DATE
PAID

OVRPAY PG
PAY
AMT
CD V TYPE
227.00 05/18/05 0517 4668996 227.00 01 0 19 T#

227.00
227.00
227.00
227.00
227.00
227.00
227.00
227.00
227.00
227.00
227.00
227.00

DATE
PROC

05/28/05

03/22/05 0321
03/15/05 0314
03/08/05 0307
03/01/05 0228
02/23/05 0222
02/15/05 0214
02/08/05 0207
02/01/05 0131
01/25/05 0124
01/19/05 0118
01/11/05 0110
01/04/05 0103
DEPRESS PF2

PM

64

CHECK
NO

4559293
4543466
4526425
4508200
4489129
4469956
4450299
4430675
4411239
4392745
4375980
4357103

.OO 01 0 1 T#
.OO 01 0 1 T #
.OO 01
.OO 01
-00 01
-00 01
.OO 01
.OO 01
.OO 01
.OO 01
.oo 01
.OO 01

0 1 T#
0 1 T#
0 1 T#
0 1 T#
0 1 T#
0 1 T#
0 1 T#
0 1 T#
o 1 T#
1 1 T#

TRANSACTION OPTION:

~ a ~ e J o f C ( ~ a ~ e s

Page:

1 D o c u m e n t Name: u n t

03/1.4/07

B E N E F I T P A Y M E N T H I S T O R Y
LO: INTERSTATE
2
NAME : RAYMAJEAN HENDERSON

sSN:
WBA: 227.00
WEEK-END
DATE

12/25/04
12/18/04

454.00

BALANCE:

DEDUCT
EARN

s
12/04/04
11/27/04
11/20/04
07/03/04
06/26/04
06/19/04

:ed

.oo

OTHER
INCOME

.oo

AMT
PAID

DATE
PAID

227.00 12/28/04
-00 227.00 12/21/04
.oo 227.00 12/14/04
.oo 227.00 12/07/04
.oo 227.00 11/30/04
00 227.00 11/23/04
-00
.OO

.

.oo

.OO

.oo

.OO

PM

65

DATE
PROC

CHECK
NO

1227
1220
1213
1206
1129
1122
0706
0628
0621

4340822
4326253
4311837
4299353
4285746
4275125
0000000
0000000
0000000

OVRPAY PG
PAY
AMT
CD V TYPE
.oo 01 0 1 T#
.oo 01 0 1 T#
.oo 01 0 1 T#
.oo 01 0 1 T#
.oo 01 0 1 T#
.oo 01 0 a T#
.OO 01 0 9 T
.OO 01 0 4 T

.OO 01 0

9 T

TRANSACTION OPTION:

3 / 1 4 / 2 0 0 7 Tlme: 2 : 5 8 : 2 7

BYE: 06/11/05

LAST BWE AVAILABLE ON VRU: 05/28/05

FOR MORE THAN 13 PAYMENTS DEPRESS PF2

Date:

(07)

Page: 1 Document Name: unt. .ed

03/14/07
::

.

C L A I M A N T

Appendix E

P R O F I L E C H A N G E S

(1-2)

.
1

SSN:

CHANGE #: 07
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

CHANGE DATE: 12/04/06

: 500 BEARSPRINGS ROAD
: ST. MARIES

BIRTHDATE :
SEX
ETHNIC GRP:
MARITAL ST:
EDUCATION :
:
CITIZEN
ALIEN CODE:
DISABLED :

ST: ID ZIP: 83861

PAY UNIT/AMOUNT
RACE
REPORT TYPE
PIN # CHANGE

AUTH ID: 00770253
FIPS: 16009
TELEPHONE #: 208 245 5062

:

TAX WITHHOLD IND :

FOR MORE THAN 1 CHANGE DEPRESS PF2

3 a t e : 3/14/2007 Time: 2:59:13 PM

TRANSACTION OPTION :

66

EXHIBIT #

3-

L;,

Pageof-Pages

page:

1 D o c u m e n t Name: unti

03/14/07

. C L A I M A N T

P R O F I L E

C H A N G E S

(12)

1

SSN:

CHANGE #:

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

.ed

05

CHANGE DATE: 0 4 / 0 3 / 0 6

: PO BOX 5 2 8 1
: XAILUA KUNA

BIRTHDATE :
SEX
ETHNIC GRP:
MARITAL ST:
EDUCATION :
:
CITIZEN
ALIEN CODE:
DISABLED :

ST: H I Z I P : 9 6 7 4 5 .

PAY UNIT/AMOUNT
RACE
REPORT TYPE
P I N # CHANGE

AUTH' I D : 0 0 3 4 0 2 1 0

FIPS: 1 5 0 0 9
TELEPHONE #: 2 0 8 7 5 5 1 6 4 7

:

TAX WITHHOLD I N D :

FOR MORE THAN 1 CHANGE DEPRESS PF2

T W S A C T I O N OPTION:

---

--

late: 3 / 1 4 / 2 0 0 7 Time: 2 : 5 9 : 1 1

PM
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EXfllBlT #
Page

Page:

1 D o c u m e n t Name: u n t i

03/14/07

,

C L A I M A N T

CHANGE #:
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

.ed

03

P R O F I L E

CHANGE DATE: 1 2 / 1 2 / 0 5

: 5 0 0 BEAR,SPRING RD
: ST MARIES
ST: I D ZIP:

BIRTHDATE :
SEX
ETHNIC GRP:
MARITAL ST:
EDUCATION :
:
CITIZEN
ALIEN CODE:
DISABLED :

C H A N G E S

PAY UNIT/AMOUNT
RACE
REPORT TYPE
PIN # CHANGE

83861

(12)

AUTH ID: 0 0 3 4 0 6 3 4

FIPS:
TELEPHONE #:

16009

:

TAX WITHHOLD I N D :

TRANSACTION OPTION:

FOR MORE THAN 1 CHANGE DEPRESS PF2

Lt
'-4

I

Date: 3 / 1 4 / 2 0 0 7 Time: 2 : 5 9 : 1 0 PM
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Page-

Page:

1 Document Name: u n t i

03/14/07

C L A I M A N T

CHANGE # : 1 0

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

.ed
P R O F I L E

CHANGE DATE: 1 2 / 1 2 / 0 5

: 5 0 0 BEAR SPRING RD
: ST MARIES
ST:

BIRTHDATE :
SEX
ETHNIC GRP:
MARITAL ST:
EDUCATION :
CITIZEN
:
ALIEN CODE:
DISABLED :

C H A N G E S

I D ZIP: 83861

PAY UNIT/AMOUNT
RACE
REPORT TYPE
PIN # CHANGE

AUTH I D :

(12)

00340634

FIPS: 1 6 0 0 9
TELEPHONE #:

:
.

.

TAX WITHHOLD I N D :

FOR MORE THAN 1 CHANGE DEPRESS PF2

TRANSACTION OPTION:

Page:

1 Document Name: unti

03/14/07

C L A I M A N T

CHANGE # : 0 6
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

.ed
P R O F I L E

C H A N G E S

CHANGE DATE: 0 2 / 2 8 / 0 5

: PO BOX 5 2 8 1

: KAILUA KONA

BIRTHDATE :
SEX
ETHNIC GRP:
MARITAL ST:
EDUCATION :
CITIZEN
:
ALIEN CODE:
DISABLED :

ST: H I Z I P :

PAY UNIT/AMOUNT
RACE
REPORT TYPE
P I N # CHANGE

96745

(12)

AUTH ID: 0 0 7 7 0 0 0 0

FIPS: 1 5 0 0 9
TELEPHONE # :

:

TAX WITHHOLD IND :

TRANSACTION OPTION:

FOR MORE THAN 1 CHANGE DEPRESS PF2

-

I

)ate: 3 / 1 4 / 2 0 0 7 T i m e : 2 : 5 9 : 3 2 PM
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Paqe: 1 Document Name: unti
03/14/07

C L A I M A N T P R O F I L E C H A N G E S

CHANGE # : 03
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

ed

CHANGE DATE: 12/07/04

: 500 BEARSPRINGS RD
: ST MARIES
ST: ID ZIP: 83861

BIRTHDATE :
SEX
ETHNIC GRP:
MARITAL ST:
EDUCATION :
:
CITIZEN
ALIEN CODE:
DISABLED :

PAY UNIT/AMOUNT
MCE
REPORT TYPE
PIN # CHANGE

AUTH ID: 00340253
PIPS: 16009
TELEPHONE #:

:

TAX WITHHOLD IND :

TRANSACTION OPTION:

FOR MORE THAN 1 CHANGE DEPRESS PF2

4

late:

(12)

3/14/2007 Time: 2:59:30 PM
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"BIT&
Page-

f-paSles

page: 1 Document Name: unt

B E N E F I T P A Y M E N T H I S T O R Y
LO: INTERSTATE
1
NAME: RAYMAJEAN HENDERSON

04/23/07

SSN:
WBA: 325.00

BALANCE:

DEDUCT
EARN

DATE
PAID

AMT
PAID
91.00
325.00
325.00
325.00
325.00
325.00
325.00
325.00
325.00
325.00
325.00
325.00
325.00

SSN:
WBA: 325.00

BALANCE:

04/11/06
04/04/06
03/28/06
03/21/06
03/14/06
03/07/06
02/28/06
02/22/06
02/14/06
02/07/06
01/31/06
01/24/06
01/18/06

DEPRESS PF2

CHECK
NO

DEDUCT
EARN

OTHER
INCOME

AMT
PAID

01/07/06
12/31/05
12/24/05
12/17/05
lz/ro/os
12/03/05
11/26/05
11/19/05
06/18/05

.oo

.oo
.oo
.oo
.oo
.oo
.oo
.oo
.oo
.oo

325.00
325.00
325.00
325.00
325.00
325.00
325.00
325.00
.OO

.00

.oo
.oo
.oo
.oo
.oo
.oo
443.75

DATE
PAID

DATE
PROC

01/10/06 0109
01/04/06 0103
12/28/05 1227
12/20/05 1219
12/13/05 1212
12/13/05 1205
11/29/05 1128
11/22/05 1121
0620

FOR MORE THAN 13 PAYMENTS DEPRESS PF2

3ate: 4/23/2007 Time: 10:49:59 AM

(07)

BYE: 06/10/06

LAST BWE AVAILABLE ON VRU: 04/22/06

6084.00

WEEK-END
DATE

BYE: 06/10/06

OVRPAY PG
PAY
AMT
CD V TYPE
.OO 01 0 3 T#
0410 5133859
0403 5122107 325.00 01 0 16 T#
0327 5109419 325.00 01 0 16 T#
0320 5096241 325.00 01 0 16 T#
0313 5082093 325.00 01 0 16 T#
0306 5067547 325.00 01 0 16 T#
0227 5052290 325.00 01 0 16 T#
0221 5036764 325.00 01 0 16 T#
0213 5020474 325.00 01 0 16 T#
0206 5004256 325.00 01 0 16 T#
0130 4988023 325.00 01 0 16 T#
0123 4971691 325.00 01 0 16 T#
0117 4955837 325.00 01 0 16 T#
TRANSACTION OPTION:

DATE
PROC

B E N E F I T P A Y M E N T H I S T O R Y
LO: INTERSTATE
1
NAME: RAYMAJEAN HENDERSON

04/23/07

(07)

LAST BWE AVAILABLE ON VRU: 04/22/06

6084.00

OTHER
INCOME
.OO
04/08/06
396.50
.OO
04/01/06
.OO
.OO
.OO
03/25/06
.OO
03/18/06
.OO
.OO
03/11/06
.OO
.OO
.OO
03/04/06
.OO
02/25/06
.OO
.OO
02/18/06
.OO
.OO
02/11/06
.OO
.OO
02/04/06
.OO
.OO
.00
01/28/06
.OO
.OO
01/21/06
.OO
.OO
01/14/06
FOR MORE THAN 13 PAYMENTS

WEEK-END
DATE

Appendix F

led

4940642
4924202
4910389
4898041
4886390
4886391
4866594
4858271
0000000

OVRPAY PG
PAY
AMT
CD V TYPE
325.00 01 0 16 T#
325.00 01 0 16 T#
325.00 01 0 16 T#
325.00 01 0 16 T#
325.00 01 0 16 T#
.OO 01 0 51 T#
.OD 01 0 1 T#
.OO 01 0 1 T#
.OO 01 0 4 T

TFLANSACTION OPTION :

-72

CHECK
NO

Page: 2 Document Name: unt

led

B E N E F I T P A Y M E N T H I S T O R Y
LO: INTERSTATE
2
NaME : RAYMAJEAN HENDERSON

04/23/07

SSN:
WBA: 227.00

BALANCE:

WEEK-END
DATE

DEDUCT

05/14/05
03/19/05
03/12/05
03/05/05
02/26/05
02/19/05
02/12/05
02/05/05
01/29/05
01/22/05
01/15/05
01/08/05
01/01/05

529.80
.00

EAR33

AMT
PAID

.oo
.oo

227.00
227.00
227.00
227.00
227.00
227.00
227.00
227.00
227.00
227.00
227.00
227.00
227.00

.OO

.oo

.OO
.OO
.OO
.OO
.OO

.oo
. 00
.oo

.oo
.oo
. 00
.oo
.oo

DATE
PAID

DATE
PROC

05/18/05
03/22/05
03/15/05
03/08/05
03/01/05
02/23/05
02/15/05
02/08/05
02/01/05
01/25/05
01/19/05
01/11/05
01/04/05

0517
0321
0314
0307
0228
0222
0214
0207
0131
0124
0118
0110
0103

.OO
.OO
.00
.oo
.OO
.oo
.OO
FOR MORE THAN 13 PAYMENTS DEPRESS PF2

.

04/23/07

SSN:
WBA: 227.00
WEEK - END
DATE
12/25/04
12/18/04
12/11/04
12/04/04
11/27/04
11/20/04
07/03/04
06/26/04
06/19/04

CHECK
NO

OVRPAY PG
PAY
T
CD V TYPE
4668996 227.00 01 0 19 T#
4559293
.OO 01 0 1 T#
4543466
.OO 01 0 1 T#
4526425
.OO 01 0 1 T#
4508200 227.00 01 0 16 T#
4489129 227.00 01 0 16 T#
4469956 227.00 01 0 16 T#
4450299 227.00 01 0 16 T#
4430675 227.00 01 0 16 T#
4411239 227.00 01 0 16 T#
4392745 227.00 01 0 16 T#
4375980 227.00 01 0 16 T#
4357103 227.00 01 1 16 T#
TRANSACTION OPTION:

B E N E F I T P A Y M E N T H I S T O R Y
LO: INTERSTATE
2
NAME : RAYMAJEAN HENDERSON

BALANCE:

OTHER
INCOME

.oo

.oo
.oo

.oo

.oo
.oo

.oo
.oo
436.77
145.84
397.35

AMT
PAID

227.00
227.00
.oo 227.00
.oo 227.00
.oo 227.00
.oo 227.00
.OO
.oo
.oo
.OO
.oo
.OO

(07)

BYE: 06/11/05

LAST BWE AVAILABLE ON VRU: 05/28/05

2951.00

DEDUCT
EARN

BYE: 06/11/05

LAST EWE AVAILABLE ON VRU: 05'/28/05

2951.00

OTHER
INCOME

(07)

DATE
PAID

DATE
PROC

12/28/04 1227
12/21/04 1220
12/14/04 1213
12/07/04 1206
11/30/04 1129
11/23/04 1122
0706
0628
0621

FOR MORE T I W 13 PAYMENTS DEPRESS PF2

CHECK
NO

OVRPAY
AMT

4340822 227.00
4326253 227.00
4311837
.OO
4299353
.OO
4285746
.OO
4275125
.OO
0000000
.OO
0000000
.OO
0000000
.OO

TRANSACTION OPTION:

-

Date: 4/23/2007 Time: 10:49:59 AM
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PAY
TYPE
16 T#
16 T#
1 T#
1 T#
1 T#
1 T#
9 T
4 T
9 T

EXHIBIT #

Appendix G

UNEMPLOYMENT

Claimant Handbook
A Claimant's Guide to the Requirements of the ldaho Employment Security Law

IMPORTANT
Read this book carefully or have someone read it to you. Remember, you must read and understand this handbook. A Spanish
version of this handbook is available upon request.
jIMPORTANTE!
Lea este manual con cuidado o consisa alguien quien se lo lea o interprete. Recuerde, que usted debe leer y entender este
manual. Una version en espaiiol de este manual esta disponible.
This handbook is for quick reference and should not be used as an official document. The official citation of the Employment
Security Law is found in Title 72, Chapter 13 of the ldaho Code.
Note: This handbook is intended for guidance only and should not be a substitute for specific legal advice. If Legal advice is
required, an attorney should be consulted.

Idaho Plays Hardball with Unemployment Insurance Fraud
People who defraud Idaho's unemployment insurance system
will now face stiffer penalties!
Effective July 1,individuals who defraud Idaho's unemployment insurance system will repay the entire amount
in addition to penalties ranging from 25 percent for first-time offenders to 100 percent for third-time offenders,
and they will have to wait a minimum of 52 weeks and repay
fraudulently received benefits in full before obtaining future benefits.

Avold the penalties and potential criminal prosecution.
Accurately represent your ability, availability and work search
efforts while receiving benefits.
Fully and accurately report any weekly earnings you receive
while drawing benefits.
Always report quitting, losing or refusing any job.
Discontinue applying to receive benefits after returning to fulltime work.
Don't use someone else's identity to receive benefits.
Don't try to collect benefits while on vacation.
Don't help someone else file a fraudulent claim.

Know the game pian and don't get caught out in lefi fieEd!
For more information, see pages 19-21.

The Unemployment Insurance Handbook -

contents

Your Unemployment Insurance Handbook i s divided into sections. Each section answers questions or
provides information about the Unemployment Insurance program. The types of questions answered or
information provided in each section are listed below:

Page Section
5
General Information

6-7

8

Questions and Answers

/

Questions
What i s unemployment insurance?
Who pays for it?
What can I do i f I feel there has been discrimination?
Will my claim be audited?
Do I really have to know and understand the information in this
book?
Was unemployment insurance taken out of my paycheck?
Are my benefits taxable? Can I withhold taxes?
Can child support payments be deducted from my check?
If I am disqualified, which wages can be used to requalify?
Can I cancel my claim?
Do I have to report my earnings i f I work in another state?
If I am traveling, how do I report?
Do I have to look for work while traveling?
What i f I run out of money before my claim year is up?
Do I have to seek work i f I'm returning to my regular job?
Can Idaho Commerce & Labor give out information on my
claim?
Can you help me find a job?
Can I use a calling card to call the Tel-A-Claim system?
What i s a waiting week?

---7
Eligibility Requirements

What are the personal eligibility requirements?
What i s a base period?
How much will I get and for how long?
What i f my monetary determination i s wrong?

9

Denial and Requalification

What can cause problems?
What are the penalties?

10-15

Weekly Filing for Benefits Using
Tel-A-Claim or the lnternet

The Tel-A-Claim and lnternet processes.
Where, when and how do I call?
What i f I make a mistake?
Keep your PIN secret!
What i f I forget to file one week?
Other information you can obtain.

16

Using the Idaho Continued Claim
Report Form

Filling out your claim form.
When to return your claim form

17-18

Earnings and Other Income

What i f I work while on unemployment?
How much i s taken from my benefit check i f I work?
How do I report my earnings?
What i f I earn money on the side?

76
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Insurance Mandbssk -

contents

What i f my check i s lost or stolen?
What does the informational area on the check mean?
19-21

I
Overpayments and Fraud

What i s an overpayment?
How will I know i f I am overpaid?
Do I have to pay the money back or can it be waived?
How do you know when a claimant i s cheating?
What are the penalties for fraud?
What i f I disagree with the decision?
How long do I have to file a protest?
Should I continue to file my reports?
Who will make the decisions on my eiigibility?
Will I have to hire an attorney?

Changing Address

How do 1 get my claim going again?
What i f I move out of state?
Why and how do Iteli you I moved?
What i s worker profiling?
How do I get my 1099-G form for taxes?
What i s TAAITRA?
Reemployment and retraining for dislocated workers.

24-25

Work Search Record

/ Document work search.
If you need to mail or call, the information i s here.
TDD phone number for Tel-A-Claim inquires.
We're on the lnternet at cl.idaho.gov/iw.

To file for a week of benefits, open a new claim or reopen an existing claim
via the lnternet, go to: cl.idaho.gov/iw

The TEL-A-CLAIM phone number is:
In the Boise dialing area call:

1 (208) 334-4700
334-4700

Outside the Boise dialing area, call your local office and enter:

Option 7

General lnfsrmakisn
Unemployment insurance provides financial assistance to workers unemployed through no fault of their own. In
Idaho, workers do not pay any part of the cost of unemployment insurance. Unemployment insurance benefits
are funded through a tax on employers, which i s collected by ldaho Commerce & Labor and placed in a federal
trust fund. Money from that fund can be used for unemployment benefits and for no other purpose.
ldaho Commerce & Labor i s an equal opportunity employer. Auxiliary aids are available for any of the programs
offered and are available upon request. If you feel you have been discriminated against in any agency policy or
practice, you may file a complaint with the local office manager or the state's Equal Opportunity Officer at
ldaho Commerce & Labor, 317 W. Main St., Boise, Idaho, 83735; or the U.S. Department of Labor, Directorate
of Civil Rights, 200 Constitution Avenue NW, Washington, DC 20210. All complaints must be filed within 180
days of the alleged discrimination.
The information you and your employer provide to ldaho Commerce & Labor may be requested and utilized by
other government agencies with which we have information disclosure agreements. Precautions will be taken
by such agencies to protect the confidentiality of the information.
Each claim i s subject to review by unemployment insurance claim auditors. This i s an in-depth audit covering
wages earned during your base period, the circumstances of your separation, your work search and earnings on
claim reports. Routine audits of claims are conducted to ensure that the information reported i s accurate.
Protect your benefit rights.
Be sure t o follow all instructions.
Read this information carefully and completely.
If there is anything you do not understand, ask your local representative.
Let us know about any circumstances which would keep you from working or looking for work.
Keep an accurate record of your work search activities.
Fraudulently claiming benefits may result i n criminal prosecution and a loss of benefits.

Questions
and Answers
Do I reallv have to know and understand the information in this book?
Yes. Failing to understand this information does not protect you from a possible denial. If you do not
understand something or have a question about any of the information in this handbook, contact
your local office. Your neighbors and friends may not have the right answers.

Was unemployment insurance taken out of my paycheck?
No. Nothing comes out of your paycheck to support unemployment insurance. Your employer pays for
the entire program.

Are my unemployment insurance benefits taxable?
Yes. Benefits are fully taxable income. You may elect to have federal taxes withheld at the rate of
10 percent from your unemployment insurance benefits. ldaho state taxes are p
& withheld. We will
mail a statement (Form 1099-G) to your last known address showing the total amount of benefits you
were paid the previous year. The statement i s mailed to you and to the Internal Revenue Service by
the end of January each year. You may also obtain this information online at cl.idaho.l(ov/iw. If you
do not receive your statement by the second week of February and do not have Internet access,
contact your local office. Benefits paid on Interstate claims will be reported by the paying state. If
you have questions about your taxes, contact the IRS or a tax consultant.

Can money be deducted from my benefit check for child support payments?
Yes. If you owe child support payments, Health and Welfare has the right (through court order or
agreement with you) to deduct a percentage from your benefit check. (See page 23 for additional
information.)

Can I cancel my claim?
You may cancel your claim at anytime by submitting a written request provided: I)
you did not
misrepresent or fail to report a material fact in making the claim & 2) you agree to repay any
benefits received. Ask us i f you have questions about cancellations. Your claim i s not canceled when
you stop reporting.

Do I have to report earnings if I am working in another state while claiming against Idaho?
Yes. No matter where you are working, you MUST report your gross earnings while claiming benefits.
We compare our records with employer records. We check ldaho payroll tax records as well as
payroll tax records from other states.

If I am traveling, how do I report?
You may s t i l l call Tel-A-Claim or file your weekty claim online at cl.idaho.gov/iw. You should
remember that i f you are not in your local labor market area, you must answer question 4a: "Were
you away from the area where you normally look for work?" or question 4b: "Were you away
from the area where you normally work?" as "YES." No payment for this week will be made until
you provide additional information on your being out of the area. If you are using the Continued
Claim Report form, mail it to your local office. Addresses are listed on page 26. If you do not have a
Continued Claim Report form, contact a Local office for assistance.

Do I have to look for work while I am traveling?
If you are seeking work out of town, you must keep track of where you looked for work. You may be
asked to provide the names and addresses of where you looked for work while you were out of town.
We may also contact these employers to verify your work search. We cannot pay you for any week
you are on vacation. Remember, i f you leave town, even i f you are on a temporary layoff, the
primary purpose of your trip must be to look for work. You must be willing to accept a job in these
other areas.

Questions and Answers
-----

(cant.)

~

What if I run out of money before my claim year is up?
Once you have qualified for benefits, you have a year, 52 weeks, to collect them. Unfortunately, you
cannot file another ldaho claim until that existing benefit year i s over. If you have worked in another
state during the past two years, you may qualify for benefits from the other state. Your local office
can helo vou. Sometimes when unemployment i s very high, extended benefits may be available. You
will be notified i f extended benefits become availabie. -

Do I have to look for work if I am going back to my regular job?
It depends on how long you expect to be laid off, how long you have worked for that employer and
how many jobs are open in your area. You must look for work unless you are instructed not to.

Can ldaho Commerce & Labor give out information about my claim?
We have very strict rules about releasing information. Certain state and federal agencies can get
information but only what they need to do their job. The department may be required by law to
share all claim information with each interested party. Former employers may be an interested
party. We will not give information to your friends, family or anyone else unless you give us written
permission to do so.

Can you help me find a job?
Yes. Every local ldaho Commerce & Labor office has a job placement service to help you find a job in
your area. They also have a listing of jobs throughout the state and nation. Ask your local ldaho
Commerce & Labor consultant about job skill testing, how to look for work, how to write a resume
and available training programs. You may check available jobs by going online at cl.ldaho.gov/iw.

Can I use a calling card to call the Tel-A-Claim system?
Yes, however, we have found that some calling cards do not work with Tel-A-Claim. This i s because
the phone call goes over the network of the company through which the calling card was purchased,
and sometimes that system uses the #key to denote end of call, start of another call and other
options. So, when you depress the # key after entering wages, the calling card network intercepts
this signal first and disconnects the Tel-A-Claim call in progress. Before purchasing a calling card for
use with Tel-A-Claim, please check with the company to make surethat the # key will work as
expected during a Tel-A-Claim call. The preferred method for filing your weekly claim i s via the
Internet through our Web site: cl.ldaho.govliw.

What is a waiting week?
After you establish your claim for unemployment insurance benefits, the first week you file a weekly
report and meet all the eligibility requirements will be considered your WAITING WEEK. You will not
be paid for the waiting week, but you must file a weekly report to get credit for the waiting week.
If you earn more than 1 Yz times your weekly benefit amount in any week, then that week does not
qualify as a waiting week, nor does it qualify for a benefit payment. If this happens, the next week
reported on your claim that meets all eligibility requirements will be counted as your waiting week.
You serve only one waiting week per benefit year.

Do I need to make a weekly report while I am waiting for a determination of eligibility?
Yes. Although you will not receive payment for weeks claimed until your eligibility has been
established, you must make a timely report for each week for which you are requesting payment. If
you are found eligible, you will be paid for the weeks claimed after the eligibility determination has
been processed.

I was denied benefits for a job separation. Can I use earnings from self-employment to
satisfy that disqualification and requalify for benefits in the future?
If you lose your job and unemployment benefits are denied because you were separated for cause or
because you refused another job, you must build a new earnings record to qualify for benefits in the
future, and usually self-employment can be used to requalify. You must provide proof of the income
earned from self-employment. During Extended Benefits, the wages used to requalify from a benefit
denial must be earned in an employer-employee relationship.
80
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Like other types of insurance, the unemployment insurance program requires that you meet certain conditions before
qualifying to receive payment. To qualify, you must meet both personal and monetary eligibility requirements.
Personal Eligibility

Each week you claim, you must do certain things to receive a check. You must be ready,
willing and able to take any offer of suitable work. To be eligible, you must be:

ABLE TO WORK: You must be physically able to work full-time. Tell your local office i f you cannot work because of
illness, injury or some other physical or mental condition. Most health problems will not affect your claim as long as
you are looking for the type of full-time work you can do. You may be disqualified if you have to refuse work due to
illness.
AVAILABLE FOR WORK: You must be ready to go to work. You cannot place unrealistic personal restrictions on such
things as the hours you will work, the pay you will accept, locations you prefer to work and jobs you will take. You
must be willing and able to accept both full-time and part-time work in jobs you can do during all the usual hours
and days these jobs are done. Limiting shifts, days or distance you will travel to work can make you ineligible.
Availability for work i s VERY IMPORTANT. For example, you must have childcare arranged, a way to get to work and
no other personal commitments that prevent you from accepting a job.
ACTIVELY SEEKING WORK: You must try to find full-time work each week in accordance with the work-seeking
requirements you received when you filed your claim. This applies even i f you are working part time. You must be
willing to accept part-time work while waiting for full-time work to become available. Actively seeking work means
you must personally contact employers who hire people with your job skills. If you cannot find your normal kind of
work, you must look for any other kind of work you can do. You must expand your work search and avoid recontacting the same employer every week. As your period of unemployment lengthens you may be required to look
for another kind of work, accept a lower pay or search in other locations for a job. The local office can help you find
work. Ask us how or go online at cl.idaho.gov and click on "Find Jobs".
You MUST keep a personal record of your job contacts. This must include the employer name, address, phone
number, person contacted, date of contact and the results of the job contact. We may ask you to provide your work
search record (in person or online) to verify your contacts. Keep looking for work as long as you are unemployed.
If Idaho Commerce & Labor offers you a job referral to suitable work, you may be denied benefits ifyou refuse to
accept the referral or fail to make contact with the employer.
If you are job attached, you must maintain contact with your employer and return as soon as work becomes
available. If you have not been required to make work search contacts because you have a date to return to work or
you obtain work through a union, you must notify your local office i f these conditions no longer apply.
OUT OF WORK THROUGH NO FAULT OF YOUR OWN: You must have been laid off due to lack of work, voluntarily
quit with good cause connected with the employment or been discharged but not for misconduct. If your reason for
separation is other than lack of work, a written determination regarding your eligibility will be issued to you.
Monetary Eligibility

Shortly after your new claim is filed, you will receive a statement in the mail called a
Monetary Determination. This statement shows:
BASE PERIOD: The wages paid to you by employers who have contributed to the unemployment insurance fund
during your base period (the first four of the last five completed quarters before the beginning of your claim) and the
total amount you were paid in each quarter. If these wages qualify you for benefits, that statement will also show
your weekly benefit amount and your total benefit amount. Your WEEKLY BENEFIT AMOUNT is the full amount you
may receive for one week of unemployment. Your TOTAL BENEFIT AMOUNT i s the maximum amount you may collect
during the 52 weeks of your claim. If you are eligible for benefits, your first check should arrive by mail three to four
weeks after you have filed your claim.
IF YOUR MONETARY DETERMINATION IS INCORRECT: You should immediately notify your local office i f any of your
wages are not shown, are not shown in the right quarter or i f wages are listed which you did not earn. Gather your
check stubs, W-2 statements, pay slips or other documentation and ask for a MONETARY REDETERMINATION.
Important Note: Continue t o file on your claim while waiting for your monetary redetermination. Any benefits you
receive based on an incorrect monetary determination are subject to repayment.

Denial and Requalifications
You left work without good cause connected
with your employment, were discharged for
work-related misconduct or refused suitable
work or a referral to suitable work.

You return to work and earn at Least 14 times your weekly benefit
amount and become unemployed again through no fault of your
own.

You are not able to work, are not available for
work or are not actively seeking full-time work.

You are able to be easily reached for referral to jobs, and you are
willing to work part-time while you continue to look for full-time
work. You must have adequate transportation, and have personal
circumstances arranged so nothing will prevent your accepting
suitable work. You must not place undue restrictions on your
availability for work, such as demanding higher pay than i s normal
for the area. This i s a week-to-week denial. It ends when you notify
ldaho Commerce & Labor staff you are again able to work, available
for work and actively seeking work.

I

You are self-employed as your principal
occupation.
You are unemployed due to a strike in which YOU
are actively involved.

Your principal occupation is no longer self-employment.

Your unemployment is no longer due to a strike.

/I/ For the following categories, there is no requalification, because:

You may also be denied if:
You fail to contact an ldaho Commerce & Labor
office when directed to do so.

You are denied for each week you fail to contact the office. YOU
may requalify for subsequent weeks if you contact the office and
take care of the issues causing the denial.

You fail to participate in claimant profiling or reemployment assistance as required.

You are denied for each week you fail to participate in a planned
profiling or re-employment event. You may requalify for subsequent
weeks if you report as directed.

You make false statements or withhold
information in order to obtain benefits.

You must repay any overpayment, and you will be disqualified from
benefits for 52 weeks and until the resulting overpayment, penalty
and interest are completely repaid to ldaho Commerce & Labor.

You fail to look for work or fail to provide us
with a record of your work search when
requested to do so.

You are denied benefits for each week you fail to meet your work
seeking requirements or fail to provide us with your work search
record. You may requalify for subsequent weeks by resuming a
Legitimate work search or providing the requested work search

You are employed by an educational institution
and are between terms, school years or during
holiday breaks.

Wages earned as a school employee cannot be used if you have
reasonable assurance of returning to work when school resumes.

are an a'ien and are
work in the United States.

legally
permitted

You cannot be paid benefits i f you do not have legal authorization to
work in the United States, or wages in your base period were earned
when you were not Legally authorized to work in the United States.
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Weekly Filing Using TeQ-A-Claimor the Internet
Three methods exist to file and receive benefits. The preferred and quicker method is the lnternet
Continued Claims system (cl.idaho.gov/iw). You file weekly using your computer or by coming into a
Commerce & Labor office and use one of our lobby machines. This easy, fast and convenient system uses no
paper, and you get paid once a week. No postage i s involved. You will have to pay long-distance charges i f you
reside outside the Boise calling area and choose the telephone reporting method. Calls can be made during the
"off hours" and only last a few minutes. The other ficing method, the continued claim report system i s
described on page 16.
ESTABLISHING A PIN: If you already established a PIN for IdahoWorks, you will enter that same PIN for the
lnternet Continued Claims or the Tel-A-Claim systems.
If you have received services in the past and are in IdahoWorks, but have not established a PIN for using
IdahoWorks, you must create a PIN i n order to access the lnternet Continued Claims or Tel-A-Claim systems. To
establish a PIN, you must enter the month and year of your birth as your temporary PIN. For example, i f you
were born on 4-6-1958, your PIN would be 0458. Next, you will be instructed to enter the temporary PIN again
and then to select a permanent four-digit PIN that you will enter twice. You will then use the permanent PIN
you have created each time you access the lnternet Continued Claim or Tel-A-Claim systems. Your PIN serves as
your signature. You are responsible for all transactions using your PIN. DO NOT SHARE YOUR PIN OR KEEP IT
WRITTEN WHERE OTHERS MAY FIND IT! You will be held responsible for benefits fraudulently claimed under
your PIN. If you forget your PIN, contact your local office where a consultant will reset your PIN. Office
telephone numbers are Listed on page 26. IMPORTANT NOTE: Remember your PIN. No one at Idaho
Commerce & Labor will know your permanent PIN.
INTERNET CONTINUED CLAIMS FILING: To use the lnternet Continued Claims system, you will need access to a
computer and the internet. Before using the lnternet Continued Claims system, you should carefully read and
understand how to file a claim using the Tel-A-Claim system. The questions you will answer on the lnternet
Continued Claims system will be the same questions that are asked on the Tel-A-Claim system. To access
lnternet Continued Claims, log on to: cl.idaho.gov/iw and follow the step-by-step instructions for filing an
lnternet Continued Claim. When responding to the questions on the lnternet Continued Claims system, you
may change any responses given before submitting your claim. Once you have submitted your claim, your
responses cannot be changed. If you need to change a response after submitting your lnternet Continued
Claims report, you must contact your local office. If you have questions regarding the lnternet Continued
Claims system, please contact your local office. The phone number i s on page 26.
TEL-A-CLAIM FILING: To use Tel-A-Claim, you need to use a touch-tone phone. Rotary and pulse-dial phones
will not work. Many phones are equipped with a switch that changes the phone function from pulse-dial to
touch-tone. Cell phones will work with the Tel-A-Claim system.
WHERE DO I CALL? Call Tel-A-Claim at 1 (208) 334-4700. If you live outside the Boise dialing area, call your
local office and select option 7 from the automated menu. Local office numbers are listed on page 26 of this
handbook. If you live i n the Boise dialing area, call 334-4700. TTY claimants may call ldaho Relay Service by
dialing 711 and then providing the phone number to Tel-A-Claim.
WHEN DO I CALL? A benefit week begins at 12:Ol a.m. on Sunday, and ends at 12:OO midnight the following
Saturday. You have seven full days following the Saturday week ending date to make your call to Tel-A-Claim
or to file online.

Weekly Filing Using Tel-A-Claim or the internet
Example:
Sunday
1 (Start of
week)

Monday
2

Tuesday
3

Wednesday
4

Thursday
5

Friday
6

(cont.1

Saturday
7
(Weekending
date.)

For example, let's say your first week runs from the lSt
through the 7Ih. You would call Tel-A-Claim or file
online during the week of the 8'h through the 14'~.The earlier you file, the earlier your claim is processed. In
order t o have your claim processed on the same business day you call, you must complete the Tel-A-Claim
or online process before 6 p.m. Mountain Time. If you call or file after that time, your claim will be
processed the next day. Claims made on weekends are processed the first working day of the following week.

WHAT'S MY PIN?To use the Tel-A-Claim system for payment or inquiry, you must use a eersonal identification
Number or PIN.

-

HOW DO I CALL? Tel-A-Claim i s available in English and Spanish, and it will ask you first to choose which
language you want. The system will present you with menu choices. To file for a week, choose option 1. Next,
Tel-A-Claim will ask for your
security number. You enter the number using the numbers on your
telephone keypad. The system will repeat the number back to you and ask you to verify your entry. Tel-AClaim will then ask for your PIN. After entering your PIN, the system will repeat it and then ask you to verify it.
The system will now tell you that you are filing for a specific week and give you the week ending date.
Tel-A-Claim now gives you this message: "By using this system, you agree to have your answers become part of
your claim record. You are certifying that your answers are true and accurate to the best of your knowledge.
Under Idaho law, you could be penalized for giving false answers or for withholding information." Please stay
on the line until all questions are answered and verified. If you hang up before the system tells you that your
report is complete, your answers will not be recorded, no week will be claimed and you will have t o call
again. Please wait for the system t o tell you good-bye before you hang up.
Tel-A-Claim now asks you the eligibility questions that you must answer for each week. To answer the
questions, press 1 for YES, 9 for NO or 0 t o REPEAT the question. A short explanation of each question or set
of questions i s given here to help you understand the eligibility requirements for receiving unemployment
insurance benefits. Questions 1-6 ask i f you were able to work, available for work and actively seeking work, as
required. To be eligible for benefits, a claimant must be able to work, available for work and actively seeking
work. The number of job contacts you must make each week was given to you at the time you filed for your
benefits. If you are not sure of the number of job contacts you must make per week, contact the local office
where you filed. The telephone numbers are listed on page 26.

Weekly Fibing Using Tel-A-Claim or the internet

(cont.)

Tel-A-Claim QUESTIONS
1) During the week claimed, were you physically able to work each day?
If you were not able t o work, you must answer "No" t o this question. If you answer "No" t o this question, we
will require you to give us additional information so a decision can be made on your eligibility for this week. At
the end of the Tel-A-Claim process, you will be instructed to contact your local office to provide additional
information.

2) Were you available for work each day?
If you are not available for work, you must answer "No" t o this question. If you answer "No" t o this question,
we will require you to give us additional information so a decision can be made on your eligibility for this week.
At the end o f the Tel-A-Claim process, you will be instructed to contact your local office t o provide additional
information.

3a) Did you look for work as agreed in your work-seeking plan?
You must seek work as you were instructed to by your local office. If you did not make the required number of job
contacts, you must answer "No" to this question, and additional information will be needed to make a decision on
your eligibility for benefits for this week.
Ifyou are employer-attached or union-attached. your work-seeking question will be:

3b) Did you maintain contact as required with your employer or union?
A job-attached claimant must remain in contact with his or her employer and be available for suitable work for each
week that he or she files. A union-attached claimant must remain in contact with his or her union. If you are no
longer employer-attached or union-attached, contact your local office to update your work-seeking requirements.

4a) Were you away from the area where you normally look for work?
See 4c.
Or ifyou are job-attached, the question will be:

4b) Were you away from the area where you normally work?
See 4c.
Interstate claimants will be asked:

4c) Were you away from the local area where you are now living?
You must remain fully available for work. If you were away from the area where you normally look for work, or the
area you normally work in or live in, during any part of the week for which you are filing, you must answer "Yes" to
this question. Ifyou answer "Yes" at the end of the Tel-A-Claim process, you will be instructed to contact your local
office to provide additional information.

5) Did you refuse or miss available work?
If you were offered a job and had to turn it down, or ifyou were scheduled to work and for some reason did not
work, you must answer "Yes" to this question. If you answer "Yes" at the end of the Tel-A-Claim process, you will be
instructed to contact your local office to provide additional information.

6) Did you attend school or training?
Any week that you attend schooling or training, you must answer "Yes" to this question. If you are attending school
or training and have not previously reported it, you will be advised to contact your local office t o provide
additional information. If you have already reported the schooling t o your local office, you will not need to
provide any additional information. Tel-A-Claim will let you know i f additional information i s needed.
The system will now repeat your answers to questions 1-6, in order to confirm that your answers are recorded
accurately. If they are all correct, you will press 1. If there is an error, press 9 and the questions will be repeated. If
you repeat the questions, you must answer all the questions as they are repeated.
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Question 7 asks you to report any earnings from regular employment and any separations that may have occurred
from this employment. Income from employment must be reported in the week it i s earned. Please refer to page 17
to review how to report earnings. Report all earninas. Include all gross wages for any work you perform during any
week you claim benefits. This can include cash payment, commission sales, tips and gratuities, working to pay off
bills, National Guard or Reserve drill pay and reasonable cash value of room and board, groceries, clothesother valuable consideration.
If you are not able to determine the exact amount you earned, you must estimate weekly earnings as closely as
possible. If you do estimate your earnings, you must contact your local office when you receive the correct earnings
information. Misreported or under reported earnings will be found in an audit weeks or months later and may result
in severe criminal, civil and administrative penalties.
If you find yourself in a situation where you are working and not receiving pay for the hours worked, contact your
local office for instructions on how to report. A l l hours worked must be reported, even if compensation is not
expected. Refer to page 17 for the definition of work.
If you make a mistake on the following questions, you will only be able to change the dollar amounts which you
enter. If you make an error answering the yeslno part, you will have to contact your local office to make the
correction.

7) Did you work for any employers during the week claimed, including National Guard or
Reserve?
Ifyou answer "Yes,''

indicating you worked for an employer, the question continues:

7a) Enter the total amount you earned from all employers, plus tips, before any deductions
were made. Enter total dollars and cents you earned during the week, followed by the
pound key (#).
Example:
If you earned $188.98 before any deductions, you would enter the following on your telephone key pad:
18898#
Example:
If you earned $100.00 before any deductions, you would enter the following:
10000#

7b) You entered $
The system speaks back the amount you entered and asks you to confirm it by entering 1 for yes or 9
for no. Remember, your gross earnings must be reported as earned. Please see pages 17-18 for an
explanation of how earnings may reduce your weekly benefit amount.

7c) Did you work full-time hours for the entire week?
Ifyou are employed full-time during the week, you will not receive any benefits, regardless of the
amount you earned. In general, 40 hours per week is considered full-time employment with a few
exceptions. If you have any questions regarding whether your work was full-time, contact your local
office.

7d) Did you quit any job during the week?
7e) Were you fired from any job during the week?
If you have separated from a job during the week for other than "lack of work," then you need to
answer "Yes" to either question 7d or 7e. Any separation from an employer, except for lack of work,
must be investigated to see i f you still meet the eligibility requirements for unemployment insurance.
If you do answer "Yes" t o question 7d or 7e, you must contact your local office. If you have any
question in your mind regarding what type of separation occurred from your job, contact the local
office.
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8) Were you self-employed during any part of the week claimed?
You are considered self-employed when you are engaged in an independently estabbshed trade or
occupation and are not controlled or directed by an employer in the performance of your work.
Earnings are considered to be your gross income, unless you provide evidence of expenses which are
absolutely required to perform your work and not common to expenses while working for an employer.
If you answer "Yes, " indicating that you were self-employed, the message continues as follows:
8a) Enter the t o t a l amount you earned f r o m self-employment, plus tips, before any deductions
w e r e made. Enter t o t a l dollars and cents you earned during t h e week followed b y t h e pound

key (#).

8b) You entered $
The system speaks back the amount you entered and asks you to confirm it by entering 1 for yes and 9
for no.
Sc) Did you work 40 hours or more i n self-employment?
If your self-employment involved working more than 40 hours in the week, you will be considered to be
fully employed and not eligible for benefits.
9) During the week claimed, did you receive any holiday, bonus, severance or vacation pay?
Holiday: If you received, or are going to receive, holiday pay, enter that amount in the week in which
the holiday occurs.
Bonus or Severance Pay: Report the amount of the lump sum payment i n the week i n which the
payment i s received. If you are to be paid more than one payment in severance pay from an employer,
report an equal portion of the pay for each week claimed during the period covered by the payment.
See page 17 for more information.
Vacation: If you received, or are going to receive, vacation pay, enter the amount for the week@)you
are actually on vacation. If your employer assigns vacation pay to certain weeks, report your vacation
pay during those assigned weeks whether you take your vacation then or not. If you receive a lumpsum payment for unused vacation time, report that amount in the week in which the payment is
received.
Ifyou answer "Yes" to question 9, Tel-A-Claim continues on:
9a) Enter the total amount you received before any deductions were made. Enter total dollars and cents
followed by the pound key (#).

9b) You entered S
The system speaks back the amount you entered and asks you to confirm it by entering 1 for yes or 9
for no. Your unemployment may be reduced i f you have other earnings. Please refer to page 17 for an
explanation of this reduction.

10) During a prior week, you reported earnings. The following employer information is required.
At the tone, speak the name of the employer followed by the pound key (#).

At the tone, speak the mailing address for the employer; include street, city, state and zip code, fotlowed by
the pound key (if).
At the tone, speak the last date worked for the employer; include month, day and year, followed by the pound
key (#).
11) This completes your report for week ending (date). Thank you for using the Tel-A-Claim system. Good
Bye.

-

MISTAKES: Remember that questions 1-6 allow you to correct a yeslno mistake. Those questions will be
repeated for you and allow you to correct any mistakes. Questions 7-9 only allow you to correct a dollar
amount mistake. If you answer questions 7-9 incorrectly, you will have to contact your local office to correct
the mistake.
WHAT IF I FORGET TO FILE ONE WEEK? If you forget to call Tel-A-Claim for one week, and you wish to file for
that week, report to your local office for information. The local office will gather information from you to
determine i f you can be paid for that week. Tel-A-Claim will allow you to skip one week of filing and s t i l l keep
your claim open. However, if you skip two weeks of filing, your claim will go inactive. You will have t o
reopen your claim. Refer t o instructions on page 22. You will also have to reopen your claim i f you report
two successive weeks of earnings over 1% times your weekly benefit amount, in other words you earned too
much money to receive unemployment insurance benefits during each of those two weeks. Idaho does NOT
allow backdating to any prior week. If you do not submit your weekly claim as instructed, you will be denied
benefits for the period you are claiming.
PAYMENT HISTORY: Claim information may be accessed online at cl.idaho.govliw. Click on the "Payment
Summary" button. Types of information you can access are: 1) The date when your last check was issued, 2)
The amount of the check, when it was mailed and deductions from the weekly benefit amount, 3) The balance
remaining on your claim, 4) Information on the last week claimed to see i f it was a waiting week, whether you
had excessive earnings, exhausted benefits or have an eligibility issue pending.

Using the Continued Claim Report Form
HOW DO I FILE? If, for some reason, you cannot use the lnternet Continued Claim or Tel-A-Claim reporting
systems, this section explains how to file using the Continued Claim Report form. The Continued Claim Report
form i s a card which must be filled out by hand and either mailed or hand delivered to the local office. This
card usually covers a two-week period so you are paid once every two weeks. There i s always the chance a
card can be lost or destroyed. PIease consider these things, and i f possible, use the Tel-A-Claim or lnternet
Continued CLaim systems.
FILLING OUT YOUR CLAIM FORM: Your Continued Claim Report form will usually cover a two-week period. The
first eligible week of your claim i s the waiting week and not a payable week (see page 7). The first two lines
contain pre-printed identification data such as your
security number and telephone number. Please
change preprinted information if it i s incorrect. The Week Ending Date for Week 1 and Week 2 i s preprinted.
For unemployment insurance purposes, a report period i s one week, and week ending dates are always a
Saturday. Each week starts at 12:Ol a.m. on Sunday and ends at midnight the following Saturday.
Answer the questions for each week you are filing for by checking yes or no. The questions are very similar to
the Tel-A-Claim questions explained in this book (pages 10-14). Questions 1-6 are the same as Tel-A-Claim. See
explanation on pages 11-12. Explanations about earnings and other income are on pages 17-18. If you do work
during the weeks for which you are filing, you must list the employer's name and address in the section which
asks for the "WEEK 1 EMPLOYER" or "WEEK 2 EMPLOYER." In the part that asks for "Last day worked this week
(MoIDaylYr)," list the last day you worked during the week for which you are filing. If you separate from an
employer for other than lack of work, check the appropriate box that asks: "If you are no longer working for
any of the above employers, for other than lack of work, mark the appropriate box." Be prepared to report to
your local office with additional information on the separation i f it has not already been provided.
WHEN TO RETURN YOUR FORM: You must mail or deliver to your local office a properly completed Continued
Claim Report form that asks for payment or waiting week credit, for a specific one-week or two-week period.
When you submit a Continued Claim Report form, another blank form i s automatically mailed to your last
known address. If you do not receive a new claim report in the mail, please contact your Local office for
another claim report.
IF MAILED: Your Continued Claim Report must be postmarked by midnight on the 9th day following the week@)
being claimed (23'd i n the example below).
IF DELIVERED: Your Continued Claim Report must be placed in a receptacle for that purpose or handed to an
authorized representative of ldaho Commerce & Labor by the 9thdayfollowing the last week(s) being claimed
(23rdin the example below). A claim report cannot be accepted which has been deposited under or through the
doors of your local office.

Card should be delivered during this

If you do not mail or deliver your Continued Claim Report as instructed, you will be denied benefits for the
period you are claiming.

PLease allow at least seven days from the date you submit your Continued Claim Report for delivery of any
check. Calling before the seven days have passed will cause further delays in processing all mail. Do not
assume benefits have been denied or that something i s wrong because your check does not arrive on the same
day each period. If you return to work on a full-time basis or for some other reason you wish to stop filing on
your claim, you do not need to take any special action. Just stop sending i n your Continued Claim Reports and
your claim will automatically be inactivated.

NOTE: lnterstate Claimants - individuals not living in ldaho - must always mail Continued Claim Reports
directly to the lnterstate Unit in Boise. The address is: lnterstate Claims, 317 W. Main St., Boise, ldaho 83735.
live in ldaho, you may obtain a Continued Claim Report by cailing the lnterstate Claims Unit i n
If you do
Boise, Idaho, at (208) 332-3574.
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Earnings and Other Income
If vou work durine
mav continue to receive some or all of vour benefits
,. the time vou claim benefits., vou
,
debending on the number oihours you work and how much you earn. Your gross earninqs must be reported i n
the week earned, not the week paid. The wages you earn during a week for which you claim benefits will
affect your check in one of the following ways:
1)

You can earn up to one half of your weekly benefit amount and s t i l l receive the full weekly benefit
amount for that week. However, you must s t i l l report all amounts earned each week, even i f gross
earnings are less than half your weekly benefit check.

2)

If you earn more than one half of your weekly benefit amount, you will receive a dollar-for-dollar
reduction for every dollar you earn over one half of your weekly benefit amount for that week.

3)

If you work full-time, or i f you earn 1% times your weekly benefit amount or more in gross earnings in
one week, you will not receive a benefit check for that week. Full-time i s generally considered 40 hours
per week for most occupations. If you earn over 1% times your weekly benefit amount for two
consecutive weeks, you must reopen your claim during the third week i f you wish to claim for that
week.

NOTE: To qualify for these partial benefits, you must work all the hours available to you. Money reduced from
your check i s not "lost" but remains in your account for possible future use on your claim.
HOW TO REPORT EARNlNGS
Earnings must be reported i n the week i n which you earn them. The information in this section covers the
different types of earninqs you may have and how to report them. If you have questions regarding how to
report income or hours worked while on unemployment, contact your local office. The phone numbers are
listed on page 26.
REGULAR EARNINGS: You must report your gross earnings during the week you earn them. You do not report
the earnings in the week they are paid to you. If you work for an employer who uses a delayed payment
system, keep track of your hours worked each week and multiply this by your hourly wage rate. This amount
must be reported as earned during the week in question. If you have claimed and reported earnings over 1%
times your weekly benefit and no unemployment insurance benefits were due you for two consecutive
weeks, you will not be able t o claim another week unless you have reopened your claim during that week.
SELF-EMPLOYMENT: You must report all earnings regardless of their source. This includes earnings from selfemployment as well as those earned in an employer-employeerelationship. If you are involved in a selfemployment venture, you should contact your local office for assistance in determining how to compute and
report your earnings. See page 13, question #8a for more information.
HOLIDAY, BONUS OR SEVERANCE PAY: Holiday pay i s reportable for the week in which the holiday occurs. For
bonus or sevvrance pay, report the amount of the lump sum payment i n the week in which the payment is
received. If you are to receive more than one payment for severance pay from an employer, report an equal
portion of pay for each week claimed during the period covered by the payment. For example, the total
amount of your severance payment divided by the number of weeks in the period covered by that payment
equals the amount you should report for each week you claim benefits.

WORK: Time spent in all services performed for an employer, commission work,

self-employment and

volunteer work.
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Earnings and Other Income (cant.)
PENSION, ANNUITY OR RETIREMENT PAY: If you contributed toward a retirement plan, the pension, annuity or
retirement pay i s not reportable income and i s not deducted from your unemployment insurance benefits.
Security retirement benefits are not deductible from unemployment insurance benefits because you
contribute to that fund. Retirement income will be deducted from your weekly benefit amount if: 1) The
payment is from a base period employer, and 2) the employer made 100 percent of the contributions to the
retirement plan. Payments will be prorated on a weekly basis. For every $1 of your deductible weekly
pension amount, your weekly benefit amount will be reduced by $1.

Cheeks and Messages
If you use the lnternet Continued Claim or Tel-A-Claim system, your unemployment insurance check i s issued
weekly. If you are using the Continued Claim Reporting system, see page 16 regarding payment of checks.
Checks are issued as a result of your answers to the lnternet Continued Claim, Tel-A-Claim system or the
answers on your Continued Claim Report. If there are no problems on your claim, the check will be issued the
next working day i f your lnternet Continued Claim or Tel-A-Claim report was filed before 6 p.m. Mountain time.
If you are on the Continued Claim Report system, the check will go out in the mail the day after your
Continued Claim Report i s processed. Information on the Continued Claim Report system i s on page 16.
Please allow up to a week to receive your check. If you do not receive a check within a week of your report,
contact your local office Listed on page 26.
Checks that have not been received in the mail wilt not be reissued until 14 days from the date of the original
mailing. If you have received your check but it i s now lost or stolen, contact your local office immediately.
Your local office will assist you in filling out the forms for replacing lost checks.
The stub portion of your check may contain special messages concerning your claim. You may also receive
other informational messages on the Continued Claim Report forms or in a letter in addition to the messages on
your check. These messages will explain various situations such as why your check was reduced or not issued
and provide information about the exhaustion of your benefits and benefit-year ending dates.
Read all correspondence carefully and ask a claim representative if you have any questions.
If you use the Tel-A-Claim or the lnternet Continued Claim system and have questions regarding the status of
your claim, you may call the Tel-A-Claim inquiry system by dialing your local office number, selecting option 7
and selecting inquiry at the prompt. If you are using the Continued Claim Report, you must contact your local
office for information about your claim. All local offices and the Interstate Unit phone numbers are Listed on
page 26 in this handbook.

Overpayments and Fraud
OVERPAYMENTS: Benefits are paid to you based on the eligibility information available at the time you phone
in your Tel-A-Claim report, submit your lnternet Continued Claim report or turn in your Continued Claim
report. An overpayment may occur if the Department receives additional or contradictory information relating
to your eligibility after benefits have been paid to you. If, based on new information, the Department
determines that you were ineligible for benefits you already received; you will be notified that an overpayment
has been established on your claim. You will be required to pay back the overpayment in full with interest at
the rate of 1% times the statutory rate. A repayment plan may be arranged for large overpayments. If you have
an existing overpayment balance when you are again eligible and file for benefits, your entire weekly
entitlement will be retained by the Department each week and will be applied against your overpayment
balance. Offsetting future benefits i s only one of many methods used to recover current and past due
overpayments. If overpayments are not promptly repaid, aggressive collection action may be taken.
Overpayments due to fraud are not eligible for offset.
WAIVER OF REPAYMENT: If you have been overpaid benefits, you may request that the Department issue a
Determination of Waiver. The request must be in writing and made within 14 days of the date of mailing of the
Determination of Overpayment. Repayment of the overpayment may be waived i f you can show that you meet
both criteria in example 1 OR both criteria in example 2.
Example 1: The overpayment must have been caused solely by Department error or inadvertence, AND made to
a claimant who could not reasonably have been expected to recognize the error.
Example 2: The overpayment was a result of an employer misreporting wages earned in a claimant's base
period, AND the claimant could not reasonably have been expected to recognize an error in the wages
reported.
Instructions for requesting a Determination of Waiver are listed on the Determination of Overpayment that you
will receive whenever an overpayment i s established on your claim.

FRAUD:Engaging in any of the following acts i s a felony crime in ldaho:
I)Making false statements while being interviewed regarding your claim.
2 ) Knowingly making a false statement on any of the forms or pages you fill out in relation to your claim
such as misstating the reason for separation from your employer.
3) Failing to properly report any material fact or making a false statement when filing weekly via Tel-AClaim, lnternet Continued Claim or bi-weekly using the Continued Claim Report form;
4) Failing to notify the Department when you quit or are discharged from work or when you refuse work.
5 ) Failing to Look for work when required to do so, but telling ldaho Commerce Et Labgr you did look.
Audits are routinely conducted to verify the information you provide ldaho Commerce 8 Labor while filing for
unemployment insurance benefits. it i s critical that you promptly respond to these audit requests. Failure to do
so or failure to explain adequately any discrepancies noted could result in an unemployment insurance fraud
decision and an overpayment. If such a decision i s issued, you will be required to repay the overpayment along
with a penalty and interest. You will also be disqualified from receiving unemployment benefits for the longer
of one year or until you have repaid the overpayment, penalty and interest in full. You may also be criminally
prosecuted.

Overpayments and Fraud
Collecting Unemployment Insurance Benefits?
Avoid the Pitfalls that Lead t o Fraud
Unemployment insurance fraud i s a growing problem. In 2004 more than $4 million in unemployment
insurance payments were paid to claimants who were defrauding Idaho's system. A new tracking system
i s in place to identify and catch individuals who commit fraud. Stiffer penalties take effect starting
July 1, 2005. Avoid these penalties, interest, and potential prosecution by knowing what activities are
considered fraud.
Misrepresenting work search efforts while receiving benefits. You must actively look for work and
report your efforts each week. Actively seeking work means you must contact employers who hire
people with your jobs skills. If you can't find a position with those skills you must expand your search
and look for other work you can do. You must also be willing to accept part-time work while waiting for
full-time work.
Not accurately reporting weekly earnings while drawing benefits. If you obtain temporary or parttime employment while accepting unemployment insurance benefits you must report the wages earned
each week so your unemployment insurance benefits can be adjusted accordingly.

*

Continuing t o receive benefits after returning t o full time work. Once you return to work full-time
you are no longer eligible to collect benefits. Continuing to collect benefits could lead to monetary
penalties and criminal prosecution.
Misrepresenting ability and availability while receiving benefits. You must be willing and able to
accept both full and part-time work in your field of expertise. Putting limits on the shifts, days or
distance you will travel for work can make you ineligible for benefits. If you cannot work because of an
illness, injury or some other physical or mental conditions, contact your local Commerce Et Labor
office.
Stealing someone's identity to receive benefits. Stealing someone else's identity to collect benefits
i s a felony that will subject you to criminal prosecution.
Collecting benefits while on vacation. A weekly benefit check should not be seen as an easy way to
fund a trip you've always wanted to take: If you leave the area for a non-vacation reason while
collecting benefits you must continue to look for work and report your efforts. If you do take a vacation
you must report that on your weekly claim as not being available for that week, and you will not be
paid benefits during that time period.
Helping someone else file a fraudulent claim. Assisting any individual in defrauding the
unemployment insurance system will subject you to the same financial penalties and potential
prosecution of the person caught defrauding the system.
Failure t o notify ldaho Commerce t i Labor when you refuse, quit or are discharged from a job
while drawing benefits. You must notify your nearest ldaho Commerce Et Labor office i f you refuse a
job, quit or are discharged from a job while drawing unemployment insurance benefits so a
determination of eligibility can be made.

REPORT FRAUD: If you know of someone who i s defrauding the system you can report it anonymously by
calling 1-800-672-5627.Fraud can also be reported on the Commerce & Labor Web site at cl.idaho.gov by
clicking on the unemployment insurance link.
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Overpayments and baud BOISE: Last year more than
1,700 people tried to work the
unemployment system illegally in
Idaho.
In the recent past two Magic
Valley residents were placed on
probation after pleading guilty to
fraudulently collecting
unemployment insurance benefits.
And a new law going into effect
this summer will help catch more
cases of unemployment fraud, a
state investigator says.
The two Magic Valley residents
were sentenced separately on
felony charges of
"misrepresentation to obtain
benefits," an Idaho Department of
Commerce & Labor news release
says.
Fraud i s defined as willfully
withholding information to draw
benefits, said the unemployment
insurance administrator in Boise.
Fraud would occur in the case of a
person who was fired or quit a job
reports to the state they were laid
off or lost the work through no
fault of their own.

Ill-Gotten Money Not Worth
Penalties
To the editor, Jefferson Star:
Just lately, I had an encounter
with the employment office that
wasn't very pleasant.
See I thought that while I was
working I would try and collect a few
unemployment checks for a little
extra income. Don't get me wrong, I
needed the money, but I guess we all
do.
But, I found out that was not the
way to go. Besides getting caught,
they took me to court. So, it ended
UP that I had to Pay the money back
plus I had a pretty good size fine to
Pay and I ended UP having to write
this embarrassing letter to the
newspaper.
Sowhat have say is and what I
have Learned i s that they keep things
on record, and i f you think you can
get away with it, think twice because
sooner or later, they will get you.

From News Reports

And you might be put in the same
situation or maybe even worse. SO
you is don't
the messageI give
do it. You're better off.
A Rigby Claimant

Unemploymentfraud draws
local jail time
The Morning News
A Blackfoot man who said when
he illegally drew unemployment
compensation to the sum of $2,310
he didn't know it was a crime, was
sentenced Monday to two to five
Years in prison.

SAFETY

Man Pleads Guilty to Fraud
Charges
A fraud investigation by officials
from the Idaho Department of
Commerce & Labor led to a guilty
plea by an Emmett man for
illegally collecting unemployment
insurance benefits from the State.
The Emmett resident pled guilty
before Idaho Judicial District Court
to felony charges of
"misrepresentation to obtain
benefits."
The individual was found to
have concealed weekly earnings
while receiving unemployment
benefits and failing to report
voluntarily quitting a job during
the time benefits were being filed.
The Emmett resident was
sentenced to 180 days in the Gem
County jail
with 170 days
suspendedand one-year probation,
The individual was required to pay
court costs of $500 and to make
restitution to the state Department
of Commerce Et Labor in the
amount $29439.
Compiled by Statesman staff

SVIMan Pleads Guil@ in IIPL

ase
Wallace: A Kingston man recently
pled guilty in First District Court to
illegally receiving unemployment
insurance benefits.
Following an investigation by
officials from the Idaho
Department of Commerce & Labor,
the Kingston man entered the plea
in Wallace.
According to the Department,
the claimant intentionally failed
to report weekly earnings while at
the same time
receiving
unemployment benefits for a
of 13 weeks.
The First District Court Judge
sentenced the Kingston man to 127
days in jail. In addition, he was
ordered to pay court costs and will
have to make restitution to the
Idaho Department of Commerce &
Labor for the unemployment
benefits the man received which
totaled $2,904.
Department officials said they
actively
pursue criminal
prosecution of individuals who file
fraudulent claims for
unemployment benefits. They said
such claims raise employer tax
rates and reduce the funds
available for paying benefits in
legitimate cases.
The state has unemployment
insurance investigators who devote
their time to investigating
fraudulent claims.

Protests and Appeals
You or a current or previous employer may protest any decision regarding your eligibility to receive
unemployment insurance benefits. Your protest must be in writing and be signed. When a protest is filed and a
new decision i s reached, a written document will be issued telling you the reasons for the new decision. There
are four decision-making Levels. Decisions made at the first three levels may be protested by you or by an
interested party.
DETERMINATION: The determination i s the first decision made regarding your claim and i s issued by ldaho
Commerce Et Labor, using the facts gathered by the local office.
APPEAL: The Appeals Bureau in the ldaho Commerce & Labor central office in Boise makes this decision. The
Appeals Bureau may use some previously submitted information and will gather information, via sworn
testimony, at the hearing. Interested parties participate in the hearings via telephone. Failure to participate
in the hearing may result in the decision going against you.
INDUSTRIAL COIWVIISSION: This is the first appellate stage outside ldaho Commerce & Labor. Your protest to an
Appeals Bureau decision must be in writing and must be mailed directly to the lndustrial Commission. The
Commission typically issues a decision based on the facts previously submitted.
IDAHO SUPREME COURT: The last appellate level for protesting unemployment insurance claim decisions takes
place before the ldaho Supreme Court. Fees may be charged for filing a protest at this level.

If you file a protest or appeal:
Determination: A protest must be delivered to your Local office or be postmarked no later than 14 days
after the decision i s mailed.
Appeal: You have 14 days from the date of mailing to file a written protest with the ldaho lndustrial
Commission. The protest must be taken or mailed directly to the lndustrial Commission. Protests filed
with the Appeals Bureau or a local office will
be accepted by the Commission.
lndustrial Commission: You have 42 days from the date of the decision to appeal to the ldaho Supreme
Court. Contact the lndustrial Commission to obtain detailed instructions for appealing their decision.
At the first two levels of protest, you may represent yourself or be represented by an attorney or any
adult of your choosing. At the lndustrial Commission a claimant may represent himself or be
represented by an attorney or any duly-authorized agent.
You should continue t o file throueh Tel-A-Claim, lnternet Continued Claim or vour Continued Claim
Report forms until you acceDt a final decision. You can only be paid for weeks for which you have filed
a claim and have met all the eligibility requirements i f a higher appeal authority determines that you
should receive benefits.

Restarting Your Claim
If you have not claimed benefits for two or more consecutive weeks or have earned over 1% times your weekly
benefit amount for two consecutive weeks, your claim is automatically stopped. To re-ooen your claim, go t o
cl.idaho.sov/iw. If you do not have lnternet access, please visit the ldaho Commerce & Labor office nearest
you. The l i s t i s on page 26. Your claim i s open the Sunday of the week i n which you reopen your claim. Do not
wait until the week is over before reopening your claim. ldaho does not allow backdating the claim
effective date. If you have worked since last filing, be sure to have a complete l i s t of accurate addresses of
your employers.
If you move, please go to cl.idaho.gov/iw on the lnternet or visit the local office nearest you to update your
mailing address or to reopen your claim. Your work-seeking requirements may change i f you move to a
different area. If you are living outside ldaho and you move, contact the Interstate Claims Unit at (208) 3323574 to update your address i f you do not have lnternet access.
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Ml'sceltaneous Information
WORKER PROFILING: This process identifies claimants who will be likely to exhaust regular unemployment
insurance and will need job-search assistance services to make a successful transition to new employment. If
your circumstances are such that you are selected through this "profiling" process, your eligibility for benefits
can be affected i f you do not follow through with this program. You and a local office representative develop
the program. It i s designed to help you return to work in the shortest possible time.
UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE TAX LIABILITY: Any unemployment benefits you receive are fully taxable,
provided you are required to file a tax return. You can elect to have federal taxes withheld from your
unemployment insurance check. The withholding rate i s 10 percent. ldaho state taxes will not be withheld. It
may be necessary for you to make estimated tax payments. Form 1099-G, which reports benefits paid, will be
mailed at the end of January to your last address on record. The IRS will be given the same information. If you
have moved, be sure to update your mailing address.
CHILD SUPPORT DEDUCTION: Public Law 97-35 requires us to withhold funds from unemployment insurance
benefits in cases where a child support enforcement agency is enforcing either a voluntary support agreement
or a court order to pay money for child support. The Department of Health and Welfare enters information
directly into the unemployment insurance system. Any questions regarding child support enforcement
deductions must be directed t o the Department of Health and Welfare, Child Support Services, at its tollfree number of 1-800-356-9868.
TRADE ADJUSTMENT ASSISTANCE: Trade Adjustment Assistance i s available to workers who lose their jobs, or
whose hours of work and wages are reduced because of increased imports. Benefits available to eligible
individuals may include: I)
job training, i f suitable employment i s not available, 2) job search allowances to
cover expenses when looking for work outside the area, 3) relocation allowances to help workers and their
families move to a new area of employment, plus a lump sum payment and 4) trade readjustment allowance,
which becomes payable when all unemployment insurance benefits have been exhausted. Forms and additional
information can be obtained from your Local office.
REEMPLOYMENT AND RETRAINING FOR DISLOCATED WORKERS: Workers unemployed due to plant closures,
permanent layoffs or other long-term unemployed workers may be eligible for reemployment and retraining
services under the Economic Dislocation and Worker Adjustment Assistance Act. Services may include, but are
not limited to: counseling, testing, vocational guidance, placement assistance, on-the-job training, vocational
classroom training and relocation assistance. Contact the nearest local office for more information to see i f you
qualify for these services.
WORM SEARCH RECORD: You must keep a detailed record of your work search. ldaho Commerce & Labor
may require you to provide this information either in-person or via the Internet. Failure to provide this
information when requested will result in your benefits being stopped. The contacts you list will be verified
with the employers you show you checked with for available work. Falsifying work search contacts will result
in a determination of fraud. Use the forms on pages 24-25 to record your work search activities.

Work Seqrch Record
Security
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Work Search Record
Claimant's
Name:

Secuntv
Number:
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ldaho Commerce 8 Labsr Addresses 8 Phone Numbers
(All 208 area codes)
Local Office Location

Mailing Address

Zip Code

PO Box 9, Blackfoot

83221-0009

236-6713

513 N. Main Street, Ste 1, Hailey

83333-8417

788-3526

219 W. Main St., Boise

83735-0030

332-3575

Bonners Ferry 6541 Main St.

Rt. 4 Box 5745, Bonners Ferry

83805-8521

267-5581

Canyon County 6107 Graye Lane

6107 Graye Lane, Caldwell

83607-8072

364-7781

Coeur d'Alene 1221 W. Ironwood Or., Ste 200

1221 W. Ironwood Or., Ste 200, CDA 83814-2668

769-1558

Blackfoot

155 N. Maple

BLaine County 513 N. Main Street, Ste 1
Boise

219 W. Main St.

Office Phone

Emmett

2030 S. Washington

2030 S. Washington, Emmett

83617-9450

364-7780

Grangeville

305 N. State St.

PO Box 550, Grangeville

83530-0550

983-0440

Idaho Falls

150 Shoup Ave, Ste 13

150 Shoup Ave, Ste 13, Idaho Falls

83402-3653

557-2500

Interstate
Claims

317 W. Main St.

317 W. Main St., Boise

83735-0770

332-3574

Lewiston

1158 Idaho St.

PO Box 1147, Lewiston

83501-1147

799-5000

Magic Valley

771 N. College Rd.

PO Box 5129, Twin Falls

83303-5129

735-2500

McCall

299 5. 31d St.

PO Box 966, McCall

83638-0966

634-7102

Meridian

205 E. Watertower Ln.

205 E. Watertower Ln., Meridian

83642-6282

364-7785

Mini Cassia

127 W. 5'h St. North

127 W. 5" St. North, Burley

83318-3457

678-5518

Moscow

1350 Troy Rd. Ste 1

1350 Troy Rd. Ste 1, Moscow

83843-3995

882-7571

Mountain
Home

1993 E,

1993 E.

83647-2333

364-7788

Orofino

410 Johnson Ave.

PO Box 391, Orofino

83544-0391

476-5506

Payette

501 N. 16'h St., Ste 107

PO Box 179, Payette

83661-0179

642-9361

Pocatello

430 N. 5th ~ v e .

PO Box 4087, Pocatello

83205-4087

236-6710

Rexburg

1133 Stocks Ave.

PO Box 158, Rexburg

83440-0158

557-2501

St. Maries

105 N. Xth

105 N. 8'" St. Maries

83861-1845

245-2518

Salmon

1301 Main St., Unit 1

PO Box 990, Salmon

83467-0990

756-2234

Sandpoint

2101 W. Pine St.

2101 W. Pine St., Sandpoint

83864-9399

263-7544

Silver Valley

35 Wildcat Way, Ste B

35 Wildcat Way, Ste B, Kellogg

83837-2253

783-1202

8th

N~

N., Mtn. Home

Claimants requiring TDD Service call t h e ldaho Relay Service at:

711

Our Internet claim filing page is a t cl.idaho.govliw. Use i t t o open a new claim, reopen your existing claim o r
file your weekly claim.
To check on available jobs, labor market o r other helpful information go t o cl.idaho.gov.
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State of ldaho
ldaho Commerce ti Labor
Unemployment Insurance Division
317 W. Main Street
Boise, ldaho 83735-0770
Official Business
Penalty for Private Use, $300

FIRST CLASS MAIL

Appendix H

-

COMM~RCE
& LABOR

UNEMPLOYMENT
INSURAN'CE
Claimant Handbook
A Claimant's Guide to t h e Requirements of the ldaho Employment Security Law

-

IMPORTANT
Read this book carefully or have someone read it io yoi?. Remember, you must read and understand this handbook. A Spanish
version of this handbook is avaiiable upon request.
iIMPORTANTE!
Lea este manual con cuidado o consiga aiguien quien se LO lea 0 Inteiptete. Recuerde, que usted debe leer y entender este
manual. Una version en espaiiol d e este manual esti disponible.
This handbookis for quick reference and should not be used as an official document. The official citation of the Employment
Security Law is found in Title 72, Chapter 13 of the ldaho Code.
Note: This handbook is intended f o r guidance only and should nor be a substitute for specific legal advice. i f legal advice is
required, an attorney should b e consulted.

Edalks Plays Hardball with Unemployment Insurance Fraud
P e o p l e who defraud Idaho's unemployment insurance s y s t e m
will now f a c e stiffer penalties!
Effective July 1,individuals who defraud Idaho's unemployment insurance system will repay the entire amount
in addition t o penalties mngingfr0i-n 25 percentfor first-time offendersto 100 percent for third-time offenders,
and they will have to wait a minimum of 52 weeks and repay
fraudulently received benefits in full before obtainingfuture benefits.

Avoid the penalties and potential criminal prosecution.

AGCUrately represent your ability, availability and work search

effortswhile receiving benefits.
Fully and accurateiy report any weekly earnings you receive
while drawing benefits.
Always report quitting, losing or refusing any job.
Discontinue applying to receive benefits after returning to fulltime work.
Don't use someone else's identity to receive benefits.
ss Don't try to collect benefits while on vacation,
Don't help someone else file a fraudulent claim.
Know the game plan and don't get caught out in left. field!
For more information, see pages 19-21.

The Unemployment lnsurance Handbook -

contents

Your Unemployment lnsurance Handbook is divided into sections. Each section answers questions or
provides information about the Unemployment Insurance program. The types of questions answered or
information provided i n each section are listed below:
Page
5

Section

Questions

General Information

What i s unemp[oyment insurance?
Who pays for.it?
What can 1 do if Ifeel there has been discrimination?
Wilt my claim be audited?

1
Questions and Answers

6-7

'

Dol really have to know and understand the information i n this
book?
Was unemployment insurance taken out of my paycheck?
Are my benefits taxable? Can Iwithhold taxes?
Can child support payments be deducted from my check?
If Iain disqu'alified, which wages can be used to requalify?
Can I cancel my claim?
Do Ihave to report my earnings i f i work i n another state?
it Iam traveling, how do1 report?
Do I have to look for work ~ h i l e t m v e l i n ~ ?
What i f I run out'of-money before my claim year is up?
Do i have to seek aork if I'm returning to my regular job?
Can Idaho Commerce Et Labor give out information o n my
.
.
.
claim?
Can you. help me firid a job?
Can I use acaliing card to call the Tel-A-Claim system?
What is a waiting week?

8

Eligibility Requirements

What are the personal eligibility requirements?
What i s a base period?
How much will Iget and for how long?
What i f my monetary determination i s wrong?

9

Denia\ and Requalification

What can cause problems?
What are the penalties?

Weekly Filing for Benefits Using
Tel-A-Claim or the Internet

The Tel-A-Claim process.
Where, when and how do I call?
What i f I make a mistake?
Keep your PIN secret!
What i f I forget to file one week?
Other information you can obtain.

10-15

16

Using the ldaho Continued Claim
Report Form

Filling out your claim form.
When to return your claim form.

17-78

Earnings and

What i f I work while on unemployment?
How much is taken from my benefit check if I work?
How do I report my earninss?
What ifi earn money on t h e side?

The Unemployment Insurance Handbook - Contents
. .
How do I get a check?
What if my check hasn't come yet?
What if my check is lost or stoten?
What does the informational area on the check mean?

Checks and Messages

18

What is a n overpayment?
How will I know if 1 am overpaid?
Do 1 have t o pay the money back or can it be waived?
How do you know when a ciaimant is cheating?
What are the penalties for fraud?
What ifI disagree with the decision?
How long do I have to file a protest?
Should I continue to file my reports?
Who will make the decisions on my eligibility?
Will I have t o hire an attorney?
22

Restarting your Claim, Moving
Changing Address

How do I get my claim going again?
What if I move out of state?
Why and how do I tell you I moved?

.

What is worker profiling?
How do I get my 1099-G form for taxes?
What is TAA/TRA?
Reemployment and retraining for dislocated workers.
24-25

1 Document work search.

Work Search Record

if you need to mail or call, the information is here.
TDD phone number for Tel-A-Claim inquires.
We're on the internet at cl.idaho.govfiw.

To file f o r a w e e k of benefits, open a new claim o r reopen an existing claim
via t h e Internet, go to: cl.idaho.govliw
Your TEMPORARY PIN is:
The TEL.A-CLAIM phone number is:
in the Boise dialing area c a l t

1

(208) 334-4700

334-4700

Outside the Boise dialing area, call your Local office and enter:

Option 7

Genera\ Information
Unemployment insurance provides financial assistance t o workers unemployed through no fault of their own. In
Idaho, workers do not pay any part of the cost of unemployment insurance. Unemployment insurance benefits
a r e funded through a tax on employers, which is collected by ldaho Commerce ft Labor and placed in a federal
trust fund. Money from that fund can beused for unemployment benefits and for no other purpose.
ldaho Commerce ti Labor is an equal opportunity employer. Auxiliary aids are available for any of the programs
offered and are available upon request. If you feel you have been discriniinated against in any agency policy or
prabice,.you may file a complaint with the local office manager or the state's Equal Opportunity Officer at
ldaho Commerce ti Labor, 317 W. Main St., Boise, Idaho, 83735; or the U.S. Department of Labor, Directorate
of Civil Rights, 200 Constitution Avenue NW, Washington, DC 202,O. A[[ comptaints must be filed within t8O
. .
. .
days of the alleged discrimination.
., .
,

The information you and your employer provide t o ldaho Commerce h Labor may be requested and utilized by
other government agencies with which we have information disclosure agreements. Precautions will be taken
..
by such apencies to protect the:confide,ntiali.ty
. .
. . of ttie. . information.
Each claim is subject to review by uniinployment insurance claim auditors. This is an in-depth audit cov.ering
wages earned during your base period, the circumstances of your separation, your work search and earnings on
claim reports. Routine audits of claims are conducted'to ensure that the information reported is accurate.
:Protect your benefit rights.

..

,

.

,

Be sure t o follow all instructions.

Read this information carefully and completely.
If there is anything you do not understand, ask your local representative.
Let us know about any circumstances which would keep you from working or Looking for work.
Keep an accurate record of your work search activities.
Fraudulently claiming benefits may result in criminal prosecution and a loss of benefits.

Questions and Answers

.,

Do 1 r e a l l y h a v e t o know and u n d e r s t a n d the information in this book?
Yes. Failing to understand this information does not protect you from a possible denial. If you do not
understand something or have a question about any of the information in this handbook, contact
your local office. Your neighbors and friends may not have the right answers.
Was u n e m p l o y m e n t insurance taken out of my paycheck?
No. Nothing comesout of your paycheck to support unemployment insurance. Your employer pays for
the entire program.
. .
Are my unemptoyment insurance benefits taxable?
Yes. Benefits are fully taxable income. You may elect to have federal taxes withheld at the rate of
10 percent frorA your unemployment insurance benefits. ldahostate taxes are
withheld. We will
mail a statement (Form 1099-G)to your Ian knom.address showing the total amount of benefits you
were paid the previous year. The statement is mailed to you and,to the Internal ~evenueService by
t h e end of January each year. You may also obtain this information online,at cl.idaho.gov/iw. If you
do not receive your statement.by the second week of February anddo not have Internet access,
contact your'Local office. Benefits paid on Interstate claims willbe reported by the paying state; If
you have questions about your-taxes, contact the IRS or a tax consultant.

Can money b e deducted from my b e n e f i t check f o r child support payments?
Yes. If you owe child support payments, Health and Welfare has the right (through court order or
agreement with you) to deduct a percentage from your benefit check. (See page 23 for additionat
information.)
Can I cancel my claim?
..
You may cancel your claim at.anytime by submitting a written request.provided: l) you did not
misrepresent or fail to report a material fact in making the claim and 2) you agree to repay any
benefits received. Ask us if you have questions about cancellations. Your claim-isnot canceled,when
you stop reporting.

Do I h a v e t o report earnings if I a m working in another state while claiming against ldaho?
Yes. No matter where you are working, you MUST report your gross earnings while claiming benefits.
W e compare our records with employer records. We check ldaho payroll tax records as well as

payroll tax records from other states.

If I a m traveling, how do I report?
you may still call Tel-A-Claim or fite your weekly claim online at cl.idaho.govliw. You should
remember that if you are not in your Locai labor market area, you must answer question 4a: "Were
you away from the area where you normally look for work?" or question 4b: "Were you away
from the area where you normally work?" as "YES." No payment for this week will be made until
you provide additional information on your being out of the area. If you are using the Continued
Claim Report form, maiI it to your local office. Addresses are iibted on page 26. If you do not have a
Continued CLaim Report form, contact a Local office for assistance.
Do I h a v e to look for work while 1 a m traveling?
if you are seeking work out of town, you must keep track of where you looked for work. You may be
asked to provide the names and addresses of where you looked for work while you were o t ~ of
t town.
We may also contact these employers to verify your work search. W e canrot pay you for any week
you are on vacation. Remember, i f you leave town, even if you are on a temporary layoff, t h e
primary purpose of your tnp must be to took for work. YOU must be w l l i n g to accept a jab in these
other areas.

Questions and Answers (cont.)

-~

--

~ h aif t I run out of money before my claim year is up?
onceyou have qualified for benefits, you have a year, 52 weeks, to collect them. Unfortunately, you
cannot file another ldaho claim until that existing benefit year is over. If you have worked i n another
state duringthe past two'years, you may qualify for benefits from the other state. Your local office
can help you. Sometimes when unemployment js very high, extended.benefits may be available. You
will be notified if extended benefits become available.

Do I h a v e to look for work if I am going back to my regular job?
It depends on how long you expect to be laid off, how Long you have worked for that employer and
how many jobs are open in your area. You must look for work unless you are instructed not to.
Can l d a h o Commerce Et Laboi give o u t information about my claim?
We have very strict rules about releasing information. Certain statq and federal agencies c a n g e t
information but only what they need to do their jib. The department may be required by l a w to
share all claim information with each interested party. Former employersmay be an interested
party. We will not give information to your friends, family or anyone else unless you give u s written
permission.to do so. ..
. .
.
Can you h e l p me find a job?
Yes. Every local ldaho Commerce Et Labor office has a job placement service to help you find a job in
your area.They also have a listing of jobs throughout thestate and nation. Ask your local ldaho
Commerce ft Labor consult&t about job skill testing, how t o Look for work, how to write a resume
and available training programs. You may check-available jobs by going online at cl.ldaho.govliw.
,

Can 1 use a calling card to call t h e Tel-A-Claim system?
Yes, however, we have found that some calling cards do not work with Tel-A-CLaim. This is because
t h e phone call goes.over th6 network of the company through which the calling card was purchased,
and sometimes that system uses the # key to denote end of call, start of another call and o t h e r
options. So, when you depress t h e # key after entering wages, the calling card network intercepts
this signal.first and disconnects the Tel-ArClaim call in progress. Before purchasing a callingcard- for
use with Tel-A-Claim, please check with the company to make sure that the # key will work as.
expected during a Tel-A-Claim call. The preferredmethod for filing your weekly claim is via t h e
. . . .
Internet through our Web site: cl.ldaho.gov/iw.
,

,

What i s a waiting week?
After you establish your claim for unemptoyment insurance benefits, the first week you file a weekly
report and meet all the eligibility requirements witl be considered your WAITING WEEK. You will not
be paid for the waiting week, but you must file a weekly report to get cred~tfor the waiting week.
If you earn more than 1 '/z times your weekly benefit amount in any week, then that week does not
qualify as a waiting week, nor does i t qualify for a benefit payment. If this happens, the n e x t week
reported on your claim that meets all eligibility requirements will be counted as your waiting week.
You serve only one waiting week per benefit year.
n o I n e e d to make a weekly report while i am waiting f o r a determination of eiigibility?
Yes. ~Lthoughyou will not receive payment for weeks claimed until your eligibility has been
established, you must make a timely report for each week for which you are requesting payment. If
you are found eligible, you wiil be paid for the weeks claimed after the eiisibility determination has
been processed.
I was d e n i e d benefits for a job separation. Can I use earnings from self-employment t o
satisfy t h a t disqualification and requalify for benefits in t h e future?
if you iose your job and unemployment benefits are denied because you were separated for cause or
because you refused another job, you must build a new earnings record to qualify for benefits in t h e
futijre, and iisually self-employment can be used to requalify. You must provide proof of t h e income
earned from self-employment. During Extended Benefits, t h e wages used t o reqi:alify from a benefit
denial must be eariier: in aii ernp!oyer-rrriplovre relationship.
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Like other types of insurance, the unemployment insurance program requires that,you meet c&ain conditions before
qualifying to receive payment. To qualify, you must meet both personal and monetary eligibility requirements.
Personal Eligibility

Each week you claim, you must do certain things to receive a check. You must b e ready,
wilnng and able t o take any offer of suitable. work.
To be eligible, you must be:
.

ABLE TO WORK: You must be physically able t o work full-time. Tell your local office if you cannot work because of
illness, injury or some other physical or mental condition. Most health problems will not'affect your claim as long as
you are looking for t h e type of full-time work you can do. You may be disqualified if you have t o refuse work due t o
..
. illness.
. .
AVAILABLE FOR WORK: You must be ready to go t o work. You cannot place unrealistic personal restrictions on such
things as the hours you will work, the pay you will accept, locations you prefer t o work and jobs you will take, You
must be willing and able to accept both fuU-time and part-time.work in jobsyou can do'during all the usual hours
and days these jobs are done. Limiting shifts, days or distance you wiil travel t o work can make you ineligible.
Availability for work-isVERY IMPORTANT. For example, you must have childcarearrangeed,
. . , a way 'to get to work and
no other personat commitments that prevent you from accepting a job.
ACTIVELY SEEKING WORK: You mun try t o find full-time work each week in accordance with the work-seeking

requirements you received when you filed your claim. This applies even if you are working part time. You must b e
wilting t o accept part-time work while waiting for full-time work to become available. Actively seekinq w o r k means
you must personally contact employers who hire people with your job skills. If you cannot find your n o ' q a l kind of
work, you must look for any other kind of work you can do. Youmust,expandyour work searchand avoid recontacting the same employerevery week. As your period of unemployment lengthens you may be required, t o look
for another.kind of work, accept a lower pay or search inother Locations for a job:.lhe,.. locai'affice
!....
&n
..... belpyou
....
find
.
...
work. Ask us how or go online at cl.idaho.gov and click on "Find Jobs".
You MUST keep a personal record of your job contacls.This must include the employer. nam.e,.address, phone ,
number, person contacted, date of contact and the resultsof the job cwtact. Wemay ask~youto'provide yourwork
search record (inperson or online) to verify your contacts. Keep looking for work aslonsas
. . you are unemployed.
If Idaho Commerce & Labor offersyou a job referral to suitable work, you may be denied benefits if you refuse t o
,
.
. .
accebt the referral'br fail to make contact with the employer.
If you are job attached, you must maintain contact with your emgoyer and return asspon as work becomes
available.. if you,have not been required.,to.make work search contacts because you have a date to return t o work or
you obtain work through a union, you must notify your local officeif these conditions no longer apply.
OUT OF WORK THROUGH NO FAULT OF YOUR OWN: You must have been laid off due to Lack of work, voluntarily
quit with good cause connected with the employment or been discharged but not for misconduct. If your reason for
separation is other than lack of work, a'wntten determination regarding your eligibility will be issued to you.
Shortly after your new claim is filed, you will receive a statement in the mail called a
Monetary Determination. This statement shows:
BASE PERIOD: The wages paid to you by employers who have contributed to t h e unemployment insurance fund
during your base period (the first four of the last five completed quarters before the beginning of your claim) and the
total amount you were paid in each quarter. If these wages qualify you for benefits, that statement will also show
your weekly benefit amount and your total benefit amount. Your WEEKLY BENEFIT ANOUNT is the full amount you
may receive for one week of unemployment. Your TOTAL BENEFIT AMOUNT is the maximum amount you may collect
during the 52 weeks of your claim. if you are eligible for benefits, your first check should arrive by mail three to four
weeks after you have filed your claim.

Monetary Eligibility

IF YOUR MONETARY DETEWINATION 15 INCORRECT: You should immediately notify your local office if any of your
wages are not shown, are not shown in the right quarter or if wages are listed which you did not earn. Gather your
check sti~bs,W-z statements, pay slips or other documentation and ask for a MONETARY REDETERMINATION.
Important Note: Continue to file on your claim while waiting for your monetary redetermination. Any benefits you
receive based on an incorrecr monetary determination are Slibject to repaymerit.

Denial and ~e~ualifications
I
A denial may be imposed if:

Requalification may occur if:

1

1

I

t
You left work without good cause connected
with your employment, were discharged for
work-related misconduct or refused suitable
work w a referral to suitable work.

I

You a r e not able to work, are not available for
work or are not actively seeking full-time work.

I

you return to work and earn a t leas; 14 times your weekly benefit
amount and become unemployed again through no fault of your
own.

You are abte to be easily reached for referral t o jobs, and you are
willing to work part-time while you continue to look for full-time
work. You must have adequate transportation, and have personal
circumstances arranged so nothing will prevent your accepting
suitable work. You must not place undue restrictions on your
availability for work, such as demanding higher pay than is normal
for the area, This is a week-to-week denial. It ends when you notify
Idaho Commerce Et Labor staff you are again able t o work, available
for work and actively seeking work.

You a r e self-employed as your principal
occupation.

I

You a r e unemployed due to a strike in which you
a r e actively involved.

I

~
,.

.

Your principal occupation is no longer self-employment.

your unemployment is no longer due to a strike.

1

.

You &ay also.be denied if:

I

For the following categories, there is no requalification,,,because:
.,
..
You are denied for each week you fail to contact the office. You
may requalify for subsequent weeks if you contact the office and
take care of the issues causing the denial.

you fail to contact an Idaho Commerce h Labor
office when directed to do so.
I

you fail to pamcipate in claimant profiling or re- You are denied for each week you fail to participate in a planned
profiling or reemployment event. You may requalify for subsequent
employment assistance as required.
weeks if you report as directed.
you make false statements or withhold
information in order to obtain benefits.

You must repay any overpayment, and you will be disqualified from
benefits for 52 weeks and until the resulting overpayment, penalty
and interest are completely repaid to Idaho Commerce ti. Labor.

you fait to look for work or fail to provide us
with a record of your work search when
requested to do so.

You aredenied benefits for each week you fail to meet your work
seeking requirements or fail to provide us with your Work search
record. You may requalify for subsequent w e e k by resuming a
legitimate work search or providing the requested work search
record.

you a r e employed by an educationat inStituti0n
and are between terms, school years or during
holiday breaks.

Wages earned as a schwl employee cannot be used if you have
reasonable assurance of returning to work when schwl resumes.

i

You are an alien and are not legaLiypermitted to
work in the United States.
-

You cannot be paid benefits if you do not have Legal authorization t l
work in the United States, or wages in your base period were earnec
when you were not legally authorized to work in the United States.

Weekly Filing Using Tel-A-Claim or the lnternet
Three methods exirt to file and receive benefits. The oreferred and ouicker method is the InterAet
~

computer or by coming into a
Continued Claims system (c1.idaho.govliw). You file weekly using
Commerce ti Labor office and use one of our lobby machines. This easy, fast and convenient system uses no
paper, and you get paid once a week. No postage is involved. You wiit have to pay long-distance charges if you
resid.e.outside,the Boise calling area and choose the telephone reporting method. Calls can be made during the
"off hours" andonly last a few minutes. The other filing method, the continued claim report system is
described on page 16.
INTERNET CONTlNUED CLAIMS FILING: To use the lntemet Continued Claims system, you will need access to a
computer and the lnternet. Before using the lnternet Continued Claims system you should carefully read and
understand howto file a claim using the Tel-A-Claim system. The questi6ns you will-answer on.the lntemet
contin;ed Ctaims system will be the same questions that are asked on the Tel-A-Claim system; To access
~ n t e i n e ~t o n t i n u e dClaims, log on t o cl.idaho.gov/iw and follow the step-by-step instructions for filing an
internet Continued Claim. When responding to-thequestions on the lntemet Continued Claim system, you may
change any responses given before submitting your claim:Once you have submitted your claim, your responses
cannot be changed. If you need t o change aresponse after submitting your lnternet Continued Claim report,
you must coritact your local office. If you have questions regarding the lnternet Continued Claims system,
please contact your local office listed on page 26.
ESTABLISHINGAN INTERNET PIN: If you already established a PIN for Idahoworb, you will enter that same PIN
for the Internet Continued Claims system. If you have received seMces in the past and are in Idahoworb but
have not established a PIN for using IdahoWorks, you must create a PIN in order to access the lnternet
Continued Claim system. To establish a PIN, you must enter your month and year of birth as your temporary
PIN. For example, if you were born on 4-6-1958, your PIN would be 0458. Next, you will be instructed t o enter
the temporary PIN again and then t o select a permanent four-digit PIN that you wilt enter twice. You will then
use t h e permanent PIN you have created each time you access the internet Continued Claim system.
~ e l ~ ~ - ~ lFILING:
a i r nTo use Tel-A-Claim, you need.to use a,touch-tone phone. Rotary and pulse-dial phones will
not work. Many phones are equipped'with a switch that: changes the phone function from pulse-dial t o touchtone. Celt phones will work with t h e Tel-A-Claim system.
WHERE DO 1 CALL? Call Tel-A-Claim at 1 (208) 334-4700. If you live outside the Boise dialing area, caLL your
local office and select option 7 from the automated menu. Local office numbers are listed on page 26 of this
handbook. If you Live in the Boise dialing area, call 334-4700. TR claimants may call Idaho Retay SeMce by
dialing 71 7 and then providing the phone number to Tel-A-Claim.
WHEN DO I CALL? A benefit week begins at 1201 a.m. on Sunday, and ends at 12:OO midnight the following
Saturday. You have seven full days following the Saturday week ending date to make your call to Tel-A-Claim or
to file online.

- Example:

Sunday
1 (Start of
week)

i
8 (Catl

Tuesday
3

Monday
2

9

I

Wednesday
4

Thursday
5

Friday
6

12

13

?zG!&-7
(Weekending
date. 1

I

10

11

14

I

...midnight of

between
this day. Mtn
12:01 a.m.
Time.)
Mtn. time
this
day
and
.-s
or example, let's say your first week runs from lhe 1'' through the 7'" You would call Tel-A-Ciairn or file
online during the week of the 8" through the 14*. The earlier YOU fiie, t h e earlier your claim is processed. In
order to have your claim processed on the same business day You call, you must complete the Tel-A-Claim
or online process before 6 p.m. Mountain Time. If you call or file after that time, your ciaim will be
processed t\ie next day. Ctairns made on weekends are processed the first workinp day of the followingweek.
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(cant.)

WHAT'S MY PIN? To use the Tel-A-Claim system.for payment or inquiry, you must u&a Eersonal fderttification
or PIN. When you first calk Tel-A.Claim you are assigned a temporary foupdigit PIN, which is the month
-Number
(Dl) and year 19(70) of your birth. Example: a claimant with a birthday of 1-13-1982 would be assigned a
temporary PIN of 0182. A claimantwith a birthday of 10.6-1979 would.be assigned a temporary PINbf 1079.
Your PIN serves as your signature when accessing the Tel-A-Claim system. You are responsible for all
transaaions using your PIN. DO NOT SHARE YOUR PIN OR KEEP IT WRITFEN WHEW OTHERS MAY FIND IT1 You
will be held responsible for benefits fraudulently claimed under your PIN. If you forget your PIN, contact your
local office where a consultant will.reset your PIN back to your temp6rary PIN; Office telephone numbers are
listed on page 26. IMPORTANT NOTE: When calling to reset your PIN, b e sure t o indicate which system, Tel-ACLaim or internet, you are using.
FIRST CALL TO THE Tel-A-Claim SYSTEM: The first time you access the Tel-A-Claim system, for either
payment or inquiry, you will use your temporary PIN. However, on your first .call.to Tel-A-CLaim, t h e system'
will make you change your PIN and choose your own confidential number. Be eepared with a four-digit number
of your own choice. The number you select becomes your permanent:PIN. You only have to choose a PIN t h e
first time you call or after you have your permanent PIN reset. To ensure that your PIN is secure, choose a
combination that is not obvious. For exarnple,'Tel-A-Claim wilL not allow you to use the month and year of your
birth because that was your temporxy PIN. Do not use other obvious combinations like your addressor t h e fast
four digits of your
security number. Remember your PIN. No one at Idaho Commerce Et Lab,or wilI
know your permanent PIN.
. .
HOW DO I CALL? Tel-A-Claim is available in English and ~panish,and i t \;rill aikyau:first to.<hooiei which
Language you want. The system will present you with menu choices. To file.for a week, chddse option 1. Next,
Tel-AaClaim will ask for your
security number. You enter the number using the numbers on your
te&hone keypad. The system will repeat the number back to you and ask you to verify yourentry.'Tel-AClaim will then ask for your PIN. After entering your PIN, the system will repeat it and then ask you t o verify it.
The system will now tell you that you arefilingfor a specific week-and give you the week endirig date.
..
Tel-A-Claim now gives you this message: "By using this system, you agree to have your answers become part..of
your claim record. You are certifying that youranswers aretrue and accurate to the best of your knowledge.
~nder'ldaholaw, you could be penalized for giving false answers or for withholding information." Please stay
on the line until all questions are answered and verified.-If you hang,up before the system tells you t h a t your
report is complete, your answers will not be recorded, no week will b e claimed and you will have to call
again. Please wait for t h e system t o tell you good-bye before you hang up.

Tel-A-Claim now asks you the eligibility questions that you must answer for each week. To answer t h e
questions, press 1 for YES, 9 for NO or 0 t o REPEAT the question. A short explanation of each question o r set
of questions is given here to help you understand the eligibility requirements for receiving unemployment
insurance benefits. Questions 1-6 ask if you were able to work, available for work and actively seeking work, as
required. To be eligible for benefits, a claimant must be able to work, available for work and actively seeking
work. The number of job contacts you must make each week was given to you at the time you filed for your
benefits. If you are not sure of the number of job Contacts you must make per week, contact t h e Local office
where you filed. The telephone numbers are listed on page 26.
Tel-A-Claim QUESTIONS
1) During t h e week claimed, w e r e you physically able to work e a c h day?
if you were not able to work, you must answer "No" to this question. if you answer "No" t o this

question, we will require you to give us additional information so a decision can be made on your
eligibility for this week. A t the end of the Tel-A-CLaim process; you will be instructed t o c o n t a a your
local office to provide additional information.
2 ) Were you available for work each day?
if you are not available for work, you must answer "No" to this question. It you answer "No" t o this
question, we will ie~uireyou to give us additional information so a decision can be made on your
eligibility ior this week. At t h e end of the Tel-A-Claim process, you will be instr~rctedto contact your
!ocai officeto provide additional infoimaiion.
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(cont.)

3 a ) Did you Look f o r w o r k as agreed in your w o r k - s e e k i n g p l a n ?
..
You must seek work as you were inst%tied to by your Local office. If you did not make the required number
of job contacts, you must answer "No" to this question, and additional information will be needed to m a k e a
decision on your eligibility for benefits for thk week.
. . ., . .
If you a r e &mployer-attached or irnion-attached. your work-seeking question wio be:
3b) Did you maintain contact as required with y o u r . e m p l o y & r or u n i o n ?
A job-attached claimant must remain in contact with hjs or her employer and be available for suitabie work
f o r each week that he or she files. A union-attached claimant must remain in contactwith his or h e r union. If
your workyou a r e no longer employer-attached or union-attached, contact your local office, to update
.
seeking requirements..

4a) W e r e you away f r o m the area where you n o r m a l l y look f o r w o r k ?
S e e 4c.

Or i f you are job-atticbed, the question will be:
4b) W e r e you away from the area where you normally work?
S e e 4c.
.
.
Interstate claimants will be osked:
4 c ) W e r e you away f r o m the local area where you are now living?
You must remain fully available for work. If you were away from t h e area where you normally look f o r work,
or,the area you normally work in or Live in, during'any part of t h e week for which you are filing, you must
answer "Yes" t o this question.If youan&er 'Yes" at theend of t h e Tel-A-Claim process, you will b e
instructed t o contact your local office t o provide additiona1:information.
. .

:..

5) Did you r e f u s e or miss a v a i l a b l e work?
If youwere offered a job and had t b t u m itdown, or if you were scheduled t o work and for some reason did
not work, you must answer "Yes" t o this question. If you answer "Yes" a t the end of the Tel-A-CLaim
process, you will be instructedto contactyour local office to.provide.additior,al information.
.,.:

.

,

6) Did you attend s.chool or training?

. .
Any week that you attend schobiiiig or training, you must answer "Yes" to this question. If you a r e attending
school or training and have not previously reported it, you will b e advised to contact your local office t o
provide additional inforrnation.'lf you have already reported t h e schooling t o your Local office, you wiil
not need to provide any additional information. TeL-A-Claim wiil Let you know if additional infomation is
needed.
The system will now repeat your answers to questions 1-6, in order t o confirm that your answers a r e
recorded accurately. If they are all correct, you will press 1. If there is an error, press 9 and t h e questions
will be repeated. If you repeat the questions, You must answer a @the questions as they are repeated.

Q u e s t i o n 7 asks you t o report any earnings from regular employment and any separations that may have occurred
from this employment. income from employment must be reported in t h e week it is earned. Please refer t o page 17
to review how to repon earnings. Report all earninqs. include aii gross wages for any work you perform during any
week you claim benefits. This can include cash payment, ~0mmiSSionsales, tips and gratuities, working t o pay off
bills, National Guard or Reserve drill pay and reasonable cash value of room and board, groceries, clothesother valuable consideration. ,
if y w are not able to determine the exact amount you earned, you must estimate weekly earnings as closely
a s possible. If you do estimate your earnings, you must contact your tocal office when you receivethe

correct earnings information. Misreported or under reported earnings will be found in an audit weeks or
months later and may result in severe criminal, civil and administrative penalties.
lf you find yourseif in a situation where you are working and not receiving pay for t h e hours worked, contact
your local office for instructions on how to report. All hours worked must be reported, even if compensation
isnot expected Refer t o oage T7 for the definition of work.
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If you make a mistake on the following questions, you will only be able to change the dollar amounts which
you enter. If you make an error answering the yesfno pan, you wit1 have to contact your local office to
make the correction.

7 ) Did you work for any employers during t h e w e e k claimed, including National G u a r d or
Reserve?
If you onswer "Yes," indicating you worked for on employer, the question continues:

7a) Enter the total amount you e a r n e d from all employers, plus tips, before any d e d u c t i o n s
were made. Enter t o t a l doliars a n d cents you earned during t h e week, followed by the
pound key (#).

7b) You e n t e r e d $

The system speaks back the amount you entered and asks you to confirm it by entering 1 for yes or 9
for no. Remember, your gross earnings must be reported as earned. Ptease see pages 17-18 for an
explanation of how earnings may reduce your weekly benefit amount.
. .
7c) Did you work full-time hours f o r t h e entire week?
I f you ore employed full-time during the week, you will not receive any benefits, regardless of the
amount you eurned. In general, 40 hours per week is considered fu1l:time employment with a few
exceptions. if you have any questions regarding whether your work was full-time, contact your locai.
. . office.

7d) did you quit any job during t h e week?
7 e ) Were you fired from any job during t h e week?
If you have separated from a job during the week for other than "lack of work," then you need to
answer "Yes" to either question 7d or 7& Any separation from an employer, except f o r Lack of work,
must be investigated to see if you still meet the eligibility requirements for unemployment insurance.
if you do answer "Yes" to question 7d or 7e, you must contact your locai office. If you have any
question in your mind regarding what type of separation occurred from your job, contact the Local
office.

8) Were you self-employed d u r i n g a n y part of the w e e k claimed?
You are considered self-employed when you are engaged in an independentiy established trade or
occupation and are not controlkd or directed by an employer in the periormance of your work.
Earnings are considered to be your gross income, unless you provide evidence of expenses which are
absolutely required to perform your work and not common to expenses while working for an empioyer.
~f you

onswer "Yes," indicating that you were self-employed, the message continues as foliows:
8a) Enter the tota1,amount you e a r n e d from self-employment, plus tips, before any deductions
w e r e made. Enter total dollars and cents you e a r n e d during t h e week followed b y t h e pound
key (#I.
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.-

8b) You entered $
The system speaks back the amount you entered and asks you t o confirm it by entering 1 for yes and 9
for no.
8c) Did yo& work 40 hours or more in self-employment?

If your self-employment invoived working more than 40 hours in t h e week, you witt be considered to be
fully employed and not eligible for benefits.
9) During t h e week claimed, did you receive any holiday, bonus, severance o r vacation pay?
Holiday: If you received, or are going to receive, holiday pay, enter that amount in the week in which
the .holiday occurs.
. .
Bonusor Sevbrance Pay: Report the amount of the lump sum
in the heck in which the
payment is received, if you are to be paid more than one payment in severance pay from an employer,
report an equal portibn of the pay for each week ciaimed during the period covered by t h e payment.
. ..
See page 17for more information.
. .
....
I

.

Vacation: if you received,:or are going to receive, vacation pay, enter the amount for the week(s) you
a r e actually on vacation. If your employei- assigns vacation pay to certain wee&, report your vacation
pay during those assigned weeks whether you take your vacation then or not. If you receive a Lumpsum payment for unused vacation time, report that amount in the week in which the payment is
. .
..
.: . . . / ;
received.
. .
..;
...
., . .

.

..

' i n ~ e"Yes"
r
to question 9, Tel-A-Cloim contfnues on:
..
ga) Enter t h e total amount you received before any deductions were made. Enter.toti1 dollars and cents
followed
.- ..- . . - - -hv, the
.. oound kev (A.

~f
you

I Example:

I

---

If you rcceivrd $100.45 in other income, presr:

1

10045#

9b) You entered $
The svstern soeaks back the amount vou entered and asks you to confirm it by entering 1 for ves or 9
for
Your ;nemployrnent may be reduced if you have other earnings. please refvr t ~ - ~ I?a ~fore an
explanation of this reduction.

no.

have reported earnings that were more than 1% times your weekly benefit amount in the previous week,
-ifyouyoumay
be asked who your prior employer was. You will be speaking the inforrnation, and it will be recorded.
The question will be as follows:
10) During a prior week, you reported earnings. The following employer information is required.
At the tone, speak the name of the employer followed by t h e pound key (#).

A t the tone, speak the mailing address for the employer; include street, city, state and zip code,

foiiowed by the pound key (#).
~t t h e tone, speak the last date worked for the emptoyer; include month, day and year, followed by

the pound key (0.
1 1 ) This completes your report for week ending (date). Thank you for using t h e Tel-A-Ciairn system. ~~~d

-

Bye.
MISTAKES: Remember that questions 1-6 allow you to correct a yeslno mistake. Those questions will b e
repeated for you and allow you to correct any mistakes. Questions 7-9 only allow you to correct a doilar
amountmistake. if yoi, answer questions 7-9 incorrecit~,YOLJ wiH have t o contart your local office to correct

the mistake.

Weekly. .Filing
Using Tel-A-Claim o r the Internet (cont.)
..
WHAT IF I'FORGR. TO FILE ONE WEEK?If you forget to call Tel-A-Claim.for one weekj and,you wish t o file f o r
that week, report t o your local office for information. The local office will gather information from you to
determine if you can be paid for that week. Tel-A-Claim will allow you t o skip.one week of filing and still k e e p
your claim open. However, if you skip two wee,& of' filing, your claim will go inactive. You will have to reopen your claim; Refer t o instructions on page 22. You will also have-to reopen your claim if you report
two successive weeks of earnings over 1% times your weekly benefit amount, in other words you earned t o o
much money toreceive unemployment insurance benefits durinz each of those two weeks. Idaho does NOT
allow backdating t o any prior week. If you do not submit your weekly claim .as,instruged, .you will be d e n i e d
,
.
.
. . . ..
. .::
. ,. :
benefits for theperiod you are claiming:
,..
.
,.. .
paiment Histow Claim information may be accessed online a t cl.itiaho.~ov/iw. Click on the "Payment
Summary" button. Types of information you can access are: 1) The date whenyour last check was issued, 2)
The.amount of the check, when it was mailed and deductions from the weekly benefitamount, 3) The balance
remaining on your claim, 4) Information on the last week claimed to see if i t was a waiting week, whether you
.
.. . .
had excessive earnings, exhausted benefits or have an eligibility issue pending.
, ,

.

. ..... .. :

.

. .. . , ,
.

.

. ..

... . .
.'

.

..

. . .

Using the

Claim Report Form
.

. .

.

el-A-claim

.

HOW DO I FILE? Ififor some reason, you cannot use the lnternet continued Claim or
reporting
syste'ms,this section explains how to file using the Continued Claim Report form. The Continued Claim Report
f o m ' i s a card which must be fi\led out by hand andeither mailed or hand delivered t o the local office. This
card usually covers a two-week period so you are paid once,everytwo.w.eeks. There is always the chance a
card &n be lost or destroyed. Please consider these things, and if possible, use ..the Tel-A-Claim or Internet
.. .
. .
..,
,. .
Continued Claim systems.
.
. ..
.
FILLING OUT.YOUR CLAIM FORM: Your Continued CLaim.ReportYorm will usually cover a two-week period. The
first eligible week of your claim is the waiting week and not a payableweek (see page 7). The first two lines
contain pre-printed identification data such as your
security number and telephone number. Please
change preprinted information if itisincorrect. The Week Ending Date fqr Week 1 and Week 2 is preprinted.
For unemployment insurance purposes, a report period is one week, and week ending dates are always a
Saturday. Each week starts at 12:Ol a.m. on Sunday and ends at midnight the following'5aturddy.
.
. .

. . ,.

Answer the questions for each week you are filing for by checking yes or " o . ~ h eqbestfons arevery simiIar t o
t h e Tel-A-Claim questions explained in this book (pages 10-14). Questions 1-6 are t h e same as Tel-A-Claim. See
explanation on pages 11-22. Explanations about earnings and other income are on pages 17-18. If you d o work
during the weeks for which you are filing, you must list the employer's name and address in the section which
asks for the "WEEK 1 Eh4PLOYERP or "WEEK 2 EMPLOYER." In the part that asks for "Last day worked this week
(Mo/Day/Yr)," list the last day you worked during the week for which you are filing. If you separate from an
employer for other than lack of work, check the appropriate box that asks: "If you are no longer working for
any of the abwe employers, for other than Lack of work, mark the appropriate box." Be prepared to report to
your Local office with additional information on the separation if it has not already been provided.

WHEN TO RETURN YOUR FORM: You must mail or deliver to your local office a properly completed Continued
Claim Report form that asks for payment or waiting week credit, for a specific one-week or two-week period.
When you submit a Continued Claim Report form, another blank form is automatically mailed to your last
known address. If you do not receive a new claim report in the mail, please contact your local office for
another claim report.
I F MAILED: Your Continued Claim Report must be postmarked by midnight on the 9" day following t h e week(s)
being claimed (23" in the example below).
IF DELIVERED: Your Continued Claim Report must be placed in a receptacle for that purpose or handed to an
authorized representative of ldaho Commerce ti Labor by the 9'h day following the last week(s) being claimed
(23rdin the example beiow). A claim report cannot be accepted which has been deposited under or through t h e
doors of your Local office.

lf you do not mail or deliver your Continued Claim Report as instructed, you will be denied benefits for t h e

period you are claiming.
Please allow at least seven days from the date you submit your Continued Claim Report for delivery of any
check. Calling before the seven days have passed will cause further delays in processing ail mail. Do not
assume benefits have been denied or that something is wrong because your check does not arrive on the same
day each period. If you return to work on a fuLl-time basis or for some other reason you wish to stop filing on
your c[aim, you do not need to take any special action. Just stop sending in your Continued Cla~mReports and
your ciaim will automatically be inactivated.
NOTE: \nteisrate Claimants - individuals not Living in Idaho -- must always maii Continued Claim Repom
lnt.erc,taie Unit in Boise. The address is: Interstate Claims, 317 W. Main St., Bcise, Idaho 83735.
=ly
to
if you do not iive in Idaho, you may obtain a Continili-0 Claim Repori by cailing t h e 1ntersiat.i. Ciain~sUnit in
Boise, !daho, at 17-08) 332-3574.
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Earnings and Other Income

.

lfyou work during the time you claim benefits, you may continue to receive some or all of your benefits
depending on the number of hours you work and how much you earn. Your gross e a r n i n q must b e reported in
t h e w e e k earned, not the week paid. The wages you earn dunng a week for which you claim benefits will
affect your check in one of the following ways:
You can earn up to one half, of your weekly benefit-amount and still receive.the full weekly benefit
amount for that week. However, ypu.must still. report all amounts .earned each week, even if gross
..
earnings are Less than half your weekly be.nefit check.
Example: I If your weekly benefit amount is $100 and you earn $47 in gross earnings, you will receive a check
( for $100.
. . . . . .. .....
... .
,
. .
. . ~.~..

I)

I

I

, :

If you earn more than one half of yourweekly benefifamobnt, y o u w h receive a dollar-for-dollar
reduction for every dollar you earn. over
. one'half of your weekly benefit..amount for t h a t week.
Example: If your weekly benefit amount is $100 and you earn $85 in'gross3amings, you have earned $35
over one half of your weekly benefit, and you will receive a check for $65 ($100-535).
..
. .

1

I

2)

.

3)

,

If you work full-time, or if you earn 1%times your weekly benefit amount or more in gross earnings in
one.week, you will not receive a benefit check for.that week. FUN-timei s generally considered 40 hours
times your weekly benefit amount'for 6vo
per week for most occupations. If you earn over l%
consecutive weeks, you must reopen your claim during the third week if you wish t o claim for that
.
. .... . . ... .
week.
~

6:'

. .,',,..
..

.

=:To
qualify for these partial benefits, you must work all the'hounavailable to you. Money reduced from
your eheck is not "Lost" but remains in your account for possible future'use on your claim.

HOW TO REPORT EARNINGS
Earnings must be reported in the week in which you earn them. The information in this section covers the
different types of earnings you may have and how to report them. If you have questions regarding how to
report income or hours worked while on unemployment, contact your local office. The phone numbers are
Listed on page 26.
REGULAR EARNINGS: You must report your gross earnings during t h e week you earn them. You d o not report
the earnings in the week they are paid to you. If you work for an employer who uses a delayed payment
system, keep track of your hours worked each week and multiply this by your hourly wage rate. This amount
must be reported as earned during the week in question. If You have claimed and reported earnings over 1%
times your weekly benefit and no unemployment insurance benefits were due you for two consecutive
weeks, you will not be able to claim another week unless You have reopened your claim during t h a t week.
SELF-EMPLOYMENT:You must report all earnings regardless of their source. This includes earnings from seifempioyment as weLl as those earned in an employer-employee retationship. If you are involved in a selfemployment venture, you should Contact your local office for assistance in determining how to compute and
report your earnings. See page 13, question #8a for more information.
HOLIDAY, BONUS OR SEVERANCE PAY: Holiday pay is reportable for the week in which the holiday occun. For
bonus or severance pay, report the amount of t h e lump sum payment in the week in which the payment is
received. If you are to receive more than one payment for severance pay from an employer, report an equal
portion of pay for each week ciaimed during the period covered by the payment. For example, t h e totat
amount of your severance payment divided by the number of weeks in the period covered by that payment
equals the amount you should report for each week you claim benefits.

-

WORK: Time spent in all srr<ici-iperformed for an ~ ~ p i o y ecommission
r,
work, se!i-empioyrnent and

:.oiiinteer work.
918
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Earnings and Other. Income (cont.)

,

.

.

.,

PENSION, ANNUITY OR RETIREMEN'T PAY: If you contibutedtkward a retiremknt pLan, the pension, annuity or
retirement pay is not reportable income and is not deducted from your unemployment insurance benefits.
Soda1 Security retirement benefits are not deductible from unemployment insurance benefits because you
c o h b u t e t o that fund. Retirement income will be deducted from yourweekly benefit amount if: 1) The
payment is from a'base period employer, and.2) the employer made 100 percent of the contributions t o the
retirement plan. Payments will be prorated on a weekly basis. For every $1o f your. .deductible.weekly
pension amount, your weekly benefit amount will be reduced by $1. ...
',

.

.
.,

.

. %

Checks and Messages
use the lnternet Continued ~ l a i r hor el-~+~laim system, yotir unemployment insurance check is issued
.Claim Reporting system, see page 16 .regardingpayment
. . . .
. . .
of checks.
weekly. if$6" are using the
. .Continued
.
. .
.
..
Checks iie issued as a result of your answers'to the lntemet Continued Claim, Tel-A-Claim system o r t h e
answers on your Continued Claim Repolt. If there are no problems o n your claim, the check-wiltbe issued the
next working day if your lnternet Continued Claim or Tel-A-Claim report wasfiled before 6 p.m. Mo~lntaintime.
If you are on the continued Claim Report system, the check will go out in the mail the day after your
Continued Claim Report is processed. Information on the Continued Claim Report system is on page. .16,

.~f.you
.

,

.:

,.

Please allow up,to.a week t o receive
.... .,>. . your
.
check. If. you
do not
receive a check within a week' of your
.....report,
....
..
. . .. . . . .. .. .. .. . .. . .
c~ntactyour:Locaioffice listed onpage 26.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Check that have nbt been fkckiive8 in themail wilL not bh:rciissued.until 24 days from thedate of t h e orikinal
mailinp. lFyou.have received your check but it is now lost or stolen, contact your local office inmddiately.
Your local office will assist you in filiini outthe forms forreplacing
. . Lostchecks. .
.
.
,

The stub portion of your check may contain special messages concerning your claim. You may ako receive
other informational messages on the Continued CLaim Report forms or in a letter in addition to the messages on
your check. These messages will expplain various ~ituationssuch as why your.check was reduced or not issued
information about the exhaustion of your benefits and benefit-year ending dates.
and
Read all correspondence carefuIly and ask a claim representative if you have any questions.
l f you use the Tel-A-Claim or the lnternet Continued CLaim system and have questions regarding t h e status of

your claim, you may call the Tel-A-Claim inquiry system by dialing your Local office number, selecting option 7
and selecting inquiry at the prompt. If you are using the Continued Claim Report, you must contact your Local
for information about your claim. A l l Local offices and the Interstate Unit phone numbers a r e listed on
page 26 in this handbook.

Over~avmentsand Fraud
OVERPAYMENTS: Benefits are paid t o you based on the eligibility infomationavailable at the time you phone
in your Tel-A-Claim report, submit your Internet Continued CLaim report or turn in your Continued Claim
report. An overpayment may occur if the Department receives additional or contradictory information relating
t o your eligibility after benefits have been paid to you. if, based on new information, the Department
determines that you were ineligible for benefits you already received; you will be notified that an overpayment
has been establishgb on your claim. You wil1,be required to pay back th.e oveipayment in fullwith interest a t
t h e rate of 1% times the'statutory rate. A repayment plan may be armnpied for large overpayments:.lf you have
an existing oveipayment balance when you are again eligible andfile for beriefitsi your enff're weekly
entitlement will be retained by the Department each week and wilLbe appIied against your overpayment
balance. Offsetting future,benefits is only one of many methods used to recover current and past due
.. collection action may be taken.
overpayments. If overpayments are not prom~tlyr~paid,aggressive
.. ...... ..
Overpayments due to fraud a r e not eligible for offset.
.
.
.
.
. .
.... .
WAIVER OF R E P A ~ E N T If: you have been overpaid benefits, you may request that the ~ ~ ~ a r t missue
&da
t
Determination of Waiver. The request must be in writing and made within 14 days of the date of mailing of the
Determination of Overpayment. Repayment of the overpayment may be waived if you can show that you meet.
both criteria in ehmpie 1 OR both criteria in example 2.
. .
Example I:he overpa~me"t,musthave been caused solely by ~epartmenterroror inadvertence, AND made t o
a claimant who could not reakonably have been expected to recognize the error.
.
Example 2: The overpayment was a result of an employer misreporting wages earned in a claimant's base
period, AND. the claimant could not reasonably have been expected to recognize an error.in t h e wages
...
reported.
Instructions for requesting a Determination of Waiver are 1isted.on the Determination of Overpayment that you
will receive whenever an overpayment .is established on your claim.
. .. ....
..,...
,.,
.
.
'..
. ,..
.
.
FRAUD:. Engaging in any of the following acts is a felony crime in idaho:
'.
l);.:Making false statements,while,being inte~e.wedregarding your claim.
2) . Knowingly making a false statement on anyof the forms orpages you fill out in relation t o your claim
:: s u c h as misstating t h e reason for separation from your employer.
3)':!Failing to properly report any material fact or making a false statement when filing weekly via Tel-AClaim, Internet continued Claim or bi-weekly using the Continued Claim Report form;
4) Failing to notify the Department when you quit or are discharged from work or when you refuse work.
.
.. when required t'o doso, but telling Idaho Commerce fi Labor you did look.
5) Failing to look .forwork
,

:

,

,

,

Audits are routinely conducted to verify the information you provide ldaho Commerce fi Labor while fiiing for
unemployment insurance benefits. It is critical that you promptiy respond to these audit requests. Failure t o d o
so or failure to explain adequately any discrepancies noted could result in an unemployment insurance fraud
decision and an overpayment. If such a decision is issued, you will be required to repay the overpayment along
with a penalty and interest. You will also be disqualified from receiving unemployment benefits for the longer
of one year or until you have repaid the overpayment, penalty and interest in full:You may also be criminally
prosecuted.

Overpayments and Fraud
. ..

Collecting Unemployment Insurance Benefits?
Avoid
t h e Pitfalls t h a t Lead-to Fraud
.
.

:. . :...
.

Unemployment insurancb fraud is a growingproblem. In 2004 more than $4 million in unemployment
insurance payments were paid to claimants who were defrauding Idaho's system. A new tracking system
is in place t o identify a ~ catch
d
individuals who commit fraud. Stiffer penalties takeeffect staFting
. ..
.. .
and potential prosecution by knowing what activities are,,
July 1, 2005. Avoid these penalties,:jnterest,
. . .
..
considered fraud. ..
.:. . .. . .. . . , ,
. . ..
..
. . .,. . .
Misrepresenting work search efforts while receiving benefits. You must actively look for work and :
report your efforts each week. Actively seeking work means you must contact employers who hfre
people with ypur jobs skills. If you can't find a position with those skills you must expand your search
and look f i r &&r work you.. can
.
do. You must also be willing to accept part-time work while waiting
. . ,...: . for
,.
. . .
.,..
.
..
full-time work..
.;, .
.'
,

"

,

,

,

,

.
.

Not accurately reporting weekly earnings while-drawing benefits. If you obtaintemporary or payttime employment while accepting unemployment insurance benefits you must report the wages eamed.
. . .
each week so your unemployment insurance benefits can be adjusted accordingly.
.
.
. .
..,. ,,. .
Continuirig t o receive benefits after returning t o full timework. once you return to work fu1l:time
you are no longer eligible to collect benefits. Continuing to collehbenefits could Lead to'monetary'
. . > ......;.
I:
penalties and criminal prosecution. . .,
. ...
. .
..I

Misrepresenting ability and availability while receiving benefits. You must be willing and a b 1 e . t ~
accept both fuli and part-time work in your field of expertise. Putting limits on the shifts, days o r
distance you will travel for-.workcan make you in$ligib\e forbenefits. If you cannot work,b,ecauseof an
,....
or mental conditions, contact your Local Commerce &.Labor
illness, injury or..someother .physical
,. ..
office.
'

.
.

Stealing someone's identity t o receive benefits. Stealing someone else's identity to collect benefits
is a felony that will subject you to criminal prosecution.
Collecting benefits while on vacation. A weekly benefit check should not be seen as an easy way t o
fund a trip you've always wanted to take. If you leave the area for a non-vacation reason while
collecting benefits you must continue to look for work and report your efforts. If you do take a vacation
you must report that on your weekly claim as not being available for that week, and you will not b e
paid benefits during that time period.
Helping someone else file a fraudulent claim. Assisting any individuai in defrauding the
unemployment insurance system will subject you to the same financial penalties and potential
prosecution of the person caught defrauding t h e system.
Failure t o notify ldaho Commerce E Labor when you refuse, quit or are discharged from a job
while drawing benefits. You must notify your nearest ldaho Commerce k Labor office if you refuse a
job, quit or are discharged from a job whiie drawing unempioyment insurance benefits so a
determination of eligibility can be made.

if you know of someone who is defrauding the system you can report it anonymously by
callins 1-800-672-5627. Fraud can also be reported on the Commerce I€ Labor Web site at cl.idaho.gov by
clicking on the unemployment insurance link.

REPORT FR.AUD:

Overpayments
and Fraud
.
,...

BOISE:

Last year more than
1,700 people tried to work the
unemptoyment system iilegally in
Idaho.
In t h e recent past two Magic
Valley residents were placed on
probation after pteading guilty to
fraudulently collecting
unemployment insurance benefits.
And a new law going into.crffect
this summer wilthelp catch more
cases of unemployment fraud, a
state investigatorsays.
The two Magic Valley r:esidents
were sentenceb separately on
felony charges of
"misrepresentation t o obtain
benefits," an Idaho Department of
Commerce ti. Labor news feiease
says.
Fraud is defined as willfully
withholding informatio,n.&o.d~w
benefits, said the unemployment
insura~ceadministrator in Boise.
Fraud-would occur in the case of a
pkisoBwho was fired or quit a job
reports to the state they were laid
off oi:Cost the work through no
fault of their own.

..

- From News ~epoits.

,

And you might. be put in the same
situation or maybe even worse. So
the message I give to you is don't
do it. You're better off.
A Rigby Claimant

s

,

~

.caie.

M

~

~in D L

,

Wallace: A Kingston man recently
pled guilty in First District Court to
illegally receiving unemployment
. .
insurance benefits.
Following an investigati.on:by
officials from the:ldaho .' '
~
~
~draws ~ Department:
~
of Commerce
~
~~ a b o r , ~
. 'the: Kingston man entered t h e plea
. . .;
localjail time
in Wallace.
. . . .... .. . . , .
According to the ~ e ~ a i % m . e n t ,
The Morning News
t h e claimant intentionally f&ed
A Blackfoot man who said when
to report weekly eamingi
: ~ h i l eat
he
drew
the.same. t i m e r ~ e i v i n g!. . . .
compensation to the sum of $2,310 unemployment ,b,e,;gjfiti fbca . . .
he didn't know it was a crime, was period of 13weeks.Sentenced Monday to two to five
The First District Court ~ u d g e
Years in Prison.
sentenced the Kinqston :man to 127
days in jail. In addiFjon? 'he was
ordered to pay court costs andwill
have to-make rest,ituti.on t o the
ti
ildaho Deoartrnent. .of Commerce
. .. ..
SAFETY
Labor fo; the unemploym,+nt
;benefits the man received
which
..., ;....
Man Pleads Guilty to Fraud
.
. , totaled $2,904.
.
.* '
Charges
. . Department officiak-said they
. . A fraud investigation by offiqials
actively.pursi,e c.i.,,ind(
from the Idaho Department of
proseciition 'of individuals who file
Commerce Et Labor Led to a guilty
fraudulent claims for
piea by an Emmett man for
unemployment benefits. They said
111- en Money Not Worth
Penalties
illegally
kuch claims raise employer tax
insurancecollecting
benefits unemployment
from the state.
mtei
and reduce the funds
To the editor, Jefferson Stor:
The Emmett resident pled guilty available for paying benefits in
J U S lately,
~
I had an encounter
Idaho judicial District Court legitimate cases.
with the ernpioyment office that
to felony charges of
The state has unemployment
wasn't very pleasant,
"misrepresentation to obtain
See i thought that while I was
insurance investigators Who devote
working I would try and collect a few benefits."
their time to investigating
The individual was found to
unemployment checks for a little
fraudulent claims.
extra income. Don't get me wrong, I have concealed weekly earnings
needed the money, but I guess we all while receiving unemployment
benefits and failing to report
do.
But, I found out that was not the
voluntarily quitting a job during
way to go. Besides getting caught,
the time benefits were being fiied.
they took me to court. So, it ended
The Emmett resident was
up that I had to pay the money back sentenced to 180 days in the Gem
plus I had a pretty good size fine to
County jail w i t h 170 days
pay and I ended up having to write
suspended and one-year probation.
this embarrassing Letter to the
The individual was required to pay
newspaper.
court cosis of 5500 and to make
50 what I have to sav is and what I
restitution to the state Department
have learned is that tiey keep things of Commerce h Labor in the
on record, and if you think you can
of 52,439.
get away inth it, think twice because amount
Compiled
by Statesrnon stuff
sooner or later, they will get you.
'

,
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'Protests and Appeals

.

.. .
...

You or a current or previous employer may protest any decisionregarding your eligibility to receive
unempioyment insurance benefits. Your protest must be in writing and be signed. When a protest is filed and a
newdecision is reached, a written document will b e issued telling you the reasons for the new decision. There
are: four decision-making levels. Decisions made a t t h e first three levels may be protested by you or by an
interested pdity.
. .

DETERMINATION: The determination is the first decision made regarding your claim ahd'is isiukd by Idaho
. .
Commerce ti. .Labor, using the facts gathered by t h e local office.

APPEAL: he ~ c p e a l Bureau
s
in the ldaho commerce ti Labor central office in Boise makes this decision. The
Appealsz,Bureaumay use some previously submitted information and will gather information, via sworn
testimony, at the hearing. Interested parties participate in the hearings via telephont$.
...
.~ailure
. to
. participate
in the hearing
may
result
in
the
decision
going
against
you.
.
.
.,
.
,

INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION: This is the first appellate stage outside ldaho ~ornmeic&
h ' l a b o r . ' ~ o ~protest
r
t o an
Appeals Bureau Hecision must be.in writing and must be mailed directly t o the lndustrial Commission. The
..
Commissiontypica1ly issues a decision based on t h e facts previously submitted.
. .

IDAHOS U P R ~ COURT:
E
The last appellate level for protesting unemployment i&<6nce,

claim decisions takes
.
place-before the ldaho Supreme Court. Fees may be charged for filing a protest a t this'level.
. . . . .

. . . . ::,
. .
If ydu file.:a:piotest or oppeol:
'6iitormifiation:
:.. ....
Aprotest must be delivered t o your localoffice or be p&barked,hoiiter
.. z . . . . . . than 14 days
....
a. f. t .e .r the decision is mailed.
.. :"...!
...
...
Appeal: You have 14 days from the date of mailing to file a written protest w i p . t h e ldaho lndustrial
Commission:The protest must be taken or mailid dire& to the lndustrial Commission. Protests fited
w i t h t h e Appeals Biikau or a local office will
be accepted by the.Commissiqn.
.
-Industrial ~'ommissipn:You have42days fromthe date of the decisionto appeal t o t h e ldaho Supreme
Court;. contactthe lndustrial Commission t o obtain-detailed instructions for appealingtheir decision.
;
i

,

At the first two levels of protest, you may represent yourself or be represented by an attorney or any
adult of your choonng. At the lndustnal Commission a claimant may represent himself or be
represented by an attorney or any duly-authorized agent.
You should continue t o file throuqh Tel-A-Claim, lnternet Continued Claim or your Continued Claim
Report forms until you accept a final decision. YOU can only be paid for weeks for which you have filed
a claim and have met all the eligibility requirements if a higher appeal authority determines that you
should recelve benefits.

Restarting Your Claim
you have not claimed benefits for two or more conseccitive weeks or have earned over 1%times your weekly
benefit amount for two consecutive weeks, your claim is automatically stopped. To re-open your claim, go t o
ci.idaho.pov/iw. If you do not have lnternet access, please visit the ldaho Commerce Et Labor office nearest
you. The list is on page 26. Your claim is open the Sunday of the week in which you reopen your claim. Do not
wait until the week is over before reopening your claim.. ldahodoes not allow backdating the claim
effective date. If you have worked since last filing, be sure to have a complete List of accurate addresses of
your employers.

if

move, please go to ci.idaho.gov1iw on the lnternet or visit the local office nearest you to update your
mailins address or to reopen your ciaim. Your work-seeking requirements may change if you move t o a
different area. If you are living outside ldaho and you move, contact t h e interstate Claims Unit at (208)3323574 t o update your address if you do not have internet access.

if you

Jufy ZOOS

Misce.llaneous Information
WORKER PROFILING: This processfdentifies claimants who will be likely to exhaust regular unemployment
insurance and will need job-search assistance services to make a successful transitionto new employment. If
your circumstances are such that you are selected through this "profiling" process, your eligibility for benefits
can b e affected if you do not follow through with this program. You and a local office repr,esentative develop
..
t h e program. It is designed to help you return t o work in the'shortest possible time:
'

,

UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE TAX LIABILITY: Any unemployment benefits you receive are fully taxable,
provided you are required to file a tax return. You can elect to have federal taxes withheld from your
unemployment insurance check. The
b e withheld. I t
rate is 10 percent. ldaho state taxes will p~
may be necessary for you t o make estimated tax payments. Form 1099-G, which reports benefits paid, will be
mailed a t t h e end of January to your last address on record. The IRS will be given the same information. If you
have moved, b e sure to update your mailing address.

SUPPORT

CHILD
D E D ~ ~ T I O NPublic
:
Law 97-35 requires us to withhold funds.from unernployment inqur@gce
benefits in cases where a child support enforcement agency is enforcing either a voluntary support agie&m&t
o r a court order to pay money for child support. The Department of Health and Welfare enters information
directly into the unemployment insurance system. Any questions regarding child support enforcement
deductions must be directed t o t h e Department of Health and Welfare, Child Support Services, a t its tollfree number of 1-800-356-9868.
TRADE ADJUSTMENT ASSISTANCE: Trade Adjustment Assistance is available to workers who Lose their jobs, o r
whose hours of work and wages are reduced because of increased imports. Benefits available t o eligible
'indf#fiuals may include: 1) job training, if:suitable employment is no&.available
.; :,.. ...,;!...2).job
.
search allowanck t o
coverexpenses when looking for work outside the area, 3) relocation allowances to hefp workers hh8 their
familes move to a new area of employment, plus a lump sun; payment and 4) trade readjustment Bllowance,
whicfi'becomes payable when all unemployment insurance benefits have been exhausted. Fonns and additional
inforGation can be obtained from your local office.
REEMPLOYMENT AND RETRAINING FOR DISLOCATED WORKERS: Workers unemployed due t o plant closures,
permanent Layoffs or other long-term unemployed workers may be eligible for reemployment and retraining
services under the Economlc Dislocation and Worker Adjustment Assistance Act. Services may include, but are
not limited to: counseling, testing, vocational guidance, placement assistance, on-the-job training, vocational
classroom training and relocation assistance. Contact the nearest local office for more information to see if you
qualify for these services.
WORK SEARCH RECORD: You must keep a detailed record of your work search. ldaho Commerce ti Labor
may require you to provide this information either in-person or via the Internet. Failure to provide this
information when requested will resutt in your benefits being stopped. The contacts you list wilt be verified
with the employers you show you checked with for available work. Falsifying work search contacts will resutt
in a determination of fmud. Use the forms on pages 24-25 to record your work search activities.

Work Search Record
Security

Juty ZOO5

Work Search Record
Soflal Security
Number:

Name:
P\ace Lonracteo
(Employer name, address and phone
number)
?

Type of work
sought

Date of contact and
method of applying

Name o f person
you contacted

Possibility of
- hire

I

ldaho Commerce & Labor Addresses & Phone Numbers
(All 208 urea codes)
Local Office Location

Zip Code

Mailing Address

155 N. Maple

PO Box 9, Blackfoot

.

Office Phone

83221-0009

236-6713

513 N. Main Street, Ste 1, Hailey

83333-8417

788-3526

219 W. Main s<, Boise

83735-0030

332-3575

Bonners Ferry 6541 Main St.

Rt. 4 Box 5745, Bonnen Ferry

83805-8521

267-5581

Canyon County 6107 Gray Lane

6107 Gray Lane, Caldwell

83607-8072

364-7781

Coeur d'Alene 1221 W. Ironwood Dr., Ste 200

1221 W. Ironwood Dr., Ste 200, CDA 83814-2668

769-1558

Blackfoot

Biaine County 513 N. Main Street, Ste ?
219 W. Main St.

Boise

Emmett

2030 S. Washingon

2030 5. Washington, Emmett

83617-9450

364-7780

Grangeville

305 N. State St.

PO Box 550, Grangevitle

83530-0550

983-0440

Idaho Fails

150 Shoup Ave, 5te 13

150 Shoup Ave, Ste 13, Idaho Falls

83402-3653

557-2500

interstate
Claims

317 W. Main St.

317 W. Main St., Boise

83735-0770

332-3574

Lewiston

1158 Idaho St.

PO Box 1147, Lewiston

83501-1147

799-5000

Magic Valley

771 N. College Rd.

PO Box 5129, Twin Falls

83303-5129

735-2500

McCall

299 S. 3* St.

PO Box 966, McCall

83638-0966

634-7102

Meridian

205 E. Watertower Ln.

205 E. Watertower Ln., Meridian

83642-6282

364-7785

Mini Cassia

127 W. 5" St. North

127 W. 5" St. North, Burley

83318-3457

678-551 8

Moscow

1350 Troy Rd. Ste 1

1350 Troy Rd. Ste 1, Moscow

83843-3995

882-7571

'Ountain

1993 E. 8" N.

1993 E. B".N., Mtn. Home

83647-2333

364-7788

Orofino

410 Johnson Ave.

PO Box 391, Orofino

83544-0391

476-5506

Payette

501 N. 16"

PO Box 179, Payette

83661-0179

642-9361

Pocatelto

430 N.5* Ave.

PO BOX 4087, Pocatello

83205-4087

236-6710

Rexburz

1133 Stocks Ave.

PO Box 158, Rexburg

83440-0158

557-2501

St Manes

105 N. 8"

105 N. Em, St. Manes

83861-TM5

245-2518

Salmon

1301 Main St., Unit 1

PO Box 990, Salmon

83467-0990

756-2234

Sandpoint

2101 W. Pine St.

2101 W. Pine St., Sandpoint

83864-9399

263-7544

Silver Vaiiey

35 Wildcat Way, 5te B

35 Wildcat Way, Ste 8, Kellogg

83837-2253

783-1202

Home

st., Ste 107

71 1
Claimants requiring TDD Senrice call the Idaho ReLay Service at: -

Our Internet claim filing page is at ci.idaho.gov/iw. Use it to open a new claim, reopen your existing claim o r
fi\e your weekiy daim.
TO check on available jobs, labor market or other helpful information s o tr: cl.idaho.gov.

July 2005

State of ldaho

Idaho Commerce & Labor
Unemployment Insurance Division
317 W. Main Street
Boise, ldaho 83735.0770
Official Businen
Penalty for Private Use, $300
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Appendix I

UNEMPLOYMENT
INSURANCE
A Claimant's Guide to the Requirements of the Idaho Employment Security L m

;IMPORTANTE!

IMPORTANT

Lea este manual con cuidado o comiga alguien quien se lo
lea o interprete. Recuerde, que usted debe leer y entender
este manual. Urn versi6o en espaEo1 de esre manual esti
disponible.

Read rhis book carefully or have someone read it ro you.
Remember, ?.ou must read and understand this handbook.
A Spanish version of ihis bandbook is available u p o n
request.

This liandbook is for quick reference and should not be used as
an official docurneni. The official ciiation of the Employment
security Law is found in Tiile 72. Chapim 13 of the Idaho Code.

Note: This handbook is intended for guidance only and should
not be a substitute for specific legal advice. If legal advice i s
required, an anomey should be consulird.

Your Unemployment Instrance Handbook is divided into sections. Each section answers questions or provides
information about the Unemployment Instrance P r o g a m The types of questions answered or information provided in
each section are listed below:

Page Section
4

General Information

Questions

] What is unemployment insurance?
Who pays for it?
What can I do if1 feel there has been discrjnination?
Will my claim be audited?

5-6

Questions and Answers

1 D o I really have to know and understand the information in thisbook?
Was unemployment insurance taken out ofmy paycheck?
Are my benefits raxable? Can I withhold taxes?
Can child support payments be deducted &ommy check?
If1 am disqnalified, wliich wages can be used to requalify?
Can I cancel my claim?
D o I have to report my eamings if1 work in another state?
If I am waveling, how do I report?
Do I have to look for work while traveling?
What if1run out of money before my year is up?
D o I have to seek work ifI'm reaming to my regular job?
Can Idaho C o m r c e & Labor give out information on my claim?
Can you help me find a job?
Can I use a calling card to call the Tel-A-Claim system?
What is a waidng week?

What are the personal eligibility requirements?
What is a base period?
How much will 1get and for how long?
What if my monetary determination is &ong?

7

8

Denial and Requaiificauon

What can causeproblems?
What are the penalties?

9- 14

Weekly Filina for Benefits Using
Tei-A-Claimon ihe Interne1

The Tei-&Claim process.
Where, when, and bow do I caU?
What if l make a mistake?
Keep your PIN secret!
Wba~if1 forget to file one week?
Oher iaformanon you can obraio.

14-15

ldalio C o n ~ u e dCtaimReporr Form

Filling out your claim form
When to rerum your claim form

15-16

Earmngs and Oher lncome

Wbar if I work while on unemployment?
How much is taken frommy benefir check if1 work?
How do I report my earnings?
Whar if I earn money on h e side?

I

The Unemployrnent Insurance Handbook
How do I get a check?
. ..
. .
What if my check hasn't come yet?
What if my check is lost or stolen?
What does the infornational area on the ebeckmean?
17-1 8 Overpayments and Fraud

.

Protests and Appeals

,

Changing Address

Work Scarch Record

What if 1 disagree kith the decision?
. .
How long do I have to file a protest?
Should I continue to filemy reports?
Who will make the decisions on my eligibility?
. .
Will I have to hue an attorney?
How do I get my claim going again?
What if I move out of state?
Why and how do I tell you I moved?

Document work search.
If yo11 need to mail or call, the information is here.
TDD phone number for Tel-A-Claim inquires.
We're on the Internet (www.ci.idaho.gov)

Your TEMPORARY PIN is:
To file Tor a week o i benetits by phone:

To filc for a w e i , of benefits via thc illcernci,

www.cl.idaho.gov

.

.

.

.

.

.
. ,. .

.

. ,.

.

What is worker profiling?
How do 1get my 1099-G form for taxes?
What is TAAJTRA?
Reemployment and Retraining for dislocated workers.
21-22

. ,

.

,

19

.. .
,. .

,

.

. . ..

What is an overpayment?
How will I know if I am overpaid?.
D o I have to pay the money back or can it be waived?
How do you know when a claimant is cheating?
What are the penalties for fraud?

.

.
.:

.

. .

. ~.

.

I

r , General Information

~ : ,

Unemployment insurance provides financial assistance to workers unemployed through no fault of their own. In Idaho,
workers do not pay any part of the cost of unemployment insurance. Unemployment insurance benefits are funded through an
employer's tax, which is collected by Idaho Commerce &Labor and placed in a federal trust fund. Money from that fund can
be used for unemployment benefits and for no other purpose.
ldaho Commerce &Labor is an equal opportunity employer. Auxiliary aids are available for any of the programs offered and
are available upon request. If you feel you have been discriminated against in any agency policy or practice, you may file a
complaint with the local oftice manager or the state's Equal Opportnnity Officer at Idaho Commerce &Labor, 317 W. Main
Street, Boise, Idaho, 83735; or the US Department of Labor, Directorate of Civil Rights, 200 Constitution Avenue NW,
Washington, DC 20210. All complaints must be fled within 180 days of the alleged discrimination.
The information you and your employer provide to Idaho Commerce & Labor may he requested and utilized by other
government agencies with which we have information disclosure agreements. Precautions will be taken by such agencies to
protect the confidentiality of the information.
Each claim is subject to review by unemployment insurance claim auditors. This is an in-depth audit covering wages earned
during your base period, the circumstances of your termination, your work search, and earnings on claim reports, etc. Routine
audits of claims are conducted to insure that the information reported is accurate.

Protect y o u r benefit rights.

Be sure to follow all instructions
Read this i n f o r m a t i o n carefully a n d completely.

If t h e r e is a n y t h i n g you d o n o t u n d e r s t a n d , ask y o u r local representative,
Let u s k n o w a b o u t a n y circumstances w h i c h w o u l d k e e p y o u from w o r k i n g ' o r looking for work.

I

I

I

Questions and Answers .

Do I really have to know and understand the information in this book?
Yes. Failing to understand this information does not protect you fiom a possible denial. If you do not understand
,,
. aoour
,
.
. . m. ulls
. .handbook,
. . . contact your local oftice. Your
somernmg
or nave a questlon
any or me Inromanon
neighbors and fiends may not have the right answers.

".

-

Was unemployment insuranee taken out of my paycheck?
No. Nothing comes out of your paycheck to support unemployment insurance. Your employer pays for the entire

Are my unemployment insurance benefits taxable?
Yes. Benefits are fully taxable income. You may elect to have federal taxes withheld at the rate of 10% from your
unemployment insurance benefits. Idaho State taxes are noL withheld. We will mail a statement (Forrn1099-G) to
your last known address showing the total amount of your yearly benefits paid. The statement is mailed to you
and to the Internal Revenue Service by the end of January each year. You may also obtain this information online
at www.cl.idaho.gov. If you do not receive your statement by the second week of February and d o not have
internet access, contact your local office. Benefits paid on Interstate claims will be reported by the paying state. If
you have questions about your taxes, conlact the IRS or a tax consultant.

Can money be deducted from my benefit check for child support payments?

....

"... ..,-.

Yes. If vou owe child sun~ortoavments. Health and Welfare has the ----rioht (thrnxrvh rnwt order ".
nr I*.II...
imeement with
you) to deduct a percentage from your benefit check. (See pagc 20 for additional information.)
r---p.

I was denied benefits for a job separation. Can I use earnings from self-employment to satisfy
the penalty?
Usually self-employment can be used to requalify for benefits if you have been denied for work separation or job
refusal. You must provide proof of the income. During Extended Benefits, the wages used to requalify &om a
denial must be eamed in an employer-employee relationship:

Can I cancel my claim?
You may ,cancel your claim at anytime by submitting a written request provided: I ) you did not misrepresent or
.
. . . .
. . . . .
..
fa11to report a materlal tact in makmg the clam and Z) you agree to repay any benefits received. Ask us if you
bave questions abou~cancellations. Your claim is not canceled when you stop reporting.
~

D o 1have to r e p o r t earnings if 1 am working in another state while claiming against Idaho?
Yes. No matter where you are working, you MUST report your gross earnings while claiming benefits. We
.
.....
. . . . . .
..
compare our records wiik employer reCOrUS. W e Uo not Only check Idaho payroll tax records but payroll tax
records fiom other states as well.

-.

If I am traveling, how do I r e p o r t ?
You may still call Tel-A-Claim or file your weekly claim online at wm.i.cl.idaho.gov. You should remember hat
."
, . , , ~~ -. .~~
,
11you are norm your local ianor nlarKer area, you musr answer quesrlon q.a: --wereyou away &om the area where
you normally look for work?" as "YES," depending on when you let? the area. No payment for this week will be
made until you provide additional information on your being out of the area. If you are using the Conrinued Claim
Repon forms, mail it to your local office. Addresses are listed on page 23. Question 4 "Were you AWAY from
rhe area where you normally look for work?" may have to he answered "YES:"depending on when you left. If
you do nor have a Continued Claim Report, report to a local ofice for assistance.
~~

A

~

.......,

D o I have t o look f o r work while I am traveling?
If you are seeking work out of town, you 'must keep track of where You looked for work. You may be asked to
. . , names arlu a u u .
......C . . . L ........
>--,..2c .....-.
,
........
prov~ae,me
i c s c b ui wltrrc yuu ivuncu ivl w u i n worlr you were o u ~
or" .rown. ...
we may also conmct
these employers to verify your work search. We cannot pay you for an?. week you are on vacation. Remember,
even i f you ale on a lemporap IayoR you must look for work if you leave your locai area. You must be willing
to lake a job in these orher areas
~

J

-
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.
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Questions and Answers

What if I run out of money before my claim year is up?
Unfomately, you cannot file another Idaho claim until your benefit year is over. If you have worked in another
state during the past two years, you may qualify for benefits 5 o m the other state. Your local office can help you.
Sometimes when unemployment is very high, extended benefits may be available. You will be notified if
extended benefits become available.
,
.
.. .
. ..

my regular job?
It depends on how long you expect to be laid off, bow long you have worked for that employer, and how many
.

Do I have to look for work if I am going back to

,

jobs are open in your area. You must look for work unless your local office tells you not to.
. ,

Can the Idaho Commerce & Labor give.outinformation about my claim?
We have very strict mles about releasing information. Certain state and federal agencies can get information but
only what they need to do their job. The Depamnent may be required by law to share all claim information with
each interested party; former employers may be an interested party. We will not give information to your friends,
,
.
family, or anyone else unless you give us written permission to do-so.
..

..

.

,

..

Can you help me find a job?
Yes. Each local ofice has a job placement service to help you find a job in your area. They also have a listing of
jobs throughout the state and nation. Ask your local consultant about job skill testing, how to look for work, how
to write a resume, and available training programs.

Can I use a calling card to caU the Tel-A-Claim system?
Yes, however, we have found that some calling cards do not work with Tel-A-Claim. This is because the phone
call goes over their (the company through which the calling card was purchased) network and sometimes their
system uses the # key to denote end of call, start of another call, etc. So, when you depress the # key after
entering wages, the calling card network intercepts this signal first and disconnects the Tel-A-Claim call in
progress. Before purchasing a calling card for use with Tel-A-Claim, please checkwith the company to make sure
that the # key will work as expected during a Tel-A-Claim call.

What is a waiting week?
After you establish youi claim for unemployment insurance benefits, the first week for which you file a weekly
repon and meet all the eligibility requirements will be considered your WAITING WEEK. You will not he paid
for the waiting week, but you must file a weekly report to get credit for the waiting week. lfyou earn more than 1
limes your weekly benefit amount in any week, then that week does not qualify as a waiting week, nor does it
qualify for a benefit payment. If this happens, ihe next week reported on your claim that meets all eligibility
requiiements will be counted as y o u waiting week. You serve only one waiting week per benefit year.

Do 1 n e r d to make a weel;ly report while1 am waiting for a determjnation of eligibilitv?
Yes. ~lthoughyou will nor receive payment for weeks claimed until your eligibility has been established, you
must make a timely repon for each week for which you are requesting payment. If you are found eligible, you
will be paid for the weeks claimed after the eligibility determination has been processed.

I

-EligibilityRequirements
Like other types of insurance, the unemployment insurance program requires that you meet certain conditions before
qualifying to receive payment. To qualify, you must meet both personal and monetary eligibility requirements.

persona]Eligibility

Each week you claim, you must do certain things to receive a check. You must be ready,
willing, and able to take any offer of suitable work. To be eligible, you must be:

ABLE T O WORK: You must he physically able to work full-time. Tell your local office if you cannot work because of
illness, injury, or some other physical or mental condition. Most health problems will not affect your claim as long as you are
looking for the type of work you can do. You may be disqualified if you have to refuse work due to illness.
AVAILABLE FOR WORK: You ,must be ready to go to work. You cannot place uirealistic personal restrictions on such
things as the hours you -kill work, the pay you will accept, locations you prefer to work, and jobs you will take. You must be
willing and able to accept both full and part-time work in jobs you c& do during all the usual hours and days these jobs are
done. Limiting shifts, days, or distance you will travel to work can make you ineligible. Availability for work is VERY
IMPORTANT. For example, you must have childcare arranged, a way to get to work, and no other personal commitments
that prevent you from taking a job.
ACTIVELY SEEKING WORK: You musttry to fmd full-time, work each week in accordance with t h e work seeking
requirements you received when you filed youi ciaim. This applies even if you are working part-time. You must be willing to
accept pan-time work while waiting for full-time work to become available. Actively seeking work means you must
personally contact employers who hire people with your job skills. If you cannot find your normal k i d of work, you must
look for any other K i d of work you can do. You must expand your work search'and avoid re-contacting the same employer
every week. As your period of unemployment lengthens You may be required.to look for another kind of w o r k accept a
lower pay; or search in other locations for a job. The local office can help you fmd work - ask us how. If you are required t o
look for work, you must register for work at your local office within two weeks from the date you were directed to do so.
You may not be automatically registered for work when you file your claim. You must keep your regisnation active while on
unemployment insurance. You may register online at www.cl.idaho.gov. If you have not been required to make work search
contacts because you have a date to retum to work or you obtain work through a union, you must notify your local office if
these conditionsno longer apply. You MUST keep a personal record of your job contacis. This must include the employer
name and address, date of contact, and the results of the job contact. We may ask for your work search record to verify your
contacts. Keep looking for work as long as you are unemployed. If Idaho Commerce 8i Labor offers you a job referral to
suitable work, you may be denied benefits if you refuse to accept the referral or fail to make contact with the employer. If
you ire job attached, youmusl maintain contact with your employer.
OUT OF WORK THROUGH NO FAULT OF YOUR OWN: You must have been laid off due to lack of work,
volunrarily quit wirh good cause connected with the employment, or been discharged bul not for misconduct. If your reason
for separation is other than lack of work, a written determination regarding your eligibility wili be issued to you.

~~~~t~~

after your new claim is filed, you will receive a statement
~ l j ~ j h i ] jShonly
~

iii

the mail called a

Monetarv Determination. This statement shows:

BASE PERIOD: The wages paid to you by employers who have contributed to the unemployment insurance fund during
your base period (the first four of the last five completed quarters before the beginning of your claim) and the total amount
you were paid in each quaner. lf rhese wages qualify you for benefits, that sratement wili also show your weekly benefit
amount and your toral benefit amount. Your WEEKLY BENEFIT AMOUNT is the full amount you may receive for one
week of unemployment Your TOTAL BENEFIT AMOUNT is the maximum amount you may collect during the 52 weeks
of your claim. If you air eligible for benefits, your first check should arrive by mail three to four weeks afrer you have filed
your claim.
IFYOUR MONETARY DETERMINATION IS INCORRECT: If you have not already doneso, you should i-ediately
notify your local office if any of your wages are not sho=n, are not shown in the right quaner, or if wages are listed which
you did not eam. Gather your check stubs, W-2 StalementS, pay Slips, or other documentation and ask for a MONETARY
REDETERM~ATIONimportant Note: Continue to file on your claim while waiting for your moneran/ redetermination,

I

Denial and
I Requalifications

. . ,.

A denial may be imposed if:

Requalification may occur iR

YOU

left work without good cause connected with
your employment, were discharged for work-related
misconduct, o r refused suitable work or a r e f e d to
suitable work.

You return to work and earn at least twelve times your weekly benefit
amount, and become unemployed again through no fault ofyour own.

You are not able to work, are not available for work,
or are not actively seeking full-time work.

You are able to be easily reached for refenal to jobs, and you &e
willing to work pan-time while you continue to look for full-time
work. You must. have adequate transportation, and have things
arranged so nothing will prevent your accepting suitable work. You
must not place undue restrictions on yo& availability for work such
as demandig,higher pay than is nomai for the area. This .i.s~a'.we'ekto-week denial. It ends when you are again able to work, available
. . for.,
work, and actively seeking work.

.

.,

You are self-employed as your principal occupation.
--

I

.

Your unemployment is no longer due to a strike.

y o u are unemployed due to a strike in which you
are actively involved.

IFor the following categories, there is no requalification, because:

Yo11 may also be denied if:
You fail to report as directed.

Your principal occupation is no longer self-employment.

I

,

.

You are denied for each week you fail to report correctly. Youmay
requalify for subsequent weeks if you report as directed. ,
'

You fail to participate in claimant profiling.

y o u make false statemenrs or withhold information
m order to obtain benefits

I

You are denied for each week you fail to participate in a planned
profiling event. You may requalify for subsequent weeks if you repon
as directed.

I

YOUmust repay any overpayment and you will be disqualified from
benefits for 52 weeks.

I

y o u are required to register for work with Idaho YOUare denied benefits for each week you fail to meet your work
Commerce & Labor and you fail to do so within two seeking requirements. You may, requalify for subsequent weeks by
registering for work with idaho Commerce &Labor.
weeks from the date you were directed to do SO.
you are employed by ari educational institution and
are between terms or school years.

Wage8 earned as a school employee cannot be used if you have
reasonable assurance of returning to work when school resumes.

work in the lfnited Smtes.

in the United States.

be paid benefits if you do not have authorization to work

I

Weekly Filing Using Tel-A-Claim or the Internet

I

Three methods exist to file and receive benefits. The preferred and quicker methods are Internet Continued Claims system
(www.cl.idaho.gov) and Tel-A-Claim. You file weekly using your computer or your telephone. These systems use no paper
and you get paid once a week. It is easy, fast, and convenient. No postage is involved. You may have to pay long distance
charges if you filed an Idaho claim while residing in another state and choose the telephone reportkg method. Calls can b e
made during the "off hours" and only last a few minutes. The other filing method, the continued claim report system is
described on page 14.
Tel-A-Claim FILING: To use Tel-A-Claim, you need to use a touch-tone phone. Rotary and pulse-dial phones will not
work. Many phones are equipped with a switch that changes the phone function f?om pulse-dial to touch-tone.

WHERE DO I CALL: Call yo& local office and select option 7 from the automated menu. Lbcal office numbers q e listed
inside thb back'cover of this handbook. 'MY claimants may call Idaho Relay Service by dialing 711 and then provide the
phone number to the nearest Local office (see page 23).

WHEN DO I CALL?: A henifit week begins at 12:01 a.m. on Sunday, and ends at 12:00 midnight the foliowjng Saturday.
. .
You have seven full days following the Saturday weekending date to make your call to Tel-A-Claim or to
file
online.
,
..
Example:
Sunday
1 (Start of
week)

/ Monday
12

1 Tuesday
/

3

1 Wednesday

I Thursday

14

15

1

Friday
16

I Saturday

1 7 (Weekending
date,)

12
9
10
11
13
. . . 14
between..l2:01
... midnight o f
a:m. MG. t i e
this day. Mtn
this day ,and
Tie.)
For example, let's say your first week runs 60m the Is' through the 7'. You would call Tel-A-Claim or file online during the
week ofthe 8' through the 14'. The earlier you file, the earlier your claim is processed. I n order to have your claim
proces&d on the same business day you call. you must complete thc Tel-A-Claim or onlinc process befor; 6:OO p.m.
Mountain Time. If you call or file after that time, your claim will be processed the next day. Calls made on weekends are
processed the first working day of the following week.
8 (Call

'

WHAT'S MY PIN?: To use the Tel-A-Claim system for payment or inquiry, you must use a Personal lpentification
Number or PIN. When you fust call Tel-A-Claim you are assigned a temporary four-digit PM, which is the month (01) and
year 19(70) of your birth. Example: a claimant with a binhday of 1-13-1939 would be assigned a temporary PIN of 0139. A
claimant with a birthday of 10-6-1934 would be assigned a temporary PIN of 1034. Your PIN serves as your signature when
accessing the Tel-A-Claim system. So, you are responsible for all transactions using your PIN. DO NOT SHARE YOUR
PIN O R KEEP IT WRITTEN WHERE OTHERS MAY FIND IT! If you forget your PIN, contact your local office; a
consultant will reset yow PIN back to your temporary PM. Office telephone numbers are listed on page 25. IMPORTANT
NOTE: When calling to reset your PIN, be sure to indicate which system, (Tel-A-Claim or lntemet) you are using.
FIRST CALL TO THE Tel-A-Claim SYSTEM: The fust time you access the Tel-A-Claim system, for either payment or
inquiry, you will use your temporary PIN. However, on your fust call to Tel-A-Claim, the system will make you change your
PIN and choose your own confidential number. Be prepared with a four-digit number of your own choice. The number you
select becomes your permanent PIN. You only have to choose a PIN the first time you call and after you have your
permanent PIN reset. To enswe that your PIN is secure, choose a combination that is not obvious. For example, Tel-A-Claim
will not allow yon to use the month and year of your birth because that was your temporary PIN. Do not use other obvious
combinations like you address or the last four digits of your
security number. Remember your PIN; n o one at Idaho
Commerce & Labor rvill know your permanent PIN.

I

Weekly Filing Using Tel-A-Claim or the INTERNET

HOW DO 1 CALL: TeEA-Claim is available in English and Spanish, and it will ask you first to choose which language you
want. The system will present you with menu choices. To file for a week, choose option 1. Next, Tel-A-Claim will ask for
your
security number. You enter the number using the numbers on your telephone keypad. The system will repeat the
number back to you and ask you to verify your enny. Tel-A-Claim will then ask for your PIN. After entering your PIN, the
system will repeat it and then ask you to verify it. The system will now tell you that you are filing for a specific week and
give you the week eudimg date.
Tel-A-Claim now gives you this message: By using this system, you agree to have your answers becomepart ofyour claim
record. You are cerhfiing that your answers are h-ue and accurate lo the bestof your knowle'dge. Under Idaho Law, you
could be penaliredfor giving false answers or for withholding information. Please stay on the line until all questions are
answered and verified. If you hang up before the system tells you that your report is complete, your answers will n o t be
recorded, no week will be claimed, and you will have to call again. Please wait for the system to.tell you good-bye
before you hang up.
Tel-A-Claim now asks you the eligibility questions that you must answer for each week. To answer the questions, press I for

YES,9 for NO. o r 0 to REPEAT the question. A short explanation of each question or set of questions is given h e r e t o help
you understand.the eligibility requirements for receiving unemployment insurance benefits. Questions 1-6 ask if you were
able to work, available for work, and actively seeking work, as required. To be eligible for benefits, a claimant must b e able
to work, available for work, and actively seeking work. The numlier ofjoh contacts you must make each week was given to
you at the time you filed for your benefits. If you are not sure ofthe number of job contacts you must make per week, contact
. ..
the local office where you filed. The telephone numbers are listed on page 23.
,
..

Questions

I) During the w e e k claimed, w e r e y o u physically able to w o r k each day?
If you were not able to work, you must answer 'Wo" to this question. If you answer 'Wo" to this question w e will
require you to give us additional information so a decision can be made on your eligibility for this week. At the end
of the Tel-A-Claimprocess, you:will be instructed to contact your local office to provide additional information.

2) W e r e you a v a i l a b l e for w o r k e a c h d a y ?
If you are not available for work, you must answer "No" to this question. If you answer "No" to this question, we
will require you to give us additional information so a decision can be made on your eligibility for this week. At the
end of the Tel-A-Claim process, you will be insmcted to contact your local ofice to provide additional information.
3 a ) Did you l o o k for work as a g r e e d in y o u r w o r k - s e e k i n g p l a n ?
You must seek work as you were insmcted to by your local office. If you did not make the required number of job
contacts, you must answer "No" to this question, and additioual information will be needed to make a decision of
your eligibility for benefits for this week.
//you ore employer-armchedor nnion-orrochedyourwork-seeking quesrion will be:
3b) Did y o u maintain contact as r e q u i r e d with y o u r employer o r union?
A job-anached.claimant must remain in contact with his or her employer and be available for suitable work for each
week that he or she files. A union-attached claimant must remain in contact with his or her union. If you are no
longer employer-attached or union-anached, contact your local office lo update your work-seeking requirements.

4a) W e r e y o u a w a y f r o m t h e a r e a w h e r e y o u n o r m a l l y look f o r w o r k ?
Or, f y o u arejob-arlached, the question will be:
4b) W e r e y o u a w a y f r o m t h e a r e a w h e r e y o u n o r m a l l y w o r k ?

I

I

Weelsly Filing Using Tel-A-Claim or the INTERNET
,

.

.

.

...

.

Interstate claimants will be asked:
,
,
4c) Were you away from the local area where you are now living?
YOUmust remain fully available for work. If you were away from the y e a where you normally look for work ,qr the
area you normally work in or live in, during any part of the week for which you are filing, you must ansvler "Yes" to
this question. If you answer, 'Yes," at the end of the Tel-A-Claim process, you will be instructed-to c. o n m
t youi
, . .
i
. . .
local office to provide additional information.
.~
.
.
.
. i.
.
.. .
. .
,
.
.. ..
.
.
.
'

5) Did you refuse or miss available work?
I f you were offered a job and had to turn it QOWJI, or if you were scheduled to work, and for some reason d i d not
work, you must answer, "Yes" to this question. If you answer, "Yes," at the end ofthe Tel-A-Claim process, you will
. .. .
be instructed to contact your local office to provide additional information.
. .
. . .,,. . .
.

.

6) Did you attend school o r training?
Anv weekthat vou attend schooline or trainine. vou must answer. "Yes" to this niieqtion. If voii are nttenrlinv schnnl
or t r a m g and have not prevxously reportea it, you will be adVlSed to contact your local otflce to provide additional
information. If you have already reported the schooling to your local office, you will not need to provide any
additional information. Tel-A-Claim will let you know if information is needed.
The system will now repeat your answers to questions 1-6, in order'to ' c o n f m that your answers are recorded
accurately. If they are all correct you will press 1. If there is an error press 9 and the auestions will be repeated.
If yo11 repeat the at~estions,you must answer all t l ~ ecliestions as
are repeated.
. they
.
.
Q ~ ~ e s t i o7nasks you to repon atly earnings from regular employment, and any separations that may have occurred
from this employment. Income from employment must be reported in the week it is earned. Please refer to page 15 to
review how to report earnings. Renort all earninxs. Include all wages for any work you perform during any week
-you claim benefits. This can include: -*
*commission sales, *tivs and matuities, 'working to pay off
.bilis. *National Guard or Reserve drill vav, *reasonable cash value of room and board. qroceries, clothes. etc.. *selfein~lovment( ~ i ~ this
o non the self-employment question #8A).

.

If you are not abie to determine the exact amount you eamed, you must estimate weekly earnings as closely as
possible. If you do estimate your earnings, you must contact your local office when you receive the correct earnings
i.iformation. Misreported or under reported earnings will be found in an audit weeks or months later and may result
in severe criminal, civil, and administrative penalties.
If you find yourself in a sirnation where you are working and not receiving remuneration for the hours worked,
contact your local office for inrrmctions on how to repon. All hours worked must be reported, even if compensation
is not expected. Refer to page L6 for the definition of work.
If you make a mistake on !he fotlow~ngquestions, you will only be able to change the dollar amounts which you
enter. If you make an error answering the veslno Dan, You will have to contact ?Our local office to make the
correction.

7 ) Did yon w o r k f o r a n y employers d u r i n g the w e e k claimed, i n c l u d i n g N a t i o n a l G u a r d or
Reserve?
g y o u answer yes, tndicar~ngyou workedfor on employer, [he quesrlon conr~nues

7a) Enter the t o t a l a m o u n t y o u e a r n e d f r o m all employers, plus tips, b e f o r e any d e d u c t i o n s were
made. Enter total dollars a n d cents y o u e a r n e d d u r i n g t h e week, followed by t b e p o u n d k e y (#).

\

Weekly Filing Using Tel-A-Claim or the' INTERNET
If you earned $188.98 before any deductions, you would enter the following on your telephone key
18898#
pad:
Example: 1 If you earned S1OO.OO before any deductions, you would enter the following:
( IOOOMI

Example:
s

7b) Y o u entered S
The svstem sneaks back the amount you entered and asks you to confirm it by entering- 1 for yes or 9 for no.
Remember, your gross earnings must be reported as earned. Your weekly benefit amount may be reduced depending
o n the amount you earned. Please see page 15 for an explanation of how earnings may reduce your weekly benefit
amount

7c) Did you work full-time hours for the entire week?
Ifyou are employedfull-time during the week you will not receive any benejits, regardIess ofthe amount you earned
In general, forty hours per week is considered fbll-time employment, with a few exceptions. If you have any
questions regarding whether your work was fill time, contact your local office. . ..

.

. .

.

.

7d) Did you quit any job during the week?
7e) Were you fired from any job during the week?
If you have separated fiom a job during tbe week for other than "Lack of Work:' then you need to answer, "Yes" to
either question 7d or 7e. Any separation from an employer, except for lack of work, must be investigated to see if you
still meet the eligibility requirements for unemployment insurance. If you do answer. L'Yes" to question 7d o r 7e
you must contact your local office. If you have any question in your mind regarding what type of separation
.
.
occurred kom your job; contact the local office.

8) Were you self-employed during any part of the week claimed?
You are considered self-employed when you are engaged in an independently established trade or occupation and are
not controll~dor directed by an employer in the
of your work. Earnings are considered to be your gross
income, unless you provide evidence of expenses which are absolutely required ro perfom your work, and not
common to expenses while working for an employer.
@you answer "Yes': indicating that you were sel/-employed, the message conlinues asfollows:
8a) Enter the total amount y o u earned from self-employment, plus tips before any deductions

were made. Enter total dollars and cents you earned during the week followed by the pound

8b) Yon entered S
The system speaks back the amount you entered and asks you to confm it by entering I for yes and 9 for no

8c) Did y o u work forty hours or more ia self-employment?
If your self-employmenr involved working more than forty hours in the week, you will be considered to be hIiy
employed. ]lyou are empioyedfull-~imeduring the week. you will nor receive any benefits, regardless of the amouni
you earned.
. ..
i

9) During the week claimed, did you receive any holiday, b o n u s , severance, or vacation pay?
Holiday: If you received, or me going lo receive holiday pay, enrer that amount in the week in which the holiday
occurs. Note: If ihe holiday pay is contingent upon your returning 15 work afier the holiday, then it is considered a
bonus and reponable when paid.

1

I

Weekly Filing Using Tel-A-Claim or the INTERNET
Bonus o r Severance Pav: Report the amount of the lump sum payments in the. week in which .the payment is
received. Ifyou are to b e paid more than one payment in severance pay fiom an employer, report an equal portion of
the pay for each week claimed during the period covered by the payment. See page 16 for more information.
.:
..
Vacation: If you received, or are going to receive, vacation pay, enter the amount for the week(sf you are' actually on
vacation. If your employer assigns vacation pay to certain weeks, report your vacation pay during those assigned
weeks, whether you take your vacation then or not. If you receive a lump-sum payment for unused vacation time,
;.::
.
report that amount in the week in which the payment is received.
'

...

..

'.

.

:
,

..

,

. . . . .
Kyou answer "Yes" to question 9, Tel-A-Claim continues on:
9i) Enter the total amount you received
. . . beforeany deductions were made. Enter total dollars and

cents, followed by the pound key (#).

i

"

.

'.

.x

'

.

,

:,.

1 10045#
..
. .. .
. ..
The system speaks back the amount you entered and asks you to c o n f m it by entering 1 for yes or 9 for no. Your
unemployment may be reduced if you have other earnings. Pieaserefer to page 15 for an explanation of this
. . . , . .
.. , . .
reduction.

9b) You entered $

.

. .

,

.

.

If you have reported earnings that weremore than oneand one half times your weekly benefit amount in the previous
-

week, you may be asked who your prior employ& w k . You will be speaking
the information, and it wiil be recorded.
. . .. .
The question will be as follows:
. ..

10) Dtrring a prior week, you reported earnings.
The following employer information is required.
..
At the tone, speak the name of the employ&r,. followed
by the pound key (#).
.
At the tone, speak the mailmg address for the employer; include strict, city, state, and zip code, foliowed by the
pound key (K)
At the tone, speak the last date worked for the employer; include month, day, and year, followed by the pound key

(0
11) This completes your report for week ending (date). Thank you for u s i n g t h e Tel-A-Claim
system. Good -Bye.
MISTAXES Remember, questions 1-6 aliow you to correct a yesin0 mistake. Those questions will be repeated for you and
allow you to coneci any mistakes. Questions 7-9 only allow you to correct a dollar amount mistake. If you answer questions
7-9 incorrectly, you will have to contact your local office to correct the mistake.
WHAT IF 1 FORGET T O FlLE ONE WEEK? If YOU forget to call Tel-A-Claim for one week, and you wish to file for
that week, repon lo your local ofice. Tel-A-Claim will allow you to skip one week of filing and still keep your claim open.
However, if you skip 2 weeks of filing, your claim will go inactive. You will have ro reopen yolir claim (instruriions on
pare 19).

OTHER INFORMATION YOU CAN OBTAIN BY PHONE OR INTERNET: To obtain other infornation on
ciaim b y phone, you may call your local office at the number listed on page 23. Select oprion 7 from the automated menu,
and access your claim information by entering 2 at the prompt followed by your
security number and PIN using your
telephone key pad. You must be set up for using Tel-A-Claim or Internet filing to access this system. if you are using the
Continued Claini Repon system, you will not be able 10 use h e Tel-+'-Claim inquiry system. Claim information may also be
accessed on-line a\ wiuw clidaho gov.

1.
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I

Types of information you can access are: 1) The date when your last check was issued, if it was issued within .the p a n
fourteen days, 2 ) The amount of the check, when it was mailed, and deductions from the weekly benefit amount, 3) The
balance remaining on your claim, 4) Information on the last week claimed (if withim the last four weeks) to see if it was a
waiting week, or if you had excessive earnings, or exhausted benefits, or if you have an eligibility issue pending.
..
. .
... .. .
INTERNET CONTIWED CLAIMS FILING: To use the Lntemet Continued Claims, you will need eccess to a computer
and the lntemet. Before using the lntemet Continued Claims sysrem you should carehlly read and understand how to file a
claim using the el-A-claim system. The questiom you will answer on the Internet Continued Claims system will be the
same questions that are asked on the Tel-A-Claim system. To access Internet Continued Claims log-on to
m.ci.idaho.gov and follow the step-by-step instntctions for filing an Internet Continued Claim. When respondmg t o the
questions on the Internet Continued Claim system, you may change any responses given before submitting your claim. Once
you have submined your claim, your responses cannot be chmzed. If you need to,change a response after submitting yovr
Internet Continued Claim repoG you must contact your local office. If you have questions regarding the Internet Continued
.:
Claims system, please contact your local office listed on page 23. . : : ..
ESTABLISHING AN INTERNET PIN: If you already established a PIN for IdahoWorh, you will enter that same PlN for
the Internet Continued Claims system. If you have received services in the past and are in IdahoWorks but have not
established a PIN for using JdahoWorkr, you must create a PD-4 in order to access the Internet Continued Claim system. To
establish a PIN, you must enter your month and year ofbirth as your temporaiy PIN. For example, if you were horn on 4-61958,your PIN would be 0458.Next, you will be inshvcted to enter the temporary PIN agam and then to select a permanent
four-digit PIN that you will enter twice. You will then use the permanent PIN you have created each time you access the
Internet Continued Claim system. When you file a claim and register for work for the fust time, you will be prompted to
select a four-digit PIN without enteering a temporary PIN.

Using the Continued Claim Report Form
If, for some reason, you cannot use the Tel-A-Claim or Internet Continued Claim reporting systems, this section explains
how to file using the Continued Claim Report form. The Continued Claim Report form is a card which must he filled out by
hand and either mailed or hand delivered to the local office. These cards usually cover a two-week period, so you are paid
once every two weeks. There is always the chance a card can be lost or destroyed. Please consider these things, and if
possible, use the Tel-A-Claim or Internet Continued Claim systems.
FlLLlNG 0117 YOUR CLAIM FORM: Your Continued Claim Report form will usually cover a two-week period. The
first eligible week of your claim is the waiting week, and not a payable week (see page 6). The firs? two lines contain preprinted identification data such as your
security number and telephone number. Please change preprinted information if
it is inconecl. The Week Ending Date for Week 1 and Week 2 is preprinted. For unemployment insurance purposes, a report
period is one week, and week ending dates are always a Saturday. Each week starts at 12:01 a.m. on Sunday and ends at
midnight the following Saturday.

Answer the questions for each week you are filing for by checking yes or no. The questions are very similar to the Tel-AClaim questions explained in this book (pages 9-13). Questions 1-6 are the same as Tel-A-Claim. See explanation on pages
I 0 and I I. Explanations about earnings and other income are on page 15. If you do work during the weeks for which you are
filing, you must list the employer's name and address in the section which asks for the "'WEEK 1 EMPLOYER or "WEEK 2
EMPLOYER": jn the part that u k s for "Last day worked this week (MoiDayNr)," list the last day you worked duiing the
week for which you are filing. If you separate from an employer for other than lack of work, check the appropriate box h a t
asks: ''1fyou are no longer working for any of Lhe above employers, for other than lack of work, mark the appropriate box."
Be prepwed to iepon to your localoffice with additional information on the separation, if it has nor already been provided.
W E N TO RETURN YOUR FORM: You must mail Or deliver to your local office a properly completed Continued Claim

~ e ~ 0 rform
. t that asks for payment (or waiting week credit) for a specific one or nvo week period. When you submit a
Continued Claim Repon form,another blank fom? is automatically mailed to your last known address. ifyou do not receive a
new claim repon In the mail, please contact your local oKce for another form.

..

I

I

Using the Continued Claim Report Form
S
S M T W T F S ~ SM T W - T F
S
M T
S
S M
10 11 1 2 13 1 4
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 '8 9
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
Week l
Week 2
Card report would cover Week I and Week 2 Card should be delivered during this period.
,
.
..
IF MATLED: Your Continued Claim Report must be postmarked
by 'idnight on the 9" day following the week@) being
,
. .
claimed (231d in the example above).
1F DELIVERED: Your Continued Claim Report must be placed in a receptacle for that purpose, or handed to &'authorized
representative of Idaho Commerce & Labor by the 9' day (231d in the example above) following the last week@) being
claimed. A claim report cannot be accepted which has been deposited
under or through the docks of your l d c a ~office. . . '.
. .
, .
.
,
.
. .
.
.
,..
. . .

Example:

I f you do not mail or deliver your Continued Claim Report as instructed. you will be denied benefits for the period
you a r e claiming.
Please allow at least seven days from the date YOU submit your Continued Claim Report for delivery of any check. Calling
before t h e seven days have passed will cause further delays in processing all mail. Do not assume benefits have been denied
or that something is wrong because your check does not arriveon thesame dayeach period. If yon ret& to work on a fulltime basis, or for some other reason you wish to stop filing on your claim, you do not need to take any special
action. Just
. . ..
stop sending in your Continued Claim ~ e ~ o and
h s your claim will automatically be inactivated.

NOTE: Interstate Claimants (iidividuals not living in Idaho) must always mail ~on&nuedClaim Reports dirkctly to the
interstate Unit in Boise. The address is: Wterstate Claims, 317 W. Main St., Boise, Id 83735. If you do
live in Idaho, you
may obtain a Continued Claim Report by calling the Interstate Claims Unif in Boise, ID at (208) 332-3574.
.

.

:.,

:

.

.

Earnings and Other Income
If you work during the time you claim benefits, You may continue to receive some or all of your benefits depending on the
number oThours you work and how much you earn. Your gross earnines must be reported in the week earned, not the
week p i b . The wages you earn during a week for which you claim benefits will affect your check in one of the following
ways:

I

You can earn up to one-half of your weekly benefit amount and still receive the fkll weekly benefit amount for that
week. However,' you must still report all amounts earned each week, even if gross earnings are less than half your
v,i.ekly bciieil. cl!ccl;.
yo,. ( ' i l l receive a clleck for S100.
: lt'\o.~rwetnl) oeilcili
-is-.6100
, ..
.
..and
..- yo:^ chlr $47 in "OjS e~rn!r~c'l,
., , ... . al:loulil
. --

2)

~f you

I)

3)

e m more than one-half of your weekly benefit amount, you will recehe a dollar-for-dollar reduction for e v e n

if you work full-time, or if you earn one and one-half limes your weekly benefit amount or more in gross earnings in
one week, you will no1 receive a benefit check for thai week. Full-time is generally considered 40 hours per week for
most occuoations.

NOTE: i n order to qualify for these partial benefits, you must work all the hours available to you Money reduced from your
check is nor "losi" but remains in your accotnt Tor possible furwe use on your claim.

l

How to Report Earnings

. -.. :

Earnings r n G t be reported ii'the week which ydu earnthe&. The information in this section covers the different i$es of
eamings you may have, and how to report them. If you have questions regarding how to report income or hours worked while
on unemploynient, contact your local office. The phone numbers melisted on page 23.
. .
t:'. . ,
REGULAR EARNINGS: You'must report y o u gross eamings during the week you earn them: You do not report the
earnings in the,week they are paid to you. If you work for an employer who uses a delayed payment system, keep m c k of
your hours worked each week, and multiply this by your houdy wage rate. This amount must(be. . reportedas
earned
during
..
.
..
the week in question.,:,: :.. ..
.. .
.
.
: ..
.
. . ..
.
.
.
....
.
.
, ,
~. .
. .,.
.
.
. . .
. .
SELF-EMPLOYMENT: You must report all earnings, regardless of their source. This includes eamings fiom selfemployment as well as those earned in an employer-employee relationship. If you are involved in a self-employment venture,
you should contact your local o.fficefor assistance in determining how to compute and report your eqings. See.page 12,
. .
question #8a for more information.

:,

HOLIDAY, BONUS OR SEVERANCE PAY: Holiday pay is reportable for the week in which the holiday occurs. For
bonus or severance pay repori the amount of the lump sum payment in the week in which the payment is received. If you are
to receive mor'e than ~ n e , ~ a y m efor
n t severance pay from an employer, report an equal portion of pay for each week~laimed
during the period covered by the payment. For example, the total amount of your severance payment divided by the number
of weeks in the period covered by that payment equals the amount you should report for each week you claim benefits.
WORK: Time spentin
all services performed for an employer, co.mission work, self-employmen&
and volunteer work.
,
. ..,
.. , . . ~
..
. .
,
. ..
., .
PENSION, ANNUIT?, OR RETIREMENT PAY: If you contributed toward a retirement plan, the pension, annuity, or
retirement pay is not reportable income and is not deducted from your unemployment insurance benefits.
Security
retirement - benefits are .not deductible Erom unemployment ,insurance benefits, because you contribute t o , t h a t find.
Retirement income will be deducted from y o u weekly benefit amount if: 1) The payment is from a base period employer,
and 2) the employer made 100% ofthe contributions to the retirementp1an:Payments will be prorated on a weekly basis. For
every $1 of your deduetibleweekli..pensionamount. your weekly benefit amount will be reduced by $1.
. .

1

Checks and Messages
i f you use the Tel-A-Claim or Internet Continued Claims system, yoiu unemployment insurance check is issued weekly. If
you are using the Continued Claim Reporting system, see page 14 regarding payment of checks.
Checks are issued as a result of your answers to the Tel-A-Claim system, Internet Continued Claim system, orthe answers on
your Continued Claim Report. If there are no problems on your claim, the check will be issued the next working day
following your Tel-A-Claim or Inremet Continued Claim report, ifyou file before 6:00 p.m. Mountain time. Ifyou are on the
Continued Claim Report system, the check will go out in the mail the day after your Continued Claim Report is processed.
lnfomation on the Continued Claim Report system is on page 14.
Please allow up to a week to receive your check. If you do not receive a check within a week of your report, contact your
local ofice listed on page 23. lf you are on Tei-A-Claim or Internet reporting, you may access the Tel-A-Claim inquiry
system by dialing your local ofice number, selecriog option 7, and selecting inquiry at the prompt. If you are not on Tel-AClaim or Internet reporting, you must. call your local office.
l f a check is lost or stolen, contact your local office. Checks usually will not be reissued until fourteen days kom the date of
mailing. Your local officewill assist you in filling out the fo%s for lost checks.
the

T h e stnb portion- of your check may contain special messages concerning yo& claim You may also receiveother
informationalmessages on the Continued Claim Report forms, or in a letter, in addition t o the messages o n your check ~ h e i e
messages will explain various situations, such as why your check was reduced or not issued, provide information about thk
. . ...
exhaustion of your benefits, and .benefit-year
,
ending dates.
. ,

Read all messages carefully and ask a claim representative if you have any questions.
.

. .

:

, ....
. .. ,,.

If y o u use the Tel-A-Claim or the Internet Continued Claim system, and have questions regarding the status of your claim,
you m a y call the Tel-A-Claim inquiry system by dialing your local office number, selecting option 7, and selecting inquij'at
the prompt. Remember, the first time you call the inquiry Line it will be necessary to establish your PIN on that system also."
Y o u will use your temporary PIN on the first contact. If you are using the Continued Claim Report, you must con&ct
local office for information about your clairn. All local offices and the Interstate Unit phone
numbers are listed on
. .. .
. : . 23
, .: in
. . . . ,.:,
.
.
this handbook. . .
.. .

.

.

Overpayments and Fraud
OVERPAYMENTS: Benefits are paid t i you based on the eligibility information available at the time you phone in your
Tel-A-Claim report, submit your Internet Continued Claim report, or Nrn in your Continued Claim report. An overpayment
may occur if the Department receives additional or contradictory information relating to your eligibility after benefits have
been paid to you. If, based on new information, the Depamnent determines that.you were ineligible for benefits you already
received; you will be notified that an overpayment has been established on your claim. You may establish a monthly
repayment plan as a means of repaying the overpayment. The Depamnent may intercept your Idaho State Income Tax refund
or take legal action including wage garnishment, to recover the overpayment. The Department has the authority to charge
interest at-the statutory rate on unpaid overpayments. If you have anexisting overpayment balance when you are again
eligible, a n d file for benefits, your & weekly entitlement will be retained by the Department each week and will be
applied against your overgayment balance. Offsetting future benefits is only one of many methods used to recover current
and past due overpayments. If overpayments are not oromptlV repaid, aggressive collection action may be taken.
W A I V E R OF REPAYMENT: If you have been overpaid benefits, you may request that the Departnient, issue a
Determination of Waiver. Repayment of the overpayment may be waived if you can show that you meet both criteria in
example-:FOR 60th criteria'in example 2.
Example 1: The overpayment must have been caused solely by Department error or inadvertence AND made to a claimant
who had no way of knowing that he was receiving benefits to whicll he was not entitled OR,
Examole 2: The overpayment was a result of an employer misreporting wages earned in a claimant's base period AND the
claimant could not reasonably have been expected to recognize an error in the wages reported.
lnsmctions for requesting a Determination of Waiver are listed on the Determination of Overpayment that you will receive
whenever an overpayment is established on your claim.

FRAUD: You may be subject lo a 52-week disqualification period, a possible felony conviction, and repayment of all
benefits received illegally if you do any of the follov<ing:
Make false statements while being interviewed regarding your claim;
Knowingly make a false statement on any of the forms you fill out in relation to your claim, such as misstating rhe
reason for separation horn your employer;
3 ) Fail to properly repon your weekly earnings on your Tel-A-Claim, Internet Continued Claim,-or your Continued
Claim Report form;
quit or are discharged horn work, or refuse work, and you fail to notify the Department.
J) ~ f y o u

I)
2)

Audirs are routinely condocled to verify the infoimation you provide Idaho Commerce gi Labor while filing for
unemployment insurance benefits. l i is important that You promptly respond io these audit requests. Failure ro do so, or
failure to explain adequately any discrepancies noted, collld result in an overpayment requiring repayment, disqualification
from receiving unemployment benefits for up to one yeu and criminal prosecution.

Overpayments and.Fraud

I

: . SV man pleads
. .
BOISE: ~ a s tyear more than 900 And You might be. Put in the same
people tried to work &e unemployment situation or maybe evenworse. So the
- guilty i
n IDL case
message I give to you is don't do it. .
system.illegally in Idaho.
A K~~~~~~
man recently
Two Magic Valley residents
better
pled guilty in F i s t District Court t o
were placed on probation this spring
A
C1ainlant itiegally receiving unemployment
after pleading guilty to fraudulently
insurance benefits. . .,.
collecting unemployment insurance
Following an investigation by officials
benefits.
from .the Idaho Department of Labor,
And a new la* gokg into k e c t this
.
,
t h eKingston man entered the plea..in
Unemplo&t
fraud haws
Fall will help catch more cascs of^
: Wallace.
local
jail time
unemployment . bud,
.
a ..'state,'.
..
.
.
According to the IDOL,the claimant
investigator says.
.intentionally failed to report weekly
The two Magic Valley residents were he ~ o r n i & ~ e w s
earnings while at the same time
sentenced separately on felony charges A Blackfoot man who said when he receiving unemployment benefits for a
of
"misrepresentation to obtain illegally . drew
unempl0YT"ent
of 33 weeks.
benefits," an Idaho Depaitment of compensation to the sum of $2,310he First District Court Judge sentenced
didn't know it .was a crime, was the Kingston man to 127 days in jail. In
Labor news release says.
Fraud is defined as willfully sentenced Monday to two to five Years addition, was ordered to pay cpurt costs
withholdirig information to draw . in prison. .: :.' .. .
and will have to m&e lkestitution to the
.. . ,
Idaho Department of Labor for the
benefits, said the unemployment
.
.
insurance administrator in Boise- for
'~employnent benefits the man
. .
example, when a person who was fured
received which totaled $2,904.
or quit a job reports to the State they
IDOL officials said they actively pursue
.. .
criminal prosecution
were laid off or lost the work though ~,., ..
... of
..individunlx
--..who
~ .
.,,
.
file
.
.
kudulent
claims
for
no fault of their own.
. .
.
PUBLIC SAFETY
unemploymenr benefits. They Said such
Man Pleads guilty iofi.aud
claims raise employer tax rates and
charges
reducethe firnds available for paying
A fraud investigation by officials from benefss to legitimatp
-.- carp<
--t
led to a The State has unemployment insurance
Ill-gotten m o n e y not worth the ldaho ~ e ~ G m eofn Labor
guilty plea by an Emmett man for investigators who devote their time to
penalties
iilegal!y
collecting unemployment investigatingfraudulent claims.
To the editor, Jejerson Sior
insurance benefits from the state.
Just lately, 1 had an encounter with the The Emmnen resident pled guilty before
employment office that wasn't Vet')' Idaho Judlcial District Coun to felony
pleasant.
charges of "misrepresentation to obtain
See I thor~ghtthat while I was working hrnefrfc "
I would try and collect a few The individual was found to have
unemploqment checks for a little extra concealed weekly earnings while
income. Don't get me wrong, i needed receiving unemployment benefits and
the money, but l guess we all do.
failing to report a job had voluntarily
But, 1 found out that was not the way to been quit during the time benefits were
KO. Besides getting caught, they took hn;nn f i l ~ d
'

'

,

'

:

:

.

iener to the newspaper.
,

io pay c o w costs O ~ S S O Oand tomake
So what have
say is and what
restitution to the state Department of
have learned is that they keep things on Labor ir, rhr amount of s2,439,
record and if you think you can &ef
Compiled by
away with it, think twice because
9ofesmanstoly
sooner or later, they will gel you.
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Protests :and Appeals

.

.

1

.

You, or a previous employer, may protest any decision regarding your eligibility to receive' u n e p p l o p e n t insurance
benefits. Your protest must be.in writing and be signed. When a protest is filed, and a new decision is reached, awritten
document will be issued, telling you the reasons for the new decision. There are four decision-making levels. Decisions made
at the f r s t three levels may be protested by you or by an interested party,
DETERMINATION: The determination is the f m t decision made regarding your claim and is issued by Idaho Commerce
. .. ., . , ..
. . . . . ....
. . : .. . . . . . . . .

& Labor, using the facts gathered by the local office.
,,

>

. .

...
.

.

.

. .

.

?

APPEAL: The Aljpeals Bureau in the Idaho Co&erce & Labor central office in ~ o i ' s emakes this decision. The Appeals
Bureau will use previous information, and information gathered at their hearing. Interested parties generally participate in the
.
.
hearings via telephone.
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION: This is the first appellate stage outside Idaho Commerce gt Labor. Your protist to an
Appeals decision must be in writing and inust be mailed directly to the Industrial Commission. The Commission *ically
. . .
,.,
. .
. ..,
issues a decision based on the fact! previously submitted.
I D A H O SUPREME COURT: The last appellate level for protesting unemployment insurance claim decisions takes place
before the Idaho Supreme Court. Fees may he charged for filing a protest at this level.
Ifyouflle aprotest or appeal:
Determination: A protest must be delivered to your local office or be postmarked no later than fourteen days a'Aer
.
.
the decision is mailed.
Appeal: You have fourteen days from the date of mailing to file a written
with the,Idaho Industrial
the
Commission. The protest must be taken or mailed directly to the Industrial omm mission. Protests filed with
. ,
A~pealsBureau or a local office will d b e accepted by the Commission.
industrial Commission: You have forty-two days from the date of the decision to appeal to the Idaho. Supreme
.
Court. Contact the Indusnial Commission to obtain detailed instructions for appealing the decision.

A t the'iiist &o levels of protest, you may represent yourself or be represented by an attorney or any adult of your
6Koosing. At the Industrial Commission a claimant may represent himself, or be represented by an attorney or any
duly-authorized agent.
You should continue to file throueh Tel-A-Claim, Internet Continued Clnim. or vour Continued Claim Report
forms until vou accept a final decision. You can only be paid for weeks for which you have filed a claim, and have
met all the eligibility requirements, if a higher appeal authority determines that you should receive benefits.

lf you have not claimed benefits for two or more consecutive weeks your claim is automatically stopped. T o re-open "our
claim go to www.cl.idnho.oov If you do not have Internet access, please visit the Idaho Commerce & Labor office nearest
7
you (list on page 23). Your clam n open the Sunday of the week in which you reopen your claim. Do not wait until the
week is over before reopening your claim. If you have worked since laa filing, be sure to have a complete list of accurate
addresses of your employers
If you move, inside of \(\aha. please go to www.ci.idaho.gov or the local office nearest you to update your mailing address
or to reopen your claim. Your work seeking requirements may change if,you move to a different area of the state. If you are
living outside Idaho and you move, contact the interstate claims unit at (208) 332-5574 to update your address.

L

I

Miscellaneous Information

WORKER PROFILING: This process identifies claimants who will be likely to exhaust regular unemployment insurance
and will need jobrsearch assistance services to make a successfU1 transition to new employment. If your circumstances are,
such that you are selected through this "profiling" process, your eligibility for benefits can be affected if you do not follow
through with this program. You and a local office representative develop the program. It.is designed to help you return to
work in the shortest possible time.
...

m.

,

..

.

,

,

.

UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE TAX LIABILITY: Any unemployment benefits you receive are, fully taxable,
provided you are required to file a tax reNm. You can elect to have Federal taxes withheld from your unemployment
be withheld.,It may be necessary for you to make
insurance check; the withholding rate is 10%. Idaho State taxes will
estimated tax payments. Form 1099-G, which reports benefits paid, will be mailed at the end of January to your last address
on record. The IRS will be given the same information. If you have moved, be sure to update your mailiing address.
. ..
CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT DEDUCTION: Public Law 97-35 requires us to withhold h d s &om
unemployment insurance benefits in cases where a child support enforcement agency is enforcing either a voluntary support
agreement, or a court order to pay money for child support. The Department of Health and Welfare enters information
directly into the unemployment insurance system. Any questions regarding child support enforcement deductions must
be directed to the Department of Health and Welfare, Child Support Enforcement, at their toll-free number o f 1-800356-9868.

TRADE ADJUSTMENT ASSISTANCE: Trade Adjustment Assistance (TAA) is available to workers who lose their jobs,
or whose hours of york and wages are reduced, because of increased imports. Benefits available to eligible individuals
include: (I) job training, if suitable employment is not available, (2)job search allowances to cover expenses when looking
for work outside the area, (3) relocation allowances,to help workers and their families move to a new area of employment,
plus a lump sum payment, and (4) trade adjustment allowance (TRA). which .becomespayable when all unemployment
insurance benefits have been exhausted. Forms and additional hfomation c k be obtained %om your local office.
REEMPLOYMENT AND RETRAINING FOR DISLOCATED WORKERS: Workers unemployed due to plant
closures, permanent layoffs, or other long-term unemployed workers, may be eligible for reemployment and retraining
services under the Economic Dislocation and Worker Adjustment Assistance Act (EDWAA). Services may include, but are
not limited to: counseling, testing, vocational guidance, placement assisfance, on-the-job training vocational classroom
training, and relocar~onassistance. Contact the nearesr local office for more information to see if you qualify for these
services.
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Work Search Record
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Work Search Record
Claimant's Name

Security Number

:

Wnrk cnntac

-

. .

c~~~rruoc,
auurcss, ana pnone

Name nf Firm

Address

.
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I

.

I
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.

Na& of Finn

.

I
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.
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~. . / . .

I ....+ ...
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Work contacts made during th e week cndinwr
. .

Phonc numbn

.
-

.
.

/.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Namc ofpmon ybuconlactcd:

,

f
Name of poson you conlancdr

.....

I ,.

.........:.

Name nfFirm
Addicrs

.........
. .. .. . ~ . .

Namc n f w n j m u contact&

I

I

.

.

N w ' o f pa+dn:pu ronlactcd:

Phone nu&

.

. . . . .. .. . ..
. . .. . .. . .

. .
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I Phone n w k

~ddrc+s.

. . . . .

.

I Ph6hc numbcr

.

Name o f Finn

A d h

numoer)

.

.
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,

.

.
.
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Work Search Record
claimant's Name

.

.

...

Security Number

Your Temp PIN number
The telephone numberto call
.

:

.

..

he telephone number to call the Boise Job S e ~ i c eUnemployment is 332-8943.

NOTE: You MUST continue to claim each week while waiting for an eligibility
determination.

-C O M M ~ R C E& L A B O R
. ..
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DIRK

General Information

.. ..

K~PTH~RNE,
GOVERNOR
ROGERWEN.

DIRE~R~R

.

.. .
..
Boise office, 332-3575,219 W. Main St., Boise LD 83735-0030
Meridian Office, 364-7785,205 E. Watertower Ln., Meridian ID 83642-6282
Canyon Courity O£fice, 3647781,6107:~rayeLane, CaidwelIlD 83607

ours:

Monday through Friday from 8:00 am to 5 0 0 pm
..
.
. .
. . . ,.. .
..
Reester For W o r k Daily -fri,m.:Sa h to .4:30phThisis & &UtO:&,t,& @;ijc&wj& a&&&&.;
. . . a&ilable.
..
Work registration is also &ailable via .the Interdet at http:1/ww&.c1;idah6;~
Office

,

8

.

.

.a
ip&

~ e e py .o u r ~&;gistration.~ctive:~o-con&*e:r&e&in~job
bn line at
http:lIwwwIwwwd.idaho.~ov,
o r go to local office aileast once arnonth

a

Veterans Services: R e p r e s ~ v e s a iavailable
e
to assist veterans on a wallc--in basis o r by ~ o i n t x n e n t
B ~ ~ ; o f f i ~ Rodrig-332-3575
~Ray
-3268, or- Jerry Roehi, ert 3276; . . . ..
M&&
office: JohnF@&,3w785 ert 3598, o~Steve:hrd,e r t 3619. Chiyon
Cou&~ffi&
Stansbeny, 364-7781,ezt. 3243,or Jim Givens, ex& 3961.
'

st&

Unel~ploymentlnsnrance: You may file a NEW ~ ~ e m ~ l o y mInsurance
ent
claim via the hternet'at
http-.lhKww.cl.idabo.pov. Or you may also file a claim in our office, Monday through
Friday, from 8 a m to 4 pm. A complete work history for the past two years is neeiied
when filing for unemployment imabance benefits.

~ o o s u l t a n t Are
s AvatIableTo ReIp With: Labor Marlfet~,Infonnation;Career Momation and Guidance;.
.. ~ n ~ . & v e n t o r i * Applications,
,
R&xnes and Cpver Letters. Ask at &,q front desk for
m
o
r
e
.
i
n
f
o
~
o
n
.
..
...
. . . .
'

:

~obIniormation& Referral:
Job lists are av&le
viame &m
.e
~?
. at
. http:/fwwwfwwwcl.idaho.eov
or at jrourl&a~ornmerce
Labor office' To apply, follow the &mctionsfor each
job listing. Job lias are also avaiiable on our lobby computers.
. .
Computer Match & J o b Notification Calls: We match selected openingswith-appli~a~lts
who bave the
reqL;edskills and interests for that job. Job appiicantsM4Ybe woraaed by phone
using an Auto Dial system Information aboutjob o p n g s can be left on your phone
m e r i n g machine. Mention the job order number provided when you call back
~,

Stnte Job Announcements: State job annopzements areavailable via the Internet at
m4w.dhr.state.id.u~- ~ ~ ~ l i c a t i for
o n state
3
opedigs &e av&Iable on line at any local

oflice.
Access Federal job openings U s i n g Our Employmenj Resource Center
computers or by calling USA JOBS BY PHONE at (478) 429-8077, ihe U.S.
Governments official telephone source for jobs and employmen+ MomLation on
Federaljob opt-gi may also be o b h c d via the Internet address
vap,usaiobs.opm.~~r.

+ Boise, Idaho 83735.W30 e 208-332-3573.
Cqml Opportunity Employer

---

cl.idrho.~ou

Job-Hotline- New Job Listines:

.

.

.

Job Hotline (Recordings updated Monday.through ~ r i d at
a 5:OOpm),
~
332-8940
.

J o b Search Workshops:

. . . ..

.

. . .

.

.

. . . . . .

..

Job Search workshops may h e 1 ~ . ~ 6k&rove
u
yourjob seeking, ~esume'writin~,
and
interviewing skills! These workshops consist of three half-day sessions, from 8:3 0 am 12:30 pm and are offered.montk$y. Mini workshops are available for selected topics. NO
appointment is necessary. &k
. . us
. for the next workshop dates. :.
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Affdiate partners: To schedule k.'appoiintmentWith a

;

.

'

.:

.,.. . . .

:

ag~y,'~all: .

.

W o r k S O m Career dintex-,.1001
.., . .
S. &chard, Boise ID i323-5627
.
.
= V b t i o n a l. ~ehabilitation;
. .
327-7411
Senior ~rn~loyxuedt'~m'&ams
(AARP);429-80?7
=

.,

.:.>,.

. . . . ...
.

Typing ~ests'. .Tests are *?en on'?-&
co&p-,
Monday ibmugh'Friday, on a walk-in basis,
:b&een 8 ; l l i m. anfi
. . 1-4pm.
.
.I'You
: . . are w e l c o m e t o : ~ c t i &
before taking the typing test.
..
. . . . . . . .

.

. . . . ... . .

.
..
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Employment Resources Available:
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.

.

.
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.
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.
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here are resources available for you to use for your jqb-seeking activities.
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J .perjonai(i3irnPuters
.w. . .
&Laser
. . P&t&

.aza;i$jl~-forGneg
Telephone & Fax services
&qloyers
are

J

.,,..

-

... ? J
. .

J

T ~ i n Tm&'Typing
g
.
.
Pioficiency Test

J

Job Search Videos

':@mpw-m
Infoption
,..,
jLo.cal-:Newspaper
($:..

,

(c?)

j-;A:-z.T::

J

' Sy.&m
.......

J

J ~.e''Assistanoe

....
4 Libraryof Job 5-h
J

J - .C!omputer.&ikettes

.

Copyh$whine

J
...

.

J' . ~ & e paper and envelopes

Internet A%s

-/

Books

with
. . . links. t .p major

&&i,jymeni iesorrice.

Postage (avaiiable for purchase)
Mail drop box

'
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'Idaho
Commerce & Labor Addresses & Phone Numbers
-

'

.

.

. . . ...

.,

.

..

(All 208 area codes)
. Officephone

Local Office

Location

Mailing Address

Zip Code

Blackfoot

155 N. Maple

PO Box 9, Blackfoot

83221-0009

236-6713

513 N. Main Street, Ste 1, Hailey.

83333-8417

788-3526

Blaine ~oudry 513N. Main Street Ste 1
Boise

219 W. Main St.

219 W. Main St., Boise

83735-0030

332-8943

Bonners Ferry

6541 Main St.

Rt. 4 Box 5745, Bonners Feny

83805-8521

267-5581

Canyon County 6107 Gray Lane

6107 Gray Lane, Caldwell

83607-8072

364-7783

Coeur d'Alene

1221 W. Ironwood Dr., Ste 200

1221 W. IronwoodDr., Ste 200, CDA

83814-2668

769-1558

Emmett

2030 S. Wmhington

2030 S. Washington, Emmen

83617-9450

364-7780

Grangeville

305N. State St.

PO Box 550, Grangeville

83530-0550

983-0440

Idaho Falls

150 Shoup Ave, Ste 13

150 Shoup Ave, Ste 13, Idaho Falls

83402-3653

557-2500

317 W. Main St., Boise

83735-0770

332-3574

Interstate Claims 317 W. Main St.
Lewiston

1158 Idaho St.

PO Box 1147, Lewiston

83501-1 147

799-5000

Magic Valley

771 N. College Rd

PO Box 5129, Twin Falls

83303-5129

735-2500

McCail

299 ~ . 3 *S t

PO Box 966, McCall

83638-0966

634-7102

Meridian

205 E WatertowkLn.

205 E. Watenower Ln., Meridian

83642-6282

364-7787

127 W. 5Ih st. NUN,

127 W. 5" St. North. Burley

83318-3457

678-551 8

1350 Troy Rd. Ste I

1350Troy Rd. Sre 1, Moscow

83843-3995

882-757 1

Mountain Home 1993 E. 8IhN.

1993 E. XIh N.. Mtn. Home

83647-2333

364-7788

Orofino

410 Johnson Ave.

PO Box 391, Orofino

83544-0391

476-5506

Payene

501 N. 16" St., Ste 107

PO BOX 179. Payene

83661-0179

642-9361

Pocarello

430N 5"' Ave.

PO Box 4087, Pocateilo

83205-4087

236-6710

Rexburg

316N. 3 ' d ~ .

PO Box 158. ~ e x b u q

83440-0158

557-2501

St. Maries

105 N. 8Ih

105 N. 8.' St. Maries

83861-1845

245-2518

Saimon

1301 Main SI.. Unit 1

PO Box 990. Salmon

83467-0990

756-2234

Sandpoint

2101 \V Pine St.

2101 W . Pine St., Sandpoint

83864-9399

263-7544

Silver Valley

35 wildcat Way, Sre B

35 Wildcat Way, Sre 0,Kellogg

83837-2253

783-1202

Mini Cassia

,

Mosco\v

Claimmu requiring TDD Service call !he ldaho Relay Sewice ai: 711
Our Internet home page is ar h l t p : l / ~ ~ ~ . c l . i dgov.
d l o Use

il 10 file

your weekly claim or check

ii

oui for a peat deal of informarion.

State of Idaho
Idaho Commerce & Labor
Unemployment 1nsurance.Division'
317 W.Main Street,
..
Boise; Idaho 83735-0770
.
Official Business,
Penalty for Private Use, $300 .
...
..

1-777506 (R-8-04)
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FIRST CLASS MAIL

